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Abstract

This thesis tackles the inverse lighting problem of computer graphics. Specif-

ically, the thesis introduces novel methods of estimating the distant lighting

environment which illuminates a real-world scene given, as input, a single pho-

tograph of a known object found or placed within the scene. Two immediate

applications of the inverse lighting techniques introduced herein are in: 1) aug-

mented reality where virtually rendered content is integrated with a live view

of the real-world scene in real-time and, 2) in film post-production where vir-

tually rendered content is composited with previously shot footage in an offline

process. Achieving realistic integrations of virtual and real content requires, at

a minimum, accurate geometric and plausible radiometric calibration (in the

form of omnidirectional lighting estimation). This thesis contributes strictly

to radiometric calibration but does make use of existing geometric calibration

methods in experimental validations.

We first introduce a custom voxel “shading probe” which enables approxi-

mate global illumination rendering of arbitrary voxel models by lightmapping

simple linear combinations of the probe’s captured faces. We then extend

the “shading probe” idea to cater for arbitrary, non-voxel, 3D models. We

propose a spherical-partitions probe, whose shading, at a few designated sur-

face points, encodes optically-computed basis-convolved incident illumination.

These shading values can then be directly used as basis coefficients for lighting

in a precomputed radiance transfer framework.

Following the same line of investigation, we posit the use of the human

face as an outdoor lightprobe. To achieve this goal, we model incident lighting

by the latent space of a convolutional autoencoder trained on skies as well as

by a statistically-constrained pre-specified parametric sky model.

Finally, we introduce a novel theory of fast convolutional sparse coding on
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the sphere with inverse lighting applications. We express our theory in a com-

putationally efficient form by leveraging state-of-the-art spherical harmonics

theory for decomposing anisotropic spherical signals as weighted combinations

of rotated zonal harmonics.



Impact Statement

Augmented reality (AR) is becoming increasingly popular, moving from re-

search and industry labs into mainstream culture. Wide audiences encountered

augmented reality through Niantic’s Pokémon Go game. Established compa-

nies and newcomers alike are betting hard on AR. Microsoft’s HoloLens is

already shipping, while others, such as Magic Leap, secured $3.2B in funding

for developing their own AR holographic devices. However, Deloitte argue that

until head-mounted displays become more cost-accessible over the next 2-3

years, AR experiences will still mostly be experienced through the displays of

high-end smartphones.

A great body of research investigated methods for creating realistic aug-

mented reality, but almost all of them require desktop-class processing power to

achieve real-time speeds. In the first two chapters of this dissertation we focus

on methods for enabling practical augmented reality on low-powered mobile

devices. We propose to use shading probes, which are custom objects placed in

the real scene, to alleviate a large part of the computational effort traditionally

spent on calibration and rendering. Our novel insight is to offload computation

to nature, and simply collect the optically computed results through a smart-

phone’s camera. This allows us to demonstrate realistic augmented reality

scenarios running smoothly on low-powered devices, such as the Apple iPad 3

(2012 model). In our demonstrations virtual objects appear well-integrated in

the real scene having contact shadows and looking as if illuminated by the real

scene’s lights.

Photo editing and retouching is ubiquitous. Almost all smartphones ship

with apps for photo editing. Giant software corporations, such as Adobe, have

been built on photo editing software, such as Photoshop and Illustrator. A

certain type of photo retouching, where virtual 3D objects are inserted in
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existing photographs, is used for product design, architecture and even for

furniture visualisation.

The latter two chapters of this dissertation propose methods to enable

realistic looking virtual 3D objects to be integrated in real photographs. The

proposed methods can be thought to estimate the positions and brightness of

light sources in a scene, using either photographs of human faces or of known

objects as input. Having accurate knowledge about light sources then allows

3D objects to be rendered realistically and inserted into photographs.

Besides industry applicability, the research presented in this dissertation

opens up many avenues of further research by introducing a novel idea, of

offloading expensive computations onto nature, into the computer graphics and

vision fields. Furthermore, the shading probe idea has been brought to the wider

computer graphics field’s attention when it was presented and demonstrated

(as a technical brief) at SIGGRAPH Asia. It has also been surveyed and

compared to other state-of-the-art realistic AR methods ranking joint-first for

least processing effort required. The method for light source estimation from

human faces has also been presented to the academic community, as a long

paper, at Eurographics. Finally, the novel mathematical model for representing

functions on spheres introduced in the last chapter of this dissertation has

wide applicability, beyond that of light sources estimation for which it was

demonstrated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation
This thesis investigates novel inverse lighting methods which have relighting

applications. The focus is specifically on the problem of estimating the distant

lighting environment illuminating a real scene, given a photograph of a known

object as input.

Solving the inverse lighting problem in real-time enables practical aug-

mented reality applications. Augmented reality (AR) integrates virtually ren-

dered content with a live video feed of the real environment [Azu97]. Seamless

integration between virtual and real scenes requires, at a minimum, accurate

geometric and radiometric calibration. Geometric calibration, in terms of

matching the real camera’s intrinsics and extrinsics, is usually accomplished

by tracking a known object in the real scene, such as fiduciary markers [KB99],

LEDs [BN95], edges of 3D structures [Kis+12], etc. Radiometric calibration

can be achieved by using the incident illumination of the real scene, or an

estimate thereof, to light the virtual scene. Various methods exist for cap-

turing or estimating the incident illumination of a real scene, as we detail in

the next chapter. This capture process involves for example, photographing

mirror spheres [Deb05] or specialised “single-shot” light probes [Deb+12], using

fish-eye lenses [Kne+10] or custom hardware [Man+13; Toc+11].

Furthermore, realistically inserting virtual objects into photographs or

filmed scenes also requires knowledge of lighting. For example, for film post-

production, incident lighting is either acquired explicitly using a mirror sphere

or a lighting artist manually specifies a matching lighting set-up [OZ10]. How-
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ever, when this lighting information is missing or is never acquired, e.g. for

casual, previously captured or legacy [Kar+11] photographs, incident illumi-

nation can still be estimated. Various inverse lighting-based methods, such

as [Kar+11; Kar+14], can be applied to estimate lighting. Of course, in such a

setting, there is usually no strict real-time runtime constraint, so such methods

can leverage user-input and can become highly sophisticated, e.g. [Kho+14].

1.2 Background
This thesis is fundamentally supported by two pioneering works in computer

graphics, Debevec’s research into image-based lighting [Deb05] and Sloan,

Kautz and Snyder’s work on precomputed radiance transfer [SKS02].

Debevec’s image-based lighting (IBL) work [Deb05; Deb98] opened up the

field of realistic integration of virtual objects into photographs of real scenes.

Virtual objects are lit by the real scene’s incident illumination acquired from

a lightprobe, a high dynamic range photograph of a mirror sphere. Shading is

computed using an offline global illumination algorithm while differential ren-

dering [Deb98] is introduced to seamlessly composite the shaded virtual content

onto the real scene. Traditionally, image-based lighting was not proposed for

real-time augmented reality applications, as it uses an expensive offline light

transport simulation.

Precomputed radiance transfer (PRT) methods, introduced by Sloan et

al. [SKS02], exploit the linearity of light transport to simplify runtime global

illumination calculations considerably. PRT projects incident lighting and light

transport operators into spherical bases, turning runtime shading calculations

into simple per-pixel dot-products or matrix-vector products for Lambertian

and glossy materials respectively. The original spherical basis used in PRT is

Spherical Harmonics [SKS02], Ng, Ramamoorthi, and Hanrahan [NRH03] used

Haar Wavelets for all-frequency relighting, while other works used radial basis

functions [TS06] or data-driven bases [Now+07], etc.

Given fixed geometry, materials and viewpoint, PRT precomputes a trans-

fer matrix mapping incident lighting to outgoing radiance, i.e. shading. Con-

sequently, the inverse of this mapping turns shading into lighting, which is

precisely the goal of inverse lighting. As studied by Okabe, Sato, and Sato

[OSS04] and Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [RH01a; RH01c], the transfer ma-
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trix is not, in general, well-conditioned and cannot be inverted. However,

low-frequency illumination recovery1 is possible even from images of convex

Lambertian objects [BJ03; RH01a]. More progress in terms of frequency con-

tent can be made when considering visibility or when material reflectivity is

more complex, i.e. not Lambertian [RH01a].

Realistic AR methods couple fast rendering methods, based, e.g. on Monte-

Carlo ray-tracing, instant radiosity, photon-mapping or PRT, with captured

or estimated incident illumination [Kro+15]. Impressive results have already

been obtained. For example, Kán and Kaufmann [KK12] demonstrate highly

realistic AR renderings with caustics, reflection and refraction effects obtained

using GPU-accelerated photon-mapping. Knecht et al. [Kne+11] approxi-

mate shading using imperfect shadow maps [Rit+08]. Nowrouzezahrai et al.

[Now+11] demonstrate dynamic soft and directional shadows by capturing and

basis-projecting incident illumination from a mirror sphere. Aittala [Ait10]

estimates a sparse set of point lights for rendering and applies a convincing

model to replicate webcam video degradation. None of these techniques scale

to mobile platforms. In fact, many mobile augmented reality solutions rely on

simple shading models, neglecting that consistent illumination between virtual

and real content is essential for perceptually plausible AR [Koe+07; Lop+10].

We described how image-based lighting initiated the field of realistic aug-

mented reality. We also touched upon how precomputed radiance transfer can

be used to formalise the inverse lighting problem. Next, we draw on previous

work to formulate the three key objectives of this thesis.

1.3 Objectives
In this section we identify specific limitations in practicality or scope of the

current state-of-the-art in augmented reality and inverse lighting, and set them

as challenges to be overcome through the work in this thesis. Mobile devices

are a popular outlet for augmented reality applications, but they currently lag

behind their desktop counterparts in computing performance. Hence, a first

objective of this thesis is to lower the computational requirements of realistically

integrated AR rendering. Second, we identify the challenging case of estimating

outdoor lighting from faces, where previous work recovered only low-frequency
1Low-frequency lighting is representable using the first nine real Spherical Harmonics.
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lighting. Finally, we note that trajectory reconstruction, a similarly ill-posed

inverse problem such as inverse lighting, has been successfully attacked by

leveraging convolutional representations.

Enabling Practical Augmented Reality

Presently, the most widespread use case for AR involves users experiencing an

augmented reality scene through their mobile device’s display. Smartphones and

tablets represent a particularly well-suited platform for AR because of the mix

of technologies they bring together: high-framerate high-resolution cameras,

high-resolution touch-screen displays and powerful processing units. However,

their computing performance does not yet match that of desktop computers,

meaning that all of the various realistic rendering models proposed in the past

remain prohibitively costly given the constraints of mobile computing hardware.

As such, a goal of this thesis is to lower the computational requirements

of radiometrically calibrated rendering, enabling practical realistic AR on low-

powered mobile devices.

Simplifying Outdoor Lighting Estimation

Casual users have limited options for realistically inserting virtual objects

into real photographs. Traditional approaches, as briefly mentioned, require

incident illumination capture using various set-ups which are to be used when

the photograph is actually taken. New approaches can obliviate the need for

lighting capture. Kholgade et al. [Kho+14] enable realistic 3D photo retouching

by leveraging user input for aligning stock objects in photographs; for achieving

realistic relighting they solve a non-negative inverse lighting problem using von

Mises-Fisher kernels. Karsch et al. [Kar+14] propose a fully-automatic system

which estimates illumination and geometry for intuitive 3D object insertion into

real photographs. Their method selects a matching lighting environment from a

pre-existing database but optimises its intensity for shading-consistency. These

methods and others, e.g. [Kar+11], find applicability for general, arbitrary,

photographs. For the specific case of photographs containing human faces,

existing methods can recover low-frequency lighting estimates [KK14; Shi12].

This is a direct consequence of human skin having mostly diffuse reflectivity,

acting as a low-pass filter on illumination [RH01c]. When image quality is

appropriately high, Nishino and Nayar [NN04] can reconstruct a full incident
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illumination environment map from the specular reflectivity of the human

eye. For the challenging case of outdoor photographs of human faces, lit by

high-frequency lighting with extremely high dynamic range (the sun), no such

research endeavour has been made.

A further goal of this thesis is to simplify outdoor lighting estimation by

using photographs of human faces, while improving upon the state-of-art in

reconstruction accuracy.

Improving the Accuracy of Inverse Lighting

Light transport is linear; it can be represented by a transfer matrix [Leh07;

SKS02] which maps incident illumination to shading. In general, the goal of

inverse lighting is to reconstruct the incident illumination arriving at an object

from its shading. Given a known transfer matrix, captured or computed, one

can proceed to solve for light given shading, accounting for the ill-conditioning

of the transfer matrix. General methods for tackling discrete inverse problems,

such as inverse lighting, exist [Han10]. In computer graphics and vision many

inverse lighting methods account for the transfer matrix ill-conditioning by

reformulating the inverse problem using different light representations, minimi-

sation energies and by adding regularisation or constraints. For example Mei,

Ling, and Jacobs [MLJ09] and [Ait10] assume point lights, others represent

lighting in Haar Wavelets [Hab+09; OSS04], and some use mixtures of von

Mises-Fisher kernels [Fis53] for the same purpose [HNI08; Kho+14; PSP09].

Of course, other approaches to lighting estimation have also been proposed, for

example recent works apply deep learning to regress lighting, in a suitable rep-

resentation, directly [Gar+17; Hol+17; Moo+17], instead of solving the inverse

problem classically. It has been shown that tackling ill-posed inverse problems

using compact, convolutional representations with few degrees of freedom can

yield improved performance [ZL15].

The final goal of this thesis is to improve upon the state-of-the-art recon-

struction accuracy for general inverse lighting problems, by leveraging convolu-

tional representations of spherical signals.

1.4 Contributions
This dissertation makes the following contributions to inverse lighting and

augmented reality:
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• Customised light probes, entitled shading probes, are introduced in Chap-

ters 3 and 4 for enabling practical augmented reality on mobile devices.

They exploit light transport simulation conducted by nature to shift com-

putational burden away from the device running the AR simulation. The

“voxel shading probe” enables approximate global illumination rendering

of arbitrary voxel models by simply lightmapping linear combinations of

captured shading from its faces. The shading probe idea is then extended

to cater for arbitrary, non-voxel, 3D models. A “spherical-partitions shad-

ing probe” is proposed, whose shading, at a few designated surface points,

encodes optically-computed basis-convolved incident illumination. Ren-

dering virtual objects is fast, as these shading values from the probe can

be directly used as lighting basis coefficients in a PRT framework;

• Following the same line of investigation, Chapter 5 proposes to use the

human face as an outdoor lightprobe. The novelty of this approach lies

in the use of data-driven representations for skies to enable recovery of

high-frequency HDR outdoor lighting from faces. Outdoor lighting is

modelled by the latent space of a convolutional autoencoder as well as

by a statistically-constrained parametric sky model, both trained on a

large sky database;

• Finally, Chapter 6 introduces a novel theory of fast convolutional sparse

coding (CSC) on the sphere. The CSC theory, when applied to inverse

lighting shows competitive performance. The introduced CSC theory is

expressed in a computationally efficient form. Specifically, state-of-the-art

spherical harmonics theory [LWF12; NSF12] is leveraged to decompose

anisotropic spherical signals as weighted combinations of rotated zonal

harmonics, resulting in fast-to-evaluate convolutions.

1.5 Publications
All research articles that form the basis of this thesis’ technical content (Chap-

ters 3 to 6) have been prepared in collaboration with other researchers. How-

ever, each research article is mainly the result of this thesis author’s own work

with the following paragraphs detailing the extent of the contributions of the

collaborators.
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The Voxel Shading Probe

An initial version of the voxel shading probe method (Chapter 3) prepared

in collaboration with Kenny Mitchell and Jan Kautz was submitted to the

ACM SIGGRAPH Symposium on Interactive 3D Graphics and Games 2013

(i3D). Our work was rejected as a long paper but accepted as a poster, which

we respectfully declined, choosing instead to address the reviewers’ comments

in follow-up work. In summary, the reviewers appreciated the novelty of our

method but noted that an important limiting factor of our method is its inability

to deal with arbitrary, non-voxel, meshes. They also pointed out the lack of

quantitative evaluation. We have subsequently addressed the main limitation

of the voxel lightprobe by proposing a different type of specialised lightprobe,

as described in Chapter 4. Compared to the submitted article, Chapter 3

introducing the voxel shading probe, has been extended by the thesis author

with:

• a clearer exposition;

• a new shading reconstruction method based on global illumination;

• an empirical analysis of the shading reconstruction methods;

• additional qualitative and quantitative results.

The Spherical Partitions Shading Probe

The spherical partitions lightprobe method (Chapter 4) was initially published

as a technical brief in ACM SIGGRAPH Asia 2013 :

[Cal+13] Dan A. Calian, Kenny Mitchell, Derek Nowrouzezahrai, and Jan Kautz.

“The Shading Probe: Fast Appearance Acquisition for Mobile AR”. In: SIGGRAPH

Asia 2013 Technical Briefs. SA ’13. Hong Kong: ACM, 2013, 20:1-20:4. ISBN:

978-1-4503-2629-2.

Chapter 4 extends the technical brief with additional mathematical analysis,

more illustrations of shading probe geometries and provides more details on

the real-time implementation. Table A.1 in Appendix A details collaborators’

contributions to the technical brief.

From Faces to Outdoor Lightprobes

The outdoor lighting estimation from faces method described in Chapter 5 was

published in the Computer Graphics Forum journal, following acceptance to

the Eurographics 2018 conference:
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[Cal+18] Dan A. Calian, Jean-François Lalonde, Paulo Gotardo, Tomas Simon,

Iain Matthews, and Kenny Mitchell. “From Faces to Outdoor Light Probes”. In:

Computer Graphics Forum (2018). ISSN: 1467-8659.

Collaborator’s contributions are detailed in Table A.2 in Appendix A.

Fast Convolutional Sparse Coding on the Sphere

At the time of writing this thesis, the convolutional sparse coding method

for spherical signals described in Chapter 6 is under review at the European

Conference on Computer Vision 2018.

In terms of mathematical formulations and exposition, the thesis author

performed independent mathematical derivations for convolutional sparse cod-

ing for spherical signals with isotropic filters (through zonal harmonics) and with

anisotropic filters (through the rotated zonal harmonics basis); Paulo Gotardo

assembled these separate derivations into a coherent paper story. More details

about the contributions of collaborators are given in Table A.3 in Appendix A.

1.6 Thesis Outline
We first review related literature on inverse lighting and on realistic augmented

reality in Chapter 2. We introduce the idea of a shading probe for voxel

models in Chapter 3 and extend it to handle arbitrary models in Chapter 4. In

Chapter 5 we investigate techniques for using the human face as a lightprobe

for outdoor environments. We introduce a novel convolutional sparse coding

formulation for spherical signals and apply it to inverse lighting in Chapter 6.

Concluding remarks are made in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter presents related work on inverse lighting and augmented reality

and provides brief overviews of related fields. Forward and inverse rendering

fields are included to support a discussion on inverse lighting, itself a sub-field of

inverse rendering. The requirements of augmented reality applications are dis-

cussed; specific realistic augmented reality methods and upcoming specialised

devices for AR are also presented. Finally, additive manufacturing techniques

are surveyed in support of the feasibility of manufacturing the shading probes

introduced in later chapters.

2.1 Forward Rendering

Le(ω)

a) Point light b) Directional light c) Environment map

Le(x - p)

Le(y - p)

p

x

y

Le(ω0) Le(ω1)

Figure 2.1: Light sources. Three common physical light source approximations
are illustrated: point light sources, directional lights as well as lighting
environment maps, on which this thesis focuses.

Global illumination algorithms simulate physical light transport to render vir-

tual scenes. They start from a description of a scene and, through a forward

rendering process, produce an output image. This is in contrast with inverse

rendering methods, presented later in this chapter, which invert the image

formation process. Inverse rendering methods start from an image and work
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backwards to deduce various properties of the original scene.

No overview of rendering is complete without the rendering equation

(Eq. 2.1), introduced by Kajiya [Kaj86]. The rendering equation is a mathe-

matical model of physical light transport for opaque surfaces. The equation

states that the outgoing radiance (Lo) at surface point x passing through di-

rection ω, is the sum of the emitted (Le) and the reflected (Lr) radiance from

x in said ω direction:

Lo(x, ω) = Le(x, ω) + Lr(x, ω). (2.1)

The reflection equation (Eq. 2.2) defines reflected radiance as an integra-

tion over incoming radiance:

Lr(x, ω) =
∫
Ω+

Lin(x, ωi) fr(x, ωi → ω) 〈nx · ωi〉
+ dωi, (2.2)

where the incident radiance Lin is integrated over the upper hemisphere at x

denoted Ω+; the integration variable is the differential solid angle dωi; nx is

the normal vector at x; 〈· , ·〉+ denotes a clipped to 0 dot-product and fr is the

bidirectional reflectance distribution function. The visibility function, Vx (ωi),

was omitted in Equation 2.2 but will be made explicit in later chapters when

we specifically use it.

Even though this is obfuscated by notation, the incident and outgoing

radiance, Lin and Lo respectively, are recursively defined in terms of each other.

For example, assume that a ray cast from x in some direction ωi intersects

another scene point y. The incident radiance at point x from direction ωi,

Lin(x, ωi), is then equal exactly to the outgoing radiance at point y in the

opposite direction −ωi, Lo(y,−ωi):

Lin(x, ωi) = Lo(y,−ωi). (2.3)

This is precisely how the rendering equation elegantly models global illumina-

tion with infinitely many light bounces.

Volumetric scattering extensions of the rendering equation exist, as well as

rendering methods to solve it. These lie beyond the scope of this dissertation;

further information on volumetric light transport can be found in [Cer+05;
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Nov+18; PJH16, Chapter 11].

2.1.1 Light and Reflectance
Light sources provide input, as Le, to the rendering equation. Many models of

light sources are used in computer graphics such as, directional lights, point

lights, area lights, environment maps and spotlights [Dut03], as illustrated in

Figure 2.1. The radiance emitted by a point light reaching a surface position

depends on the relative position as well as the distance to the point light source.

Directional lights are usually used for approximations of distant light sources,

such as the sun, where relative positioning and distance to the light source

can be ignored. In this thesis we deal solely with environment map lights. An

environment map is represented as an image, where each pixel corresponds to a

directional light of a given intensity. Environment maps can be stored in many

formats, a common one used in computer graphics is the latitude-longitude

format (equirectangular projection1).

a) Lambertian BRDF
  (matte material)

b) Glossy BRDF c) Specular BRDF
  (mirror material)
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Figure 2.2: Reflectance models. Three common opaque reflectance models are
illustrated through both diagrams as well as renderings. The diagrams
show 2D BRDF slices with the length of the arrows around the per-
fect reflection direction (ωr) denoting the reflection probabilities of the
outgoing direction vector (ωo).

Opaque surfaces reflect incident radiance. The ratio of outgoing radi-

ance to incident radiance is defined by the bidirectional reflectance distribution

function (BRDF). BRDFs can be modelled parametrically [BS; Dut03, Chap-

1Equirectangular Projection. Accessed 9 June 2018. http://mathworld.wolfram.com/
EquirectangularProjection.html.

http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EquirectangularProjection.html
http://mathworld.wolfram.com/EquirectangularProjection.html
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ter VIII, B], measured [Gho+07; Mat+03b; Wey+06; Wey+09] or represented

through data-driven models [Mat+03a; Mat03]. Three common BRDF mod-

els are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The simplest such model is the Lambertian

BRDF [Lam60], shown in Figure 2.2 a), modelling ideal diffuse reflectance,

where incident radiance is reflected equally in all directions: fr =
ρ
π , making

the Lambertian BRDF view-independent. The albedo, ρ, models the degree of

absorption of the BRDF. Mirror surfaces, however, reflect incident radiance in

the perfect reflection direction only, as exemplified in Figure 2.2 c). Generally,

glossy surfaces are modelled as reflecting incident radiance in a lobe around

the perfect reflection direction, as shown in Figure 2.2 b). As opposed to Lam-

bertian surafces, the appearance of glossy and mirror surfaces depends on the

viewing direction. In this thesis we deal with Lambertian reflectance only and

specifically exploit its view-independence to construct practical shading probes

(Chapters 3, 4). Due to its low-pass filtering effect on incident lighting [RH01a],

inverse lighting from Lambertian shading is very challenging. We overcome

this challenge in Chapter 5 through strong data-driven priors. For the converse

reason, we test the robustness of our novel convolutional sparse coding inverse

lighting method (Chapter 6) on Lambertian objects.

2.1.2 Global Illumination Methods

For completeness, we present a selection of established global illumination

rendering methods. Many of these algorithms, and fast approximations thereof,

have been used for augmented reality, as will later be described.

Monte-Carlo ray tracing methods [Kaj86] evaluate the rendering equation

by tracing stochastic rays, gathering average per-pixel radiance, through a

scene. Rays interact with surfaces, spawning other radiance gathering rays

recursively. The direction of new rays is determined by the type of surface

interaction, for example rays can be reflected or absorbed by opaque surfaces,

refracted by glass surfaces, etc. Importance sampling techniques [Hal70] can

be used to control the distribution of spawned rays, with the goal of probabilis-

tically exploring light paths proportional to their potential incoming radiance.

For example, ray directions can be generated towards more probable BRDF

directions [LRR04] or towards light sources [JCJ09], etc.

Many variations on ray-tracing exist. Classically, in path-tracing [Kaj86],
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rays are traced from the virtual eye into the scene. We used distributed ray

tracing [Whi80] to construct direct light transfer matrices in Chapters 4, 5

and 6, using Hammersley sphere sampling [WLH97]. In bidirectional path-

tracing [LW93] rays are sent from both the camera and the light into the

scene. In Metropolis light transport [VG97] the light path space is explored

by mutating important light paths which were previously discovered. Many

production renderers are based on Monte-Carlo ray-tracing methods. For

example, one such renderer popular with the visual effects industry is the

Arnold renderer2. We used Cycles3 for global illumination pre-computation in

Chapter 3 and to render the synthetic faces dataset in Chapter 5.

Radiosity methods [Gor+84] solve the rendering equation by discretising sur-

faces into small patches and computing light transport between them [Rit+12].

Light transport between diffuse surface patches and patches on light sources can

be formalised as a large system of linear equations. Different methods for solv-

ing this system exist [CW12], providing a view-independent global illumination

solution for all surface patches.

Photon mapping [Jen01] is suitable for rendering scenes with complex light

transport paths, especially ones containing caustics. Photon mapping solves

the rendering equation in two passes. In the first pass, photons are emitted

from light sources, they interact with surfaces, and are collected in a photon

map. In the second pass, the photon map is used to render the scene either by

density estimation or by final gathering. For density estimation, photons sur-

rounding the surface point corresponding to a pixel are weighted and summed.

Alternatively, in final gathering, for each pixel, rays are cast to collect bounced

light from all visible photons.

Precomputed radiance transfer techniques [SKS02] project light trans-

port operators and light into Spherical Harmonics [Slo08], or other spherical

bases [Now+07; NRH03; TS06]. This allows the effects of light transport to

be precomputed and stored as transfer vectors or matrices. Rendering with

precomputed transfer amounts to dot-products or matrix-vector products for

Lambertian or glossy BRDFs respectively. The original PRT method focused

specifically on low-frequency illumination so it used low-orders of Spherical

2Arnold Renderer. Accessed 9 June 2018. www.solidangle.com/arnold.
3Cycles Renderer. Accessed 9 June 2018. www.cycles-renderer.org.

www.solidangle.com/arnold
www.cycles-renderer.org
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Harmonics (9 to 25 coefficients) to represent light transport and lighting envi-

ronments [SKS02]. Extensions for supporting all-frequency rendering in PRT

have also been proposed; e.g., using Haar Wavelets [NRH03], general spherical

radial basis functions [TS06], mixtures of isotropic spherical Gaussians [Gre+06]

and even mixtures of anisotropic spherical Gaussians [Xu+13].

The shading probe family we introduce in Chapter 4 encodes orthogonal

spherical bases to be used for real-time rendering with a PRT framework. In

Chapters 5 and 6 we use PRT transfer matrices to construct the data-term in

inverse lighting optimisation formulations.

This section only briefly surveyed global illumination algorithms, for a

comprehensive treatment of the topic see [DBB06; PJH16; Rit+12].

2.2 Inverse Rendering
In the previous section we defined forward rendering as the process of simulating

light transport to convert a scene description into a rendered image. Inverse

rendering is the inverse process, where the goal is to estimate the scene’s

properties given an image of it as input.

2.2.1 Classification

A scene contains objects illuminated by light sources. Objects are characterised

by their geometry and their material properties. Based on which properties of

a scene are known and which are sought-for, inverse rendering problems can be

classified into three main groups: inverse reflectometry, inverse geometry and

inverse lighting problems. Figure 2.3 a) describes the general inverse rendering

problem through rendered examples.

Inverse reflectometry assumes knowledge of light sources and geometry and

seeks to solve for material reflectance properties. For example, Debevec [Deb98]

estimates diffuse reflectance for compositing objects into a real scene. Boivin

and Gagalowicz [BG01] present a sequential approach to inverse reflectometry,

fitting increasingly complex BRDF models to a single image of a scene with

known simple geometry. Many other approaches exist, e.g. [FGR93; Rem+15;

RH01a; SI91], see [PP03] for a survey.

Inverse geometry methods, such as shape-from-shading methods, reconstruct

geometry given knowledge of light and/or materials. Shape-from-shading is
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Haar Wavelets 
(1536 coeffs.)

= λi + λj + λk + λl

Lighting environment
(Unknown, sought)

Shading image
(Input)

Geometry
(Estimated or known)

Reflectance properties
(Estimated or known)

a) Given a photograph of an object as input, the goal of inverse rendering is to estimate the object’s geometry, 
reflectance properties and the lighting environment which illuminates it. We focus strictly on lighting estimation 

throughout, assuming that we either have knowledge of geometry and reflectance or that we can reasonably 
estimate them.

Spherical Harmonics
(100 coeffs.)

...= αi + αj + αk + αl

Piecewise Constant
(14 coeffs.)

= βi + βj + λk + βl

b) Estimating the lighting environment which illuminates an object can be done through quadrature and basis 
expansion inverse lighting methods. Basis expansion methods, as exemplified above, express the sought after 

lighting environment as a linear combination of spherical basis functions.

+

...+

...+

Figure 2.3: Inverse rendering and the basis expansion method applied to
inverse lighting. A general illustration of the inverse rendering prob-
lem is shown in a), while b) exemplifies how specific spherical basis sets
can be used by basis expansion methods for approximating or recovering
incident lighting.

a well-established field, see [Zha+99] for a review. In Chapter 5 we simply

estimate facial geometry by applying previous work on human face landmark

localisation [KS14], 3D face templates [TDM11] and 3D deformation [Jac+11].

Inverse lighting techniques assume knowledge of scene geometry and/or ma-

terials to recover properties of light sources. Among inverse rendering problems,

this dissertation strictly contributes to the inverse lighting field, so we treat it
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separately next.

For the interested reader, we also note that a granular, in-depth, formalised

classification of inverse rendering problems can be found in Patow et al.’s review

of the field [PP03].

2.2.2 Inverse Lighting

In later chapters (5 and 6) we tackle the inverse lighting problem of estimating

lighting from images.

Inverse lighting is an inverse problem. Inverse problems arise when we

want to infer the underlying parameters of a model given, as input, observations

produced by said model. Usually the model is of a physical process where it is

difficult, if not impossible, to measure its underlying parameters directly. Such

problems are encountered in many fields, e.g. astronomy, geophysics, acoustics,

medical imaging, radar, optics and machine learning to name a few, extending

far beyond computer graphics and vision. Luckily, they have been well studied;

see Kirsch’s book [Kir11] for an introduction to the mathematical theory of

inverse problems or Engl et al.’s textbook [EHN96] for the standard formal

reference on inverse problems.

Inverse problems, such as inverse lighting, are often difficult as they are

often ill-posed. This simply means that they do not posses one or more of

Hadamard’s three properties of well-posed problems [Had02]:

• Existence: A solution exists;

• Uniqueness: The solution is unique;

• Stability: The solution depends continuously on the input data; i.e. small

deviations in the observed measurements do not cause large deviations

in the estimated parameters.

In practice, the existence and uniqueness requirements can easily be allevi-

ated [Han10]. Specifically, when no exact solution can be found, the original

equality relation expressed by the model can be replaced by an approximate

equality, e.g. with a least-squares formulation. When more solutions are plau-

sible, one can differentiate between them by placing additional requirements on

the sought solution, e.g. seeking the one with minimal norm. The stability, or

well-conditioning requirement, is much harder to alleviate, but can be attacked

through regularisation approaches.
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Inverse lighting is a type of linear inverse problem, where the sought-after

parameters (of the light) are linearly related to the observed measurements

(the pixels in a photograph). It is well understood that light transport is linear,

e.g. see Figure 3.2 (p. 27) in [Pee06] for an empirical demonstration. Precom-

puted radiance transfer makes this linearity relationship obvious by expressing

exit radiance as a linear combination of incident lighting. For example, as-

sume we are imaging the shading of a surface point x in a fully known static

scene. Its shading s(x) is a linear function of lighting: s(x) = 〈t(x) , l〉. l

and t(x) are vectors encoding the incident light distribution and the effects

of globally-illuminated light transport at x respectively. In theory, both vec-

tors can be infinite dimensional, e.g. as coefficients of an infinite Spherical

Harmonics expansion, as in the original PRT paper [SKS02].

Linear inverse problems result from the discretisation of Fredholm integral

equations of the first kind [Han10]. The inverse lighting problem results from

the discretisation of the rendering equation, which is an example of such an

integral equation [Rit+12]. Solution methods for general ill-posed linear inverse

problems are well known, a typical approach is to use Tikhonov regularisation

with appropriate weights [Han10]. Of course, research on inverse lighting in

computer vision and graphics goes beyond this type of general regularisation

by applying domain-specific knowledge and tools, such as enforcing natural

image priors [LN12] or non-negativity of light [SJ05].

Discretisation methods must be used to numerically approach continuous

integral equations [Han10]. Two fundamentally different discretisation methods

exist: the quadrature method and the basis expansion method.

Quadrature methods estimate the solution only at specific sampling loca-

tions selected over the integration domain of the equation, forming a system of

linear equations. This corresponds to solving for the lighting distribution by

estimating the intensities of a dense set of directional lights, i.e. discretising

light transport and incident lighting angularly. The large dimensionality of the

resulting transfer matrix make quadrature-based inverse lighting more challeng-

ing, but this discretisation method is nevertheless used. For example, Lombardi

and Nishino’s work [LN12] represents lighting as 64×128 environment maps. In

Chapter 5 we also discretise light transport angularly and evaluate parametric

models in the same discretisation. Of course, a non-dense discretisation of
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incident lighting can also be used, for example Mei, Ling, and Jacobs [MLJ09]

optimise for a sparse set of directional sources.

Basis expansion methods, also called Galerkin expansion methods, approx-

imate the solution in the span of a set of basis functions, as illustrated in

Figure 2.3 b). In other words, they express the model computations and the

measurements as linear combinations of basis functions. In inverse lighting,

a very common such basis set are the Spherical Harmonics, used in many

works [Bit+08; KK14; LZL14; Moo+17; Shu+17; WLH03]. In Chapter 6 we

use the SH basis to express light transport but also to formulate a fast ap-

proach to convolutional sparse coding for spherical signals. In Chapter 3 we

measure the performance of our proposed voxel-space shading reconstruction

methods by reconstructing light transport vectors expressed in the SH basis.

Haar Wavelets are another basis choice popular for representing spherical sig-

nals [NRH03], which have also been used for inverse lighting. But compared

to SH, robustly fitting them requires an iterative selection process [OSS04].

One of the first works on inverse lighting [MG97] parametrises and esti-

mates lighting as a linear combination of constant spherical basis functions.

Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan [RH01a] proposed a signal-processing framework

for inverse rendering, where both lighting and reflectance are expressed in

Spherical Harmonics. Part of their work investigated under which conditions

inverse lighting is well-posed, obtaining intuitive results. Estimating light from

diffuse illumination of a convex object is ill-conditioned, and is most difficult

from Lambertian illumination. Furthermore, both Ramamoorthi and Hanra-

han [RH01a] and Basri and Jacobs [BJ03] conclude that the low-frequency

illumination recoverable from convex Lambertian objects lies in a rank 9 sub-

space. However, estimating lighting from glossier BRDFs is better conditioned,

and is best-conditioned for mirror BRDFs.

Convex objects, such as spheroids, do not self-shadow. All directions in

the upper hemisphere of all surface points are un-occluded. In other words, the

visibility function for convex objects always returns 1, so it can be safely ignored.

However, especially for non-convex Lambertian objects, the effects of visibility

can be leveraged to facilitate higher frequency lighting reconstruction [Has+11].

Inverse lighting methods making explicit use of the effects of visibility have

been proposed. For example many works [MLJ09; MLJ11; SSI03] reconstruct
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lighting from images of cast shadows directly, with variations on knowledge of

material reflectance, lighting representation and the type of regularisation used.

Similarly, Panagopoulos et al. [Pan+11] assume that coarse geometry is given,

and infer the shadowed parts of an image as well as the lighting environment

illuminating it through a higher-order Markov Random Field. Hasinoff et

al. [Has+11] specifically stress the role of visibility in inverse lighting. They

propose a thought experiment of designing a custom diffuse object with complex

geometry to be used as a lightprobe. A Lambertian object with varied enough

concavities has a high rank transfer matrix, enabling high-frequency lighting

reconstruction from its shading. In our work we estimate light from non-convex

Lambertian surfaces and do consider the effects of visibility. In Chapter 3 we

propose customised light probes, as diffuse voxel objects, which we design

specifically by exploiting the coherence of the visibility function across voxel

faces. In Chapter 5 we estimate lighting from diffuse illumination of human

faces by making use of data-driven priors for both lighting and skin reflectance.

Simultaneous optimisation-based estimation of shape, illumination, and

reflectance from single images has also been proposed [BM12; BM15], requiring

strong priors for each term. Similarly, Lombardi and Nishino [LN12] jointly

predict illumination and reflectance from a single image given the shape of

an object in the scene using data-driven illumination priors. Their Bayesian

estimation method recovers high-frequency lighting only if the material re-

flectance also has a high-frequency component, and does not surmount the

physical limitation of diffuse materials acting as low-pass filters on incident

illumination [RH01c]. Meka et al. [Mek+16] similarly propose a principled

optimisation-based intrinsic decomposition method, which can run in real-time

by leveraging a fast iteratively reweighted least squares GPU-solver. In Chap-

ter 5 we estimate human face geometry first, by applying existing methods,

and then solve a minimisation problem to yield reflectance and lighting esti-

mates; our method predicts high-frequency illumination making use of both

approximate visibility and data-driven priors.

Besides being a goal in itself, inverse lighting is also a key step in other

computer vision tasks such as self-calibrated shape from shading [Gar+13;

SKS14] and photometric stereo [Lu+13; PF13].

Deep-learning methods for illumination and reflectance prediction have
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also started appearing [Gar+17; Geo+16; Geo+17; Hol+17; Kim+18; Kul+15;

Mek+18; Moo+17; MRF18; NMY15; Rem+15; Shu+17; ZKE15]; we post-pone

describing these until Chapter 5 where we use them to provide context for our

novel deep-learning-based lighting estimation approach.

This section described inverse rendering but focused on the inverse lighting

problem. It overviewed previous works and described how they relate to the

later chapters of this dissertation.

2.3 Augmented Reality
Augmented reality is defined as any interactive scenario where virtual content

is super-imposed on a live view of the real environment, rendered from a

geometrically registered virtual camera [Azu97; BCL15]. AR is different from

virtual reality, where the reality perceived by a user is completely replaced

with computer rendered content, i.e. virtual content. A variety of display

devices have been used for AR, including simple monitor interfaces, e.g. on

smart-phones, or see-through head-mounted displays where blending of real and

virtual objects can be done optically, e.g. Magic Leap4 or Microsoft HoloLens5.

There are trade-offs to be considered when choosing between using an optical or

a video-based display device, e.g. in terms of: simplicity, resolution, safety, eye-

offset, composition flexibility, matching dynamic range, focal point adjustment

and portability. Augmented reality has been applied to very many fields,

including for medical applications, manufacturing and repair, annotation and

visualisation, robot path planning, military, and entertainment [Azu97].

Haniff, Baber, and Edmondson [HBE00] propose a classification of aug-

mented reality systems in terms of context and granularity. Their study cate-

gorises AR systems into context-aware and context-free systems. They define

context-aware systems as those which receive and update the displayed informa-

tion based on user input. They are inherently more complex than context-free

AR systems, which do not gather user input but only provide generic pre-set in-

formation. Furthermore, context-aware systems can be split into: fine-grained

and coarse-grained systems. Fine-grained systems use precise sensor measure-

4Magic Leap. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.magicleap.com.
5Microsoft HoloLens. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/

hololens.

https://www.magicleap.com
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/hololens
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ments to gather contextual data; an example would be an AR application using

vision-based camera tracking, as done by many AR software development kits.

Conversely, coarse-grained AR systems operate using coarser sensor informa-

tion, such as GPS. Within this classification the work we present in Chapters 3

and 4 fall under fine-grained context-aware systems, as we use real-time camera

tracking information.

2.3.1 Geometric Calibration

Rendering virtual objects in AR applications relies on real-time knowledge

about the camera intrinsics (focal length, principal point and image format)

and extrinsics (transformation matrix from world coordinates to camera co-

ordinates), such that visually accurate projection matrices can be used when

rendering. Several machine vision approaches can be used to estimate these

camera parameters [Azu97; BCL15]. Intrinsic camera parameters are usu-

ally measured in an offline calibration stage using large printed checkerboard

patterns imaged from multiple viewpoints. Extrinsic camera parameters are

updated in real-time in video-based AR systems. One common approach

for determining camera extrinsics, a process also referred to as camera regis-

tration, can be done by tracking fiduciary markers placed in the real scene.

Examples of fiduciary markers used for camera tracking include: LEDs [BN95],

retro-reflective markers [Dor99], coloured dots [Sta+96], or square printed card-

board markers [KB99]. Markerless vision-based calibration approaches exist as

well [SH16]. Other camera tracking approaches are based on template match-

ing [UKK95], on depth-maps [Iza+11; Mel95], or even by tracking screen-space

edges of physical 3D models [Kis+12]. Even more methods have been proposed,

see Billinghurst et al.’s work [BCL15] for an up-to-date review.

Several software tools for implementing AR applications are freely avail-

able online. ARToolKit6 is a widely known example. ARToolKit works with

square black-and-white patterns meant to be printed and placed in the real

scene, always fully visible to the camera. ARToolKit performs registration by:

thresholding the input image, finding connected components, detecting and

extracting marker contours and edges, and finally using template matching for

identifying the ID of each marker (for multiple markers in the same scene). It

6ARToolKit. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://github.com/artoolkit.

https://github.com/artoolkit
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can also leverage previous tracking information to achieve temporally coherent

registration. Many variants of this library exist, including ARToolKitPlus7

and Studierstube Tracker8. Game engines which have support for augmented

reality are also available, e.g. the popular Unreal Engine9 and Unity 3D10 game

engines have AR support. Vuforia11 is a commercial tracking solution with

support for iOS, Android and UWP, incorporating high precision tracking for

custom 2D image markers. The methods we introduce in Chapters 3 and 4 use

Vuforia (a legacy version, used as a Unity 3D plug-in) for camera tracking.

2.3.2 Radiometric Calibration

As previously mentioned, radiometric calibration is most commonly achieved

through image-based lighting methods, as introduced by Debevec [Deb98].

Image-based lighting techniques acquire the lighting environment of a real

scene by photographing mirror spheres, using multiple exposures and from

multiple viewing angles, and unfolding them into omnidirectional HDR light

probes [DM97; Rei+05]. A HDR lightprobe is simply an environment map

capturing all scene radiance incoming at one point in the 3D scene; usually it is

captured near the location in which the virtual objects will be placed. Subse-

quent work introduced methods for capturing light probes using image stitch-

ing [SS97], specialised hardware [Man+13; Toc+11], fish-eye cameras [Kne+10],

via simulation [Goe+03], smart-phone photography [Kán15] or from a “single-

shot lightprobe” [Deb+12]. Contrary to offline light capture methods, in AR

work, lightprobe capture is commonly done in real-time using images filmed

by the camera of the AR device; e.g. as in the work of Nowrouzezahrai et

al. [Now+11].

Similarly, Envisor [DWH08] is a system for online environment map cap-

ture, designed to work with intrinsically-calibrated, but otherwise ordinary,

video cameras. It uses vision-based tracking, fusing rotation estimates derived

from registered adjacent frames with absolute orientation information derived

7ARToolKitPlus. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://github.com/paroj/artoolkitplus.
8Studierstube Tracker. Accessed 9 June 2018. http://studierstube.icg.tugraz.at/

handheld_ar.recent/stbtracker.php.
9Unreal Engine (AR Support). Accessed 9 June 2018. https://docs.unrealengine.

com/en-us/Platforms/AR/AROverview.
10Unity Engine (AR Support). Accessed 9 June 2018. https://unity.com/solutions/

mobile-ar.
11Vuforia. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.vuforia.com.

https://github.com/paroj/artoolkitplus
http://studierstube.icg.tugraz.at/handheld_ar.recent/stbtracker.php
http://studierstube.icg.tugraz.at/handheld_ar.recent/stbtracker.php
https://docs.unrealengine.com/en-us/Platforms/AR/AROverview
https://docs.unrealengine.com/en-us/Platforms/AR/AROverview
https://unity.com/solutions/mobile-ar
https://unity.com/solutions/mobile-ar
https://www.vuforia.com
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from landmark-based tracking. Envisor uses the estimated tracking informa-

tion to project each video frame into an OpenGL cubemap, constructing a full

environment map. Texture diffusion is used to fill in any gaps in the resulting

cubemap texture. Envisor is a very good example of a robust online environ-

ment map capture system. However, their results motivate that further work

is needed in capturing HDR environment maps online, including using cameras

with drivers providing API calls for retrieving exposure levels.

2.3.3 Existing Augmented Reality Systems

Debevec [Deb98] introduces a system for rendering synthetic objects with

global illumination into real scenes represented as still photographs. Radiomet-

ric calibration is performed using an offline HDR probe acquisition process as

described above. An estimate of the scene geometry is created using 3D scan-

ning, photogrammetry or by surveying. The RADIANCE global illumination

rendering solution is used for the actual rendering, meaning that the system

is not designed for real-time use. The technique presented considers all light

transport paths, specifying how virtual objects will cast caustics and shadows

on the real scene, reflect, refract, and show diffuse inter-reflections. The as-

sumption made in this work is that virtual objects will only have an impact

on a small part of the entire scene, called the “local scene”, and thus, a full

BRDF model for the entire scene is not necessary. To this end, the system first

segments the scene into “local” and “distant” scenes and simulates bidirectional

light transport between the local and synthetic objects, but only unidirectional

light transport from the distant scene towards the local scene and synthetic

objects. To estimate the local scene’s BRDFs, an iterative algorithm based on

visualisation of results is proposed in which an initial estimate of the material

properties is made, a GI solution is computed, and by comparing the rendering

of the local scene with the real appearance the initial material properties can be

adjusted. A method called “differential rendering” is introduced, which renders

two images, one with synthetic objects, one without, and a mask, and uses

these to composite the final rendered image.

The work by Nowrouzezahrai et al. [Now+11] also aims at bridging the gap

between the visual fidelity and believability of virtual objects when integrated

in a real environment. They argue that emulating shadows in a consistent man-
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ner with environmental illumination is a fundamental problem in AR. Their

system handles both soft-shadows, in a novel way, and hard shadows through

the standard shadow mapping algorithm. Real-world lighting is captured by

ensuring that the real scene contains a spherical mirror ball which is used as

a real-time LDR lightprobe. The lightprobe is projected on-the-fly through

the use of the programmable shader pipeline of modern GPUs to spherical

harmonics. Their major contribution is a novel factorisation method for find-

ing the dominant light direction and colour from the SH projected lighting

environment. To ensure a high level of tracking accuracy, they constructed a

bimodal tracking system combining marker-based tracking (ARToolkitPlus12)

and markerless tracking (PTAM [KM07]).

Oliveira and Araujo [OA12] introduce VISAR, a system for simplifying the

creation of augmented reality user interfaces by exploiting common patterns

of user interaction. The AR interface of an application integrated with their

system is fully configurable through XML files which can be created with a

specialised separate application: the VISAR Interface Editor. The interface

editor allows to customise the interaction patterns displayed for each user based

on user-specific contextual data. In their work they categorise user interface

patterns into four groups, based on whether the pattern is represented by

an underlying marker, if the marker needs to be tracked and on the type of

tracking required. An example of an AR interface pattern would be a virtual

label which displays text at a specified position near its underlying marker.

They also present an application of VISAR to a fire fighting AR scenario, in

which fire-fighters are assisted in their rescue mission through AR patterns

such as recommended paths and models representing the positions of humans.

Ropinski et al. [RWH04] describe a technique for rendering virtual reflec-

tions in an augmented reality setting. They construct virtual environment

texture maps of the scene which they use to create mirror objects with the

standard cube-mapping technique. Their algorithm partitions an input frame

into several regions, based on the position of the virtual object that needs to

be rendered, and define a mapping from these regions to a full cube map. As

such, they employ artificial contextual information for improving the believ-

ability of the rendered objects. They also approximate reflections for multiple
12ARToolKitPlus. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://github.com/paroj/artoolkitplus.

https://github.com/paroj/artoolkitplus
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virtual objects rendered in the same scene. However, their algorithm does not

pursue a high standard of visual fidelity as their implementation only considers

Phong-type materials with varying degrees of specularity. Their results show

physically inaccurate renderings, using low dynamic range artificial environ-

ment maps, which are each built from a single input frame with a limited field

of view.

2.4 Additive Manufacturing
Computers have played a key part in the development of manufacturing pro-

cesses, and as a result two of the most developed areas in computing literature

are computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM).

CAD programs aid users in creating, altering or optimising a design; they can

also be used to generate renderings of the design or to produce blueprints/plans

for suitably qualified engineers to interpret. CAM software can be used to trans-

late CAD designs into machining instructions. Finally, computer-controlled

manufacturing methods can use as input the machining instructions generated

by CAM software to produce actual physical objects. Well-known examples of

computer-controlled manufacturing include milling and 3D printing.

Additive manufacturing techniques [DSB06; GRS09], also called 3D print-

ing techniques, have become widespread in recent years. Some of these tech-

niques offer advantages over traditional computer-controlled manufacturing

processes, as they can create physical objects which would be impossible to

create by milling due to constraints on the movement or rotation of the milling

head. This has enabled users to explore a previously unreachable space of

designs. Another advantage of 3D printing methods is quick turnaround time

and low cost for prototyping, which perhaps explain the rapid expansion of the

hobbyist 3D printing community.

2.4.1 Technologies

3D printing constructs physical solid objects layer by layer, with the printing

method depending on the exact printing technology used. Three common print-

ing technologies are described next; more details on additive manufacturing

can be found in the surveys [KLN98; WH12].

Stereolithography [MFG10] (SLA) uses an ultraviolet laser to solidify
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ultraviolet-curable liquid into the desired object, layer by layer. Overhang-

ing and interlocking parts cannot be printed directly, and require the use of

additional thin support structures to prevent parts from toppling or fusing

together.

Fused deposition modelling [Kom16] extrudes a thin filament of hot ther-

moplastic material from a hot nozzle onto a platform. The material solidifies

instantly creating stratified structures. At the time of writing, this is the cheap-

est method of additive manufacturing, but it usually suffers from low accuracy,

necessity of support structures and object orientation bias.

Selective laser sintering [Kru+03] (SLS) uses a laser to sinter granular

(thermoplastic, metal or ceramic) material, one layer at a time. The un-sintered

powder acts as support material to enable printing objects with overhanging or

loose parts. Of course, enough clearance must be left between adjacent parts

to avoid them fusing together.

2.4.2 Prevalence in Computer Graphics

The computer graphics community has been a prime adopter of additive man-

ufacturing techniques, employing additive manufacturing in two main ways:

as an output for design processes developed by graphics research [MBC05]

but also as a way of creating new additive manufacturing techniques, e.g. de-

formable object manufacturing [Bic+10]. In terms of output of design pro-

cesses, additive manufacturing has been used to produce computer-generated

3D puzzles [LFL09; Xin+11], sculptures [MP09; Xin+11], scientific visual-

isations [Bai05], articulated models [Bäc+12; Cal+12], mechanical charac-

ters [Cor+13] and even actuated deformable characters [Sko+13].

For manufacturing our novel shading probes, introduced in Chapters 3 and

4, we require an accurate printing process supporting opaque rigid materials

with diffuse reflectance. We manufactured voxel shading probe (Chapter 3)

prototypes using SLS. We manufactured the white diffuse kernels of spherical

partitions probes (Chapter 4) using SLA and outer shells using SLS.

2.5 Summary
This chapter overviewed related literature in global illumination, inverse ren-

dering, augmented reality and additive manufacturing, and explained how it
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ties in with the remainder of this dissertation:

• We explained how we leverage established global illumination methods

to support our work;

• We highlighted the relationship between existing inverse lighting methods

and our novel contributions;

• We gave an overview of augmented reality setting the stage for our shading

probe methods;

• We built prototypes of our shading probes using SLA and SLS additive

manufacturing techniques.



Chapter 3

The Voxel Shading Probe

Voxel-space games, such as “Minecraft”, and films incorporating voxel elements,

like “Pixels”, have brought voxels into mainstream popular culture. So in this

chapter, we focus solely on voxel models. Specifically, we tackle the problem

of rendering virtual voxel scenes such that they appear integrated in a camera

feed of the real world.

Classically, achieving realistic virtual-real integration is accomplished by

using the lighting environment of the real scene to illuminate the virtual one.

Besides a high-dynamic range imaging process this also requires the compu-

tationally expensive simulation of light transport for the virtual scene. We

propose to instead capture low-dynamic range shading from a specialised light-

probe, a voxel shading probe, placed in the real scene. Assuming coarse-scale

occlusion we derive two novel voxel light transport reconstruction formulations

which enable us to remap the captured shading onto arbitrary voxel models,

all with trivial runtime cost.

We evaluate our method through a theoretical comparison of the voxel light

transport reconstruction formulations and provide quantitative and qualitative

results on synthetic data. We also demonstrate the applicability of our method

for augmented reality applications through a real-time implementation, running

on a consumer tablet.
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3.1 Introduction

a) “3-probe” model.
We use its shading as 

input.

b) Captured shading of 
3-probe into occlusion-based 
lightmap. The lightmap is 

mostly empty.

c) Complete occlusion-based 
lightmap. Reconstructed using 
our method in real-time from 

the input in b).

d) Our result: Texture mapped 
Bunny using our inpainted 

lightmap.
Real-time rendering.

e) Reference: Path-traced 
Bunny.

Offline rendering.

Figure 3.1: Overview of the voxel shading probe method. Our method en-
ables real-time rendering of realistic voxel models which exhibit the
shading cues of a real scene. We consider an arbitrary voxel model as a
shading probe, with the simplest such probe entitled 3-probe shown in
a). We capture the shading of each of its faces into the corresponding
lightmap slot determined by the configuration of occluders of a face (b).
We fill the empty lightmap slots, which correspond to unseen occlusion
configurations, using one of our two novel voxel light transport recon-
struction algorithms, yielding a complete lightmap (c). We can then
render arbitrary voxel models by texture mapping (d). Compared to
ground-truth (e), our method (d) has trivial runtime requirements but
exhibits a few rendering artefacts.

Drawing inspiration from the recent advent of voxel-space games, such as

“Minecraft“, “Voxelians” and “Cube Land”, in this chapter we tackle the problem

of rendering voxel models with shading cues captured from the real world

environment. Our goal is to realistically integrate voxel scenes into a camera
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feed of the real world, with minimal runtime cost.

Previous augmented reality works, like [Now+11], normally use image-

based lighting techniques, as pioneered by Debevec [Deb05], to render virtual

objects using the captured lighting environment of the real scene. Besides

a high-dynamic range capture process this also requires the computationally

expensive simulation of light transport for the virtual scene. Our proposed

method overcomes both these challenges by exploiting the global illumination

computations done by nature as seen through the lens of a standard low-

dynamic range camera.

Most previous methods capture unshadowed direct illumination, usually

using materials with either perfectly specular [Deb05] or near-Lambertian

BRDFs [Deb+12], and require simulating light transport for rendering. A

notable exception, aimed at non-photorealistic rendering, is the “Lit Sphere”

work [Slo+01] which similarly captures the shading of a diffuse sphere assumed

to be placed in the real scene, but, conversely, does not perform any light

transport simulation for rendering. Our work can be seen as extending the “Lit

Sphere” idea as we also acquire diffuse, globally-illuminated shading samples

from a specialised lightprobe placed in the real scene. However, unlike the

“Lit Sphere” work, the shading samples we acquire contain inter-reflections and

shadows, which we maximally exploit to realistically render objects without

performing expensive light transport simulations.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, we propose to acquire the shading of an

arbitrary, but known, voxel model placed in the real scene, and smartly remap

its shading onto other arbitrary voxel models. In Figure 3.1 a) we show the

simplest such specialised light probe, a star shaped voxel model which we call

a “3-probe”. The acquisition process captures view-independent occlusion-

modulated global illumination for various voxel configurations into a specially

organised lightmap. The acquisition process requires imaging from multiple

angles (minimum of two). The lightmap, as explained in Figure 3.3, is made up

of 192 individual square slots. Each lightmap slot corresponds to the shading of

an entire voxel face with one of 32 specific occlusion configurations, illustrated

by arrow and circle symbols, and in one of 6 orientations, shown with different

background colours. The shading for all occlusion configurations cannot be

encoded without using a highly complex and impractical shading probe. So we
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introduce two novel voxel light transport reconstruction algorithms to in-paint

the shading lightmap, as described in Section 3.4. Using the completed lightmap

we can then render arbitrary voxel models using simple texture mapping.

The main contribution of this chapter is a novel illumination capture and

remapping method for voxel scenes suitable for mobile devices with minimal

computational resources. As we will show in the following sections, our method

has the following properties:

• It acquires high accuracy occlusion-modulated view-independent global

illumination effects;

• Its capture process runs in real-time on modest hardware, and in parallel

with the remapping process;

• Rendering new virtual objects with the acquired illumination data is done

through simple texture mapping, requiring minimal GPU capabilities.

3.2 Related Work
Our voxel shading probe method super-imposes virtual objects onto the video

feed of a real scene, falling into the class of video-based augmented real-

ity [Azu97]. Rendering realistically integrated virtual objects requires camera

calibration as well as radiometric calibration. In this chapter and Chapter 4 we

tackle the radiometrically calibrated rendering problem from various angles,

but always apply previous works for camera geometric calibration. For the

real-time validation of our voxel shading probe method we calibrated an Apple

iPad’s camera intrinsics using Zhang’s popular calibration method [Zha00].

For real-time extrinsics calibration we used a previous version of Vuforia1, a

natural image features-based tracking library.

Realistic virtual object renderings can be achieved by using the captured

high dynamic range lighting environment of a real scene, using image-based

lighting methods [Deb98] or with other approaches as described in the literature

review (Section 2.3.2). Many previously introduced capture methods acquire

lighting information which can later be used for rendering. Our method, sim-

ilarly to using a “Lit Sphere” [Slo+01] for AR, acquires shading information

directly. The shading we capture is an inherently low dynamic range signal

consisting of incident illumination convolved with a (potentially) visibility-
1Vuforia. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.vuforia.com.

https://www.vuforia.com
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modulated Lambertian BRDF. As such, our method does not require a high

dynamic range capture process, which extends its applicability.

Modular Radiance Transfer (MRT) [Loo+11] enables approximate com-

putation of indirect illumination for scenes decomposable into a set of affine-

warped canonical shapes. The canonical shapes are cubes with varying numbers

of walls, and correspond to a subset of our voxel occlusion configurations. MRT

pre-computes direct-to-indirect light transport operators for these proxies to

map direct illumination into global illumination at runtime. We, however,

acquire the globally illuminated shading of voxel faces at runtime and remap

it for rendering arbitrary voxel scenes.

Contrary to previous works [Jac+05; Kne+10; Kne+12], in this chapter

we do not model light transport from the virtual scene back onto the real

scene. Instead, we focus on rendering the voxel scenes with minimal runtime

requirements while matching the complex illumination effects observed on a

voxel shading probe.

3.3 Voxels and Coarse-scale Occlusion
A voxel represents a cube in three dimensional space, arranged in an equally-

spaced grid, a voxel grid. We consider a voxel model to be a collection of voxels,

specified by a voxel grid, usually implemented through a Boolean-valued 3D

array. A voxel has six faces, each with a different orientation corresponding to

a different axis-aligned normal. Our method acquires shading from the faces

of voxels from the real world and remaps it onto the faces of rendered voxels.

3.3.1 Assumptions

To derive a tractable method for acquiring and remapping voxel shading we

make the following assumptions:

• We assume that voxel models have Lambertian reflectance, so their mate-

rial appearance does not depend on direction from which they are viewed;

• We assume the scene is lit by a distant lighting environment;

• More importantly, we assume that the shading of a voxel face depends

only on the presence and configuration of its immediate neighbouring

voxels. We denote this configuration of immediate neighbouring voxels

of a face its occlusion configuration. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration of
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... ... ...

a) A voxel face with no immediate occluders.

b) The five occlusion configurations with a single immediate occluder.

c) All other occlusion configurations: i.e.
voxel faces having two or more immediate occluders.

Figure 3.2: The coarse-scale occlusion assumption. For each voxel face, we
consider a simplified model of hemispherical visibility determined solely
by the presence of immediate neighbouring voxels. A voxel face
which is considered to receive illumination from its entire upper hemi-
sphere is shown in a). Each voxel face can have a maximum of five
occluders, up to a total of 32 occlusion configurations. The five possi-
ble occlusion configurations with a single neighbouring voxel face are
enumerated in b); of course, many other combinations of occluders are
also possible as shown in c).

a voxel face with varying occlusion configurations.

We, however, do not assume constant radiosity across a voxel face.

3.3.2 Occlusion Configurations
A surface point on a voxel face has its visibility hemisphere divided into five

parts by the local configuration of adjacent voxels: one part for each possible

location of immediately neighbouring voxels (left, right, forward, backward and

top). So a face can have between zero to five occluders, in any combination,

for a total of 25 = 32 occlusion configurations.

The incident radiance of each voxel face surface point is directly affected
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a) Indicator lightmap enumerating the 32 
occlusion configurations for each voxel normal. 
The background colour of each lightmap slot 

indicates its normal, while the circle and arrow 
symbols indicate the presence and direction of 

immediate occluders.

b) Texture mapped 3D models using the 
indicator lightmap shown in a), where each 
voxel face is mapped onto the lightmap slot 
corresponding to its occlusion configuration.

Figure 3.3: The indicator lightmap based on occlusion configurations. The
image in a) represents a lightmap which can be mapped onto arbitrary
voxel models according to their local occlusion configurations, with three
such examples shown in b).

by its occlusion configuration, with each neighbour voxel blocking about a fifth

of the hemispherical incident illumination. Indirect illumination is, of course,

also directly affected by the occlusion configuration, as direct illumination will

bounce between adjacent voxel faces and contribute to the radiosity of the

adjacent faces.

Our goal is to capture the radiosity value of each voxel face, ideally for

each occlusion configuration, and then remap the shading onto arbitrary voxel

models. There are six possible voxel face orientations, each with 32 occlusion

configurations, making a total of 6×32 = 192 possible voxel faces to capture. A

straightforward texture parametrisation for all such configurations is shown in

Figure 3.3. If we could capture all this shading information from a very complex,

and large, physical probe (from multiple photographs) then no additional

computation would be needed. Practicality constraints dictate that we should

strive for the smallest possible probe which allows us to re-shade voxel models

with sufficient accuracy.
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x

vleft = [0 1 1 1 1]

x

v{left, fwd} = [0 1 0 1 1]

x

vø = [1 1 1 1 1]

a) A point, x, in the 
local 2D coordinate 
frame of a voxel face 
with the occlusion 
configuration speci-

fied by vø.

b) Same point, x, but 
with a different occlu-

sion configuration 
specified by vleft.

c) The same point, x,  
again, but with 
another different 

occlusion configura-
tion specified by 

v{left, fwd}.

Figure 3.4: Local voxel face coordinate frame and visibility vectors. Cru-
cially, the same point x can be associated with different visibility vectors
corresponding to different occlusion configurations.

3.4 Voxel Light Transport Reconstruction

3.4.1 Problem Statement
If we know the shading across multiple voxel faces having various occlusion

configurations and orientations, how can we reconstruct the shading for all the

remaining faces with unseen occlusion configurations or orientations?

In other words, we are given as input the shading values shown in the

lightmap in Figure 3.1 b) and we want to reconstruct the lightmap in c).

To answer this, we derive two novel methods of approximately reconstruct-

ing the missing lightmap slots next, in terms of direct illumination as well as

in terms of full global illumination.

3.4.2 Hemisphere Partitioning
The visibility hemisphere, Ω, of all points on a voxel face is partitioned by

its immediate occluders into five spherical partitions: Ω(x) =
⋃

i∈{0...4} Ωi (x).

These partitions Ωi (x) vary with the local coordinate frame position, x, of the

surface points.

Assuming consistent ordering of occluders, we denote the occlusion config-

uration of a voxel face using a 5-element binary vector encoding per-partition
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visibility, v. The value of v at position i, v[i], is 0 when the neighbouring voxel

in the ith direction is present (so, it blocks visibility) and 1 otherwise.

The local coordinate frame of a voxel face, as well as how occlusion con-

figurations map to visibility vectors, is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

3.4.3 Direct Illumination Reconstruction

The shading of a point x is the outgoing radiance Lo at x as viewed from

direction ωo, and is given by the reflection equation (the simplification of the

rendering equation [Kaj86] for local reflection). Outgoing radiance is defined as

the sum of emitted, direct and indirect illumination. In our case, the materials

do not emit light.

We drop Lo’s dependence on viewing direction ωo as we deal with diffuse

materials. Assuming distant lighting, originating from a lighting environment

Lenv(ω), we can define the direct illumination component as:

Ld (x) =
∫
Ω

ρx

π
Lenv(ω) Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω (3.1)

We can partition the integration domain into a sum over the five partitions

defined by neighbouring voxel faces:

Ld (x) =
4∑

i=0

∫
Ωi (x)

ρx

π
Lenv(ω) Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω (3.2)

Our core simplifying assumption is that the visibility function can be

approximated using coarse-scale occlusion from neighbouring voxels; this means

we can approximate Ld with L̃d by replacing the visibility function Vx (ω) in

partition i by v[i]:

L̃d (x) =
4∑

i=0

∫
Ωi (x)

ρx

π
Lenv(ω) v[i] 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω (3.3)

Since v[i] is constant across partition i it can be moved out of the integra-

tion:

L̃d (x) =
4∑

i=0

v[i]
∫
Ωi (x)

ρx

π
Lenv(ω) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω (3.4)

The remaining integral is the direct illumination of point x computed with
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incident lighting originating only from the spherical partition i. We define l

as a 5-dimensional vector containing these per-partition direct illumination

values, such that:

l[i] =
∫
Ωi (x)

ρx

π
Lenv(ω) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω (3.5)

Now, direct illumination at a point x with an occlusion configuration

specified by v can be expressed as the dot product of its visibility vector with

the per-partition direct illumination vector:

L̃d (x, v) = 〈v, l〉 (3.6)

For a fixed local position x, changing the visibility vector v corresponds

to adding or removing neighbouring voxels. But, crucially, changing v does

not change the per-partition direct illumination values in l. So if we have

multiple shading samples for the same x but with different v values, we can

form a system of linear equations in terms of the known shading samples and

visibility vectors (stacked in a matrix V) and the unknown per-partition direct

illumination vector:



v>0

v>1
...

v>n



l = V l =



L̃d (v0)

L̃d (v1)
...

L̃d (vn)



(3.7)

This formulation in Equation 3.7 is similar to Precomputed Radiance

Transfer [SKS02], where the visibility vectors v act as light transfer vectors;

the light is projected into spatially-constant spherical basis functions with

coefficients in l, one for each spherical partition, but where the basis functions

change in shape when x changes.

Given enough variation in visibility vectors so that they yield a non-singular

V with rank 5 (the dimension of l), we could solve for the per-partition direct

illumination elements in l exactly. This would be a form of inverse lighting,

solving for lighting basis coefficients, e.g. as in Marschner and Greenberg’s

work [MG97]. At runtime, the shading of each pixel would be computed as
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the dot-product of the pixel’s visibility vector v and a fixed l. The problem

is that l varies with the local position of a pixel on a voxel face, so we would

have to assemble a separate texture storing the computed per-partition direct

illumination values. This approach is valid but has moderate computational

requirements as rendering would require 5 full-RGB texture fetches per pixel

for the L̃d terms and many linear equations would need to be solved at runtime.

The advantage of this method would be that the coarse-occlusion assumption

could be relaxed, and fractional instead of binary per-partition weights could

be used to simulate soft-shadows with more accuracy.

In this chapter and the next, we focus on minimising runtime costs to

target mobile devices, so we take a different approach. However, in Chapters 5

and 6 we instead focus on reconstruction accuracy and make heavy use of

computationally expensive optimisation methods.

Instead of solving for the per-partition direct illumination terms in l, we

propose to reconstruct the unseen shading values as linear combinations of the

known (captured) shading values. Given an arbitrary visibility vector, vu, by

definition, we can compute its corresponding shading by:

L̃d (vu) = v>u l (3.8)

We can express vu as a linear combination, λ, of the visibility vectors in

V as:

v>u = λ
>V (3.9)

Inserting the linear combination expression of vu from Equation 3.9 into

Equation 3.8, and substituting the product of known visibility vectors and

per-partition direct illumination V l by known shading from Eq. 3.7, enables

us to express unknown shading as a linear combination of known shading:

L̃d (vu) = λ>V l = λ>



L̃d (v0)

L̃d (v1)
...

L̃d (vn)



(3.10)

The matrix of known visibility vectors, V, will still need to have full rank, 5,
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so that we can reconstruct any unknown visibility vector exactly. The unknown

weights vector, λ, is then simply the solution to the following least-squares

problem:

λ = argmin
λ∗

‖vu −V>λ∗‖22 (3.11)

A visibility vector v is constant across a voxel face, so we only need to

solve for an unknown linear combination weight, λ, once per missing lightmap

slot. A lightmap can have a maximum of 162 missing slots2.

When the least-squares problem in Equation 3.11 is overdetermined (but

full rank) we instead solve an L0-regularised least squares problem for the linear

combination vectors3:

λ = argmin
λ∗

‖vu −V>λ∗‖22 + ‖λ
∗‖0 (3.12)

Our motivation is computational: we plan to reconstruct shading values using

GPU shaders where the number of non-zero values in λ correspond to the

number of texture fetches required per-pixel. Fewer texture fetches means

faster runtime.

In summary, given any arbitrary voxel shading probe we can pre-compute

all of the required linear reconstruction weights, all the λ’s, and reconstruct

all missing lightmap slots using a simple texture blitting GPU shader. For

rendering, the in-painted lightmap is simply texture mapped onto arbitrary

voxel models.

3.4.4 Global Illumination Reconstruction

Attempting a similar derivation for indirect illumination quickly becomes un-

wieldy. We take a different approach by leveraging Precomputed Radiance

Transfer (PRT) theory [SKS02] directly.

As we note in the literature review (Chapter 2) PRT’s insightful result

is that a distant, smooth, lighting environment can be mapped into a surface

2We require at least 5 captured lightmap slots so that rank (V) ≥ 5, leaving 32 − 5 = 27
as the maximum number of lightmap slots to reconstruct per orientation. As there are 6
possible orientations the maximum number of missing lightmap slots is 27 × 6 = 162.

3Matrix V has maximum size 27× 5 so we can afford to solve the actual L0 problem, and
not an L1 proxy. These optimisation problems are solved, only once in a pre-computation
step, by brute-force enumeration of all least-squares solutions for all possible combinations
of rows in V.
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point’s global illumination through a simple dot-product with a precomputed

transfer vector. For completeness, we include a brief derivation of the main

result of PRT for direct illumination.

PRT expresses distant lighting as a linear combination of orthogonal spher-

ical basis functions; the original paper [SKS02] uses the real spherical harmonics

basis, Y m
l indexed by integer order l and band m.

Lenv(ω) =
∞∑

l=0

∑
−l≤m≤l

cm
l Y m

l (ω) (3.13)

For notational convenience, as in previous work [Slo08], we unfold the

l and m SH indices into a single index, i, such that i = l (l + 1) + m. In

Equation 3.13, cm
l are the spherical harmonics projection coefficients of the

given lighting environment; as SH is orthogonal4 these coefficients can be

computed by integrating the product of the lighting environment with each

individual spherical harmonic:

ci =

∫
Ω

Lenv(ω) Yi (ω) dω (3.14)

Plugging the basis expansion of lighting (Eq. 3.13) into the reflection

equation (Eq. 3.1) and flipping the order of integration using Fubini’s theo-

rem [Fub07] allows us to write outgoing radiance as the dot product of lighting

coefficients and pre-computable light transfer coefficients:

Ld (x) =
∑

i

ci

∫
Ω

ρx

π
Yi (ω) Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉 dω︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸

Light transfer coefficients ti (x)

=
∑

i

ci ti (x) (3.15)

For a given surface point x, we can arrange its light transfer coefficients,

ti (x), into a vector t(x)[i] = ti (x); and similarly, we can arrange the distance

lighting projection coefficients into a vector c, such that c[i] = ci.

For direct illumination we used 5-dimensional binary visibility vectors,

v to map unknown per-partition direct illumination into directly illuminated

shading through a dot product, as shown in Equation 3.6. Analogously, by

applying PRT, we now use multi-dimensional transfer vectors to map unknown

4SH are orthogonal with respect to integration on the sphere:
∫
Ω

Yi (ω) Yj (ω) dω = δi j
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Y0

Y2

Y6

Y1

Y5Y4

Y3

Y7 Y8

a) Light transport vectors in the real SH basis. Each lightmap contains transport 
coefficients for all occlusion configurations for all voxel normals for a single SH basis.

b) Texture mapped light transport 
coefficients for Y0, which corresponds 

to scaled ambient occlusion.

c) Texture mapped light transport 
coefficients for Y8. 

Figure 3.5: The spherical harmonics coefficients of light transfer for all
occlusion configurations. Each lightmap in a) shows globally colour-
mapped transfer coefficients in SH, with red representing positive values
and blue negative ones, up to 3rd order SH (for a total of 9 coefficients).
Selected texture mapped models using each voxel’s occlusion configu-
ration are shown in b) and c).

incident lighting to globally illuminated shading through a dot product as

shown in Equation 3.15.

We pre-compute the per-pixel transfer vectors for each possible occlusion

configuration at each possible orientation, for a total of 192 = 32 × 6 configu-

rations, as shown in Figure 3.5. For each such configuration we generate the

simplest geometry that induces the correct occlusion configuration. Computing

all the required transfer coefficients simply amounts to rendering the geometry

with a global illumination renderer with each individual SH basis function as
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the lighting environment5.

To reconstruct unseen shading values we follow a similar approach as in

the direct illumination-based method: we reconstruct transfer vectors corre-

sponding to unknown shading values from the transfer vectors having known

shading values. For globally illuminated shading, for a fixed occlusion configu-

ration each transfer vector varies when changing the local position x, unlike

the visibility vectors used in the direct illumination reconstruction method,

which remain constant across a specific voxel face/lightmap slot. Even though

the transfer vectors vary per-pixel, to enable a fast runtime implementation,

we want each lightmap slot, as a whole, to be reconstructed as a linear com-

bination of other whole lightmap slots. So for each lightmap slot, we form a

single composite transfer vector, τ, by stacking together all its per-pixel transfer

vectors:

τ =



t(x0)

t(x1)
...

t(xn)



(3.16)

Let τu be the composite transfer vector of a lightmap slot with unknown

shading. We can express τu as a linear combination of the known composite

transfer vectors with per-lightmap slot weights λ, which are the solution to the

following L0-regularised least-squares problem:

λ = argmin
λ∗

‖τu − T λ∗‖22 + ‖λ
∗‖0, (3.17)

where matrix T stacks all composite transfer vectors with known shading row-

wise. Contrary to matrix V from the direct illumination-based method, matrix

T is not full rank, as we detail below, and adding regularisation is appropriate

when solving an ill-posed least-squares problem [LH74]. We expect only a

subset of lightmap slots to be useful in reconstructing any given lightmap

slot, so L0-regularisation is appropriate. Normally, a convex relaxation is used

5If the renderer does not support negative lights, as happened for us when using the Cycles
renderer (https://www.cycles-renderer.org), each lightprobe l (ω) can be decomposed
into two positive environment maps, l (ω) = max(l (ω), 0) + (−min(l (ω), 0)), and two passes
done, with the resulting renders subtracted accordingly to construct the render with the
original environment map.

https://www.cycles-renderer.org
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Figure 3.6: Composite transfer vector reconstruction errors (1). The oc-
clusion configurations corresponding to known shading are expanded
one whole set at a time, with each new set adding all the occlusion
configurations which have one more occluder.

instead, replacing the L0 term by the L1 term and solving the lasso [Tib96] or

basis pursuit [CDS01] problems; we, however, only need the solution of this

problem once per shading probe, so we solve the actual L0-regularised problem.

Matrix T has size M × N where M is the number of known lightmap slots

and N is the product of the number of spherical basis functions used and the

number of pixels per lightmap slot. In our implementation, we used 16 × 16

lightmap slots and 25 SH basis functions. We used the first 25 SH functions as

our occlusion configurations cast shadows and produce inter-reflections, while

the first 9 SH would be appropriate only for representing unshadowed diffuse

reflectance [BJ03; RH01c]. So T is not full rank.

Compared to the direct illumination based reconstruction method we no

longer have a guarantee that lightmap slots will be reconstructible from a set of

5 linearly independent transfer vectors. To quantify how occlusion configura-

tion choice affects transfer vector reconstruction we perform two experiments.

In each experiment we reconstruct composite transfer vectors directly and

not shading. Reconstructing shading would bias our analysis on the selected
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Figure 3.7: Composite transfer vectors reconstruction errors (2). For a
fixed number of occlusion configuration in the set corresponding to
known shading, indicated by the X axis, the best combination of oc-
clusion configurations is selected. For up to 7 occlusion configurations
we can exhaustively check all combinations; for more occlusion config-
urations we find a good set of occlusion configurations using particle
swarm optimisation [KE95].

set of lighting environments used to generate the shading. By reconstruct-

ing transfer vectors our empirical analysis generalises to all smooth6 lighting

environments. Given a set of occlusion configurations with assumed known

shading, we measure how well the shading-unknown composite transfer vectors

can be reconstructed. We quantify the accuracy of reconstruction through the

L2-norm of the residual of each composite transfer vector; the residual is the

difference between the actual composite transfer vector and its reconstruction.

In the first experiment we increase the set of assumed known lightmap

slots by expanding it with one entire category of occlusion configurations at

a time. Each additional category of occluders corresponds to adding all the

occlusion configurations with one extra occluder. Figure 3.6 summarises the

results. In it, the “No occluders” set specifies that only the voxel face without

any neighbours is considered known; next, in the “≤ 1 occluders” set, the five

voxel faces where each has one side occluded, is also included, etc. Using the

6By smooth lighting environments we mean that they are band-limited to 5th order SH.
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1-probe 3-probe 5-probe 7-probe

Figure 3.8: Star-shaped voxel shading probes. Symmetric expansion of probes
starting from the 1-probe up to the 7-probe. Probes with redundant
occlusion configurations start from the 5-probe.

entire “≤ 1 occluders” set, which includes 6 occlusion configurations, decreases

error considerably already.

In the second experiment, with results shown in Figure 3.7, we find the

best occlusion configuration set with a fixed cardinality. The x-axis represents

the cardinality, i.e. the number of occlusion configurations in the set. The best

occlusion configuration is the one yielding the lower reconstruction error over

all missing lightmap slots. We can see a linear decrease in error up to using

the optimal set with 5 occluder configurations. The error continues to drop

when adding more occluders, but less abruptly.

3.4.5 Voxel Shading Probe Design

A valid voxel shading probe design must make shading reconstruction tractable

using the two methods described above. So, for the direct illumination recon-

struction method to be tractable a valid probe must encode at least 5 occlusion

configurations with linearly-independent visibility vectors. For the global il-

lumination method we know, from Figure 3.7, that selecting an optimal set

of 5 occlusion configurations is a reasonable compromise between probe com-

plexity and reconstruction accuracy. Furthermore, the faces of a probe should

be easy to see with a camera. The probe should be as small as possible; and

it should avoid encoding duplicate occlusion configurations. A non-essential

design goal would be symmetry, so that the same set of occlusion configurations

are encoded for each of the six normals.
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Table 3.1: Occlusion configurations encoded by the “3-probe” Each row is
a visibility vector corresponding to an occlusion configuration. Each of
the five columns corresponds to a possible neighbouring occluding voxel.

Left Right Forward Backward Top
J I N H •

v∅ 1 1 1 1 1
vleft 0 1 1 1 1
vright 1 0 1 1 1
vforward 1 1 0 1 1
vbackward 1 1 1 0 1

This goal-based description can lend itself to optimisation; however, while

experimenting with the symmetric expansion of a single voxel we found that

the “3-probe”, shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.8, passes all these criteria for the

direct illumination-based method. For the global illumination-based method,

however, the occlusion configurations induced by the “3-probe” are not the

optimal set of 5 occlusion configurations, but has lower than average error.

The average error, of all 169911 =
(
31
5

)
occlusion configurations combinations

with 5 occluders is 3.067; the ones of the “3-probe” have 2.693 error7. We leave

investigating geometry optimisation methods of constructing optimal voxel

probes for use with the global illumination reconstruction method for future

work.

This “3-probe” encodes five unique occlusion configurations per orienta-

tion: one unshadowed face and four faces occluded separately from four sides.

Of course, expanding the probe further we can generate more complicated

probes as shown in Figure 3.8, but these start encoding duplicate occlusion

configurations. Nevertheless, we later compare the performance of using the 3-

and the 5-probe.

For such a simple probe as the 3-probe the least-squares problems from

the direct illumination reconstruction method can be solved by hand and two

simple reconstruction rules can be derived. The visibility vectors that form

the visibility vectors matrix, V, are shown in Table 3.1. Each visibility vector

is represented with a subscript containing a set of occluders, O. For example,

the visibility vector for a face occluded only from the top is denoted by vtop.

7Errors refers to the residual norm of transport reconstruction, as in Figure 3.6.
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Rule 1:The visibility vector for vtop is the only occlusion configuration with

unknown shading with a single occluder; it can be reconstructed as:

vtop = 4v∅ − vleft − vright − vforward − vbackward (3.18)

Rule 2:Any other occlusion configuration with a set O of occluders, can be

reconstructed as:

vO =
∑
o∈O

vo − ( |O| − 1)v∅, (3.19)

where |O| is the number of occluders in the O. For the global illumination

reconstruction method, however, we must still solve the least-squares problems

to compute the shading reconstruction weights.

3.4.6 Reconstruction Analysis

Given the two reconstruction algorithms, the direct and global illumination

based ones, and two candidate shading probes, the 3- and the 5-probe, which

combination will perform best?

We answer this question by reconstructing the ground truth transfer vec-

tors, which linearly encode how any lighting environment maps to shading,

using each combination of probe and algorithm. Results are shown in Fig-

ure 3.9. Errors are generally low, indicating that all methods perform well but

it is apparent that the global illumination algorithm always performs better

than the direct illumination one. The combination of the most complex probe

and reconstruction algorithm have the lowest errors (the 5-probe and the global

illumination reconstruction method respectively). Note that when we compute

average L1 errors we weigh each SH light transfer coefficient equally, while, for

natural lighting environments, spherical harmonics coefficients tend to decay

in magnitude with increasing SH order.

3.5 Real-time Implementation
We validate the shading probe idea using a 3D printed 3-probe, with a 2 cm2

face size, and a real-time capture and rendering process running on an Apple

iPad 3 (2012 model) implemented in the Unity Engine8.

8Unity Engine. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://unity3d.com.

https://unity3d.com
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a) 3-probe “direct”: 0.0115±0.0227 b) 3-probe “global”: 0.0113±0.0149 

c) 5-probe “direct”: 0.0113±0.0224 d) 5-probe “global”: 0.0094±0.0127

Figure 3.9: Light transfer reconstruction errors. Four globally colour-mapped
lightmaps are shown for the combinations of two shading probes, the 3-
and the 5-probe, over the two reconstruction algorithms, the direct- and
the global-illumination based ones. Each lightmap shows the colour-
mapped difference between the reconstructed light transfer vectors and
the ground truth transfer vectors. Blue values indicate that the re-
constructed transfer adds more light than it should, overestimating
radiance; while red values indicate the opposite, meaning that the
reconstructions undershoot, underestimating radiance. The numeric
values in each sub-plot are the mean and standard deviation of L1 er-
ror across each lightmap. A completely black colour-mapped lightmap
would indicate 0 error.

3.5.1 Fabrication

A voxel shading probe can easily be manufactured using rapid prototyping tech-

niques, while very simple ones can be even be built manually, albeit crudely.

Fabricating a shading probe can become expensive as 3D printing costs grow

exponentially with volume. We implemented an automated geometry gen-

eration tool in Autodesk Maya9 using Python scripting, to convert specified

9Autodesk Maya. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.autodesk.co.uk/maya.

https://www.autodesk.co.uk/maya
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Figure 3.10: Voxel shading probe volume minimisation for 3D printing.
From left to right the figure shows: virtual in-assembly shading probe;
output minimal-volume 3D printable probe parts; photograph of in-
assembly test cubes printed with the proposed method.

voxel models to directly 3D printable models with minimised volume. These

optimised models have thin walls and can be solidly assembled by mechanical

force, without any adhesive. Wall thickness as well as face size are input pa-

rameters, while everything else is computed automatically. The parts of the

final output voxel model are also laid out in a minimal axis-aligned printing

volume. Figure 3.10 shows a virtual result of creating a 3D printable model for

the 3-probe and some test cubes printed and assembled with this technique.

We 3D print a white, diffuse, 3-probe and mount it on a pole, as shown in

Figure 3.11 a).

3.5.2 Capture

The goal of the capture process is to copy per-pixel shading from the faces of

an imaged real probe into the corresponding pixels of a lightmap; the lightmap

is laid out as shown in Figure 3.3.

Assuming successful geometric calibration, achieved using offline intrinsic

calibration and online extrinsic marker-based tracking, we maintain alignment

between the virtual shading probe and the 3D printed one, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.11 b). We copy pixels one lightmap slot at a time from the real voxel faces

into a writeable lightmap texture, using GPU-accelerated texture mapping.

When copying pixels we first invert the camera’s non-linear response function

to perfom computations in a linear colour space. We assume a simple gamma-

curve model of the form L = Lγcam, with a default γ of 2.2 while enabling

manual adjustments through a user interface. When rendering, we apply the
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a) 3D printed “3-probe” shading probe 
mounted on a pole.

b) Registration between physical and 
virtual probe. Virtual probe shown in 

transparent grey material.
Screenshot taken from real-time Unity 

implementation.

Figure 3.11: Physical voxel shading probe. Fabrication and alignment.

gamma-correction back onto the rendered output pixels.

The success of the capture process depends on accurate geometric cali-

bration. Unfortunately very small camera calibration inaccuracies can lead

to visible artefacts along the edges of acquired voxel faces. To alleviate this

problem we shrink the texture coordinates of each lightmap slot slightly inward,

such that poorly captured data around the edges of the faces are less visible.

The capture process runs continuously and fills each lightmap slot with

the shading of the best matching face of the filmed shading probe. From a

set of candidate real voxel faces, the best matching one is determined by the

following conditions, which are lazily evaluated in order:

• Has matching orientation and occlusion configuration;

• Has a normal oriented towards the camera;

• Is contained by the camera’s viewing frustum;

• Is fully visible on screen;

• Has on-screen area greater than the previously copied texture for this

lightmap slot.

Evaluating most of these conditions is computationally cheap. The only

more expensive operation is checking if the four vertices of a given face are

occluded by other geometry for which we cast rays into the shading probe voxel
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model.

3.5.3 Reconstruction

Known lightmap slots are linearly combined using GPU blitting with custom

shaders to yield reconstructed shading values. The linear combination weights

are pre-computed according to which shading probe and which reconstruction

algorithm is used. This process consists of drawing textured quads so it is very

efficient to run on a GPU.

3.5.4 Rendering

To render a voxel model we first generate texture coordinates mapping voxel

faces to their corresponding lightmap slots, according to their occlusion con-

figuration. Then, real-time rendering is done by texture mapping the voxel

model using the in-painted lightmap.

3.6 Results
We validate our method using two approaches: a) a shading reconstruction

experiment using synthetic data and, b) by implementing our method (capture,

reconstruction, rendering) in the Unity game engine.

3.6.1 Synthetic Results

We run a synthetic experiment to bypass the alignment issues which arise in

real world capture as well as to ensure that the distant lighting assumption is

actually true.

To produce synthetic results we use a “virtual” lightmap acquisition process

by baking path-traced shading for the 3- and 5-probes for eight HDR natural

lighting environments. We voxelise three standard computer graphics models

and render them from two viewpoints by texture mapping the reconstructed

lightmaps. We compare all four combinations of our proposed reconstruction

methods and shading probes, with quantitative results given in Table 3.2 and

qualitative ones shown in Figure 3.12. We use two quantitative error met-

rics on shading reconstruction: mean absolute error (MAE) as well as the

perceptually-motivated structural similarity index (SSIM) [Wan+04]. As pre-

viously indicated by the transfer reconstruction experiment (Fig. 3.9), using

either the more complex probe or the more sophisticated shading reconstruc-
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3-probe 5-probe Path-traced 
reference“Direct” “Global” “Direct” “Global”

Figure 3.12: Qualitative results on synthetic data. We show reconstructed
shading from the 3- and the 5-probe using both proposed reconstruc-
tion algorithms and compare them to path-traced ground truth. Re-
sults for three voxelised standard computer graphics models and two
lighting environments are shown.
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Table 3.2: Quantitative results for voxel shading reconstruction methods.
The table shows the errors in computed shading of the voxel shading
reconstruction methods vs. the path-traced ground truth; both mean
absolute error and structural similarity errors are computed. Results for
each combination of 3D model (Bunny, Dragon, Buddha), reconstruction
method (direct illumination vs. global illumination-based) and shading
probe choice (3-probe vs. 5-probe) are averaged over two camera positions
and eight lighting environments. The best error metric value (lowest
MAE, highest SSIM) in each row is shown in bold.

3-probe 5-probe
Direct Ill. Global Ill. Direct Ill. Global Ill.

M
A
E

Bunny 0.073 ± 0.022 0.071 ± 0.022 0.068 ± 0.021 0.067 ± 0.021
Dragon 0.093 ± 0.031 0.090 ± 0.031 0.089 ± 0.029 0.087 ± 0.030
Buddha 0.097 ± 0.039 0.091 ± 0.038 0.093 ± 0.037 0.088 ± 0.037

Overall 0.088 ± 0.033 0.084 ± 0.032 0.083 ± 0.032 0.081 ± 0.032

SS
IM

Bunny 0.945 ± 0.023 0.947 ± 0.023 0.948 ± 0.021 0.950 ± 0.021
Dragon 0.954 ± 0.019 0.956 ± 0.018 0.956 ± 0.018 0.958 ± 0.018
Buddha 0.962 ± 0.013 0.966 ± 0.013 0.964 ± 0.012 0.968 ± 0.013

Overall 0.954 ± 0.020 0.957 ± 0.020 0.956 ± 0.019 0.959 ± 0.019

tion algorithm results in lower mean absolute errors (and higher structural

similarity); while using the more complex of each we can obtain the lowest

mean absolute errors (and highest structural similarity).

3.6.2 Real-time Results

We implemented our proposed method in the Unity game engine and have

run it on an Apple iPad 3 (2012) device. Figure 3.13 show screenshots from a

real-time augmented reality demo of employing the “3-probe” as a voxel shading

probe, with shading reconstructed using our direct illumination based shading

reconstruction algorithm.

3.7 Limitations
The absolute limitation of the method presented in this chapter is that it can

only render voxel models. Furthermore, our method cannot render arbitrarily

rotated voxel models, but we can support 90◦ rotation increments on any axis.

This can be implemented by simply swapping lightmap slots, or equivalently,

texture coordinates.
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a) Real-time rendering screenshots of a randomly generated voxel model.

b) Real-time rendering screenshots of a voxelised car model.

Figure 3.13: Real-time rendering of voxel models using the proposed
method. Images are screenshots from a real-time Unity implemen-
tation. Each model is shown from two viewpoints, and is rendered
using shading information acquired from the physical “3-probe” (Fig-
ure 3.11 a)) and processed using the direct illumination based shading
reconstruction method.

We assumed that coarse-scale occlusion is sufficient for realistically ren-

dering voxel models and derived our shading reconstruction methods from this

assumption. So, our method does not model fine-scale occlusions meaning that

occlusions due to non-adjacent voxels do not result in shadows; these artefacts

are apparent in all our results.

Our method handles only diffuse light transport, enforcing the BRDF of

rendered models to be proportional to the one of the shading probe. So, in

its most basic form, a virtually rendered model will have the same surface

appearance as the shading probe. Some spatially-varying surface details could

be added through a standard albedo map though, but the rendered indirect
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lighting effects would appear wrong as they would not be affected by the albedo

map.

The capture process involves acquiring shading data from all the faces of

the voxel probe and this requires a person to walk around a printed probe and

capture data from all of its faces.

As with any augmented reality capture set-up, our capture process suffers

from misalignment issues of the real and virtual shading probe due to imperfect

camera calibration. For extrinsic calibration we used Vuforia, a natural-image

features based tracking library, which worked well but was not perfect. Since

our voxel shapes can produce strong edges in the gradient of the camera image

one could attempt using the shading probe itself as a fiduciary marker. As the

probe we used is rotationally symmetric, one would also need to add additional

markers/engravings on some of the six unshadowed faces to be able to fully

determine its orientation.

3.8 Conclusion
This chapter has introduced the idea of a voxel shading probe used to remap real

world illumination acquire from a physical 3D printed customised lightprobe.

The main feature of this proposed method is its negligible runtime rendering

costs.

In the next chapter we delve deeper into the idea of using customised

lightprobes. We alleviate the main limitation of the method presented in this

chapter, of supporting only voxel models. The generalised spherical partitions

shading probe presented in the next chapter enables rendering arbitrary models

that appear realistically integrated in the real scene, with diffuse BRDFs, but

without any coarse-occlusion assumptions.



Chapter 4

The Spherical Partitions Shading

Probe

In the previous chapter we introduced the voxel shading probe idea, a method

which enables practical augmented reality by remapping captured shading from

a special voxel model placed in the real scene. In this chapter we refine the

shading probe idea and overcome the main limitation of the voxel shading

probe method: only axis-aligned voxel models were supported; the method we

introduce next supports rendering arbitrary geometry.

The general problem we are targeting remains unchanged: we want to

enable practical augmented reality scenarios. Specifically, we wish to render

virtual objects so that they appear integrated in a real scene, all with minimal

runtime costs.

We design a novel spherical partitions shading probe and exploit its struc-

ture to reformulate the reflection equation into an efficient-to-render form. As

in the case of the voxel shading probe, we capture shading from our spherical

partitions shading probe as well. Our new probe design greatly simplifies the

capture process, requiring the capture of individual point samples of shading

instead of the shading of full voxel faces. Moreover, we support tailoring the

structure of the shading probe to better handle specific lighting scenarios, such

as for indoor and outdoor lighting conditions.

We validate our improved shading probe approach quantitatively and qual-

itatively through synthetic experiments as well as through a real-time imple-

mentation running on an Apple iPad 3 (2012).
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4.1 Introduction

Figure 4.1: The spherical partitions shading probe in-action. Screenshot of
an augmented reality scene rendered in real-time on an Apple iPad 3
(2012 model) using captured shading from our specialised 3D printed
shading probe. A close-up of the shading probe is shown on the right.
Shading is captured from the highly-reflective faces of the inner geome-
try, while the dark outer geometry is used to partition visibility and to
block indirect light bounces.

This chapter introduces a novel solution to the augmented reality problem of

radiometrically consistent rendering, based on using a new type of specialised

light probe. In the previous chapter we introduced the voxel shading probe

method, which smartly remaps shading captured from a real voxel model onto

virtual objects. We now refine the shading probe idea and overcome our

previous method’s main limitation of only supporting the rendering of voxel

models. The new probe design splits the sphere of incident directions into

disjoint partitions and is, in some respects, a generalisation of the voxel shading

probe, so we refer to it as simply the shading probe. A screenshot of an

augmented reality scene rendered using data from our novel shading probe can

be seen in Figure 4.1.

We are still targeting the same general problem as in Chapter 3: we want

to enable practical augmented reality scenarios on mobile devices. This requires

rendering objects which appear realistically integrated with a live video feed

of a real scene, while keeping runtime costs minimal.

We detail how the specialised light probe we introduce in this chapter

enables a reformulation of the reflection equation into an efficient-to-render

form. We show the equivalence between this reformulation and precomputed

radiance transfer with a spherical basis induced by the geometry of our probes.
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As in the case of the voxel shading probe, we capture shading from our

shading probe as well. The advantage of capturing shading remains: shading

is a low dynamic range signal so we can acquire it in a single exposure on a

standard consumer camera.

Compared to the voxel shading probe’s capture process, which requires

acquiring the shading of entire voxel faces, the capture process of our new probe

is greatly simplified. Now, we only require capturing individual point samples

of shading, one for each spherical partition. For the simplest shading probe this

requires capturing the shading of only six pixels. Furthermore, we can tailor

the structure of our new probe to better handle specific lighting conditions,

such as for indoor or outdoor use.

We evaluate the performance of our shading probe-based rendering method

through synthetic experiments while comparing it with other similar render-

ing methods. Furthermore, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our spherical

partitions shading probe by computing realistic AR shading in real-time on an

Apple iPad 3 (2012 model), all while maintaining a consistent appearance with

the surrounding real-world environment.

4.2 Related Work
We outline recent advances in mobile augmented reality, related works in

consistent shading, and rendering approaches that motivate our work. As is

expected, there is overlap between work relevant to our voxel shading probe and

the spherical partitions probe we introduce in this chapter, but for completeness,

we nevertheless include overlapping works here as well.

Before virtual objects can be placed and shaded in AR, a worldspace

coordinate frame must be computed. The process of computing this worldspace

frame is referred to as camera tracking or geometric calibration; we overviewed

existing methods in the literature review (Section 2.3.1). As in the previous

chapter, we use the Vuforia1 library, a natural feature-based camera tracking

library, and instead focus on simplifying lighting capture and realistic shading

of virtual objects once they have been placed in the scene.

Many radiometric calibration methods which acquire or estimate the light-

ing environment of a real scene exist, as we described in the literature review
1Vuforia. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.vuforia.com.

https://www.vuforia.com
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(Section 2.3.2). We instead directly capture shading on a specially structured

diffuse light probe, simplifying both lighting capture and shading: we com-

pletely avoid the need to process the captured data (e.g., performing expensive

radiometric calibration, temporally smoothing, or basis projections), and the

probe’s shape induces a natural spherical basis for efficient shading of virtual

objects.

Given the captured incident lighting, several approaches can compute

the shading on virtual objects. Fournier, Gunawan, and Romanzin [FGR93]

roughly match external lighting with manually placed virtual light sources and

precompute global illumination solutions to transfer diffuse inter-reflections

onto simple proxy geometries. We do not fully couple lighting between virtual

and real objects [Jac+05; Kne+10; Kne+12], but we do assume a constant

albedo ground plane underneath our virtual scenes and render it so that it

appears integrated in the real scene using differential rendering [Deb98].

Nowrouzezahrai et al. [Now+11] capture incident illumination from a

mirror sphere and compute its spherical harmonics representation for use with

complex shading models at run-time. Knecht et al. [Kne+11] similarly capture

the incident illumination using a fish-eye camera and approximate shading using

imperfect shadow maps [Rit+08]. None of these techniques scale to mobile

platforms. In fact, most mobile AR solutions rely on simple shading models,

often completely neglecting that shadows and inter-reflections are essential to

the realistic “placement” of virtual objects in AR.

Having access to a captured lighting environment, we argue that one

particularly well-suited rendering method for augmented reality on mobile

devices is precomputed radiance transfer (PRT) [SKS02], as the majority of

light transport computations are done offline. PRT projects incident light and

light transport operators onto basis representations enabling fast relighting at

run-time [Ram09; SKS02], such that, for example relighting diffuse objects only

requires a per-pixel dot-product. For AR, the lighting environment must be

projected into this spherical basis at runtime, as in previous works [Now+11],

before shading can be computed. On a mobile device, this projection step can

be expensive, and is even more so if the chosen spherical basis is not orthogonal,

as projecting a function into a non-orthogonal basis requires the solution to a

least squares problem.
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a) Shading probe. b) Outer shell. c) Kernel.

Figure 4.2: Shading probe construction. A shading probe a) with six spherical
partitions, i.e. a “6D shading probe”, is built from a diffuse “kernel”
c) enclosed in an outer non-reflective shell b). The shell is rendered
transparently in c).

We are motivated by modular radiance transfer [Loo+11; Loo+12], where

PRT light transport operators are warped from simple shapes onto more com-

plex geometries at run-time. We also capture shading information from the

scene, forming a novel basis induced by the geometry of our probe. We then

use this basis to very efficiently compute shading on our virtual objects through

a PRT formulation. The shape of our shading probe (see Figure 4.3) can be

tailored to better sample specific lighting conditions. For example, one can

employ a different shading probe depending on whether the AR scenario will

be indoors or outdoors. This tailoring of the shading probe can also be used

to trade between accuracy, compute time and capture time.

4.3 The Shading Probe
We propose a family of shading probe designs which enable useful sampling of

shadowed shading using an adjustable spherical discretisation.

A shading probe captures incident illumination in the form of shading

values at n flat diffuse patches, each of which receives incident illumination

from a globally disjoint solid angle. We refer to a shading probe with n flat

diffuse patches as a “nD shading probe”, e.g. we denote a probe with 14 flat

patches a “14D shading probe”. The parts that make up a probe are shown as

renders in Figure 4.2. We refer to the collection of flat white patches as the

kernel of the probe (Figure 4.2 c). We use physical partitioning walls, that

make up the the outer shell of the probe (Figure 4.2 b), to split the visibility
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a) 6D b) 14D c) 14D Indoor d) 14D  Outdoor

Figure 4.3: Spherical partitions corresponding to shading probe designs.
The rightmost two shading probe designs, c) and d), are 14 dimensional
probes tailored for indoor and outdoor AR respectively.

hemispheres of the kernel faces into disjoint solid angles. By constructing

the outer shell from a non-reflective material, indirect light bounces between

the outer shell and the kernel faces are suppressed, meaning that the kernel’s

faces capture only direct illumination. These indirect light bounces must be

suppressed as otherwise the spherical basis functions corresponding to the

spherical partitions would cease to be orthogonal. In turn, the shading values

that we would capture from the kernel faces would no longer correspond to

basis coefficients for the incident illumination. This is because expressing a

spherical signal as the coefficients of a non-orthogonal basis requires solving

a linear least-squares problem, and not simply projecting the spherical signal

onto the spherical basis.

4.3.1 Spherical Partitions
A shading probe is defined by n spherical partitions of the unit sphere. A variety

of spherical partitions corresponding to shading probe designs are shown in

Figure 4.3. In the simplest case we can specify a shading probe completely by

n seed directions. The Voronoi tessellation of the sphere then creates the n

sought after spherical partitions. The most straightforward probe design has

six partitions, which correspond to the projection of cube faces onto the sphere

as shown in Figure 4.3 a), with a photograph of the corresponding fabricated

model show in Figure 4.1. Another simple design specified by 14 approximately

uniformly distributed directions can be seen in Figure 4.3 b).

We support an arbitrary number of spherical partitions in the formulation

of our shading probe design, but practical fabrication considerations limit the

actual maximal number of partitions.
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a) Shading probes with 6 base partitions.

6D 6D Sun (6) 6D Sun (12) 6D Tilted Sun (12)

b) Shading probes with 14 base partitions.

14D 14D Sun (6) 14D Sun (12) 14D Tilted Sun (12)

Figure 4.4: Shading probes tailored for outdoor AR. A progression of shading
probes tailored for outdoor AR, with 6 and 14 base partitions are shown
in a) and b) respectively. for each outdoor probe, the parenthesised
number specifies the discretisation of the sun path segment.

4.3.2 Tailoring for Specific Lighting Conditions

If we know that the probe will be used indoors only, where there is no single

dominant light source, then we propose to subdivide the sphere using a denser

distribution on the upper hemisphere. I.e., we subdivide more finely at the

top, where most lighting is likely to originate from and less finely toward the

bottom; see Figure 4.3 c) for such a design using 14 total partitions.

For outdoor use, we propose to customise the probe according to the

predicted sun path, on a given day and for a given location on the globe.

In this case, we discretise more finely along the sun path and more coarsely

everywhere else, capturing the sun’s direction better; such a design is shown in

Figure 4.3 d). The sun path is specified by three points on the unit sphere, all

on the same great circle, with the middle point specifying in which hemisphere

the increased discretisation will be performed.

The probe designs that we use in our results have been generated purely

by empirical experimentation with different parameters for the discretisations,
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focusing on achieving symmetric probe solutions while controlling the number of

total spherical partitions. Principled ways of partitioning spheres are studied in

mathematics in works on spherical tilings, e.g. using isosceles triangles [Daw03]

and right-angled triangles [DD06], and are beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.4 Shading Probe Light Transport
In this section we characterise what shading data a probe’s kernel faces cap-

ture and derive a method for using it to render globally illuminated virtual

objects. We also explore the relationship between diffuse precomputed radiance

transfer [SKS02] and our shading method.

4.4.1 Captured Probe Shading

Each of the n spherical partitions of a shading probe corresponds to a diffuse

flat patch of geometry. Patch i receives incident illumination only from the

spherical partition with index i, denoted Ωi. This means that the visibility

function of patch i, denoted by Vi (·), has value 1 only for directions from the

spherical partition Ωi:

Vi (ω) =



1, for ω ∈ Ωi

0, otherwise.
(4.1)

Compared to the voxel shading probe, now we sample shading very

sparsely. For the spherical partitions probes we only sample shading once

at the centre of each kernel face, which is assumed Lambertian. For our sim-

plest 6D shading probe, we acquire only 6 shading values. Of course, this

acquisition process requires seeing the centres of all kernel faces. For the 6D

probe, this requires a minimum of two diametrically opposite views, such that

in each view three distinct kernel faces are visible. The shading of a surface

patch si, i.e. its outgoing radiance as observed by the camera, is given by the

reflection equation:

si =
ρ

π

∫
Ω

Lin(ω) Vi (ω) 〈ni, ω〉
+ dω, (4.2)

where ni is the normal of the kernel face corresponding to the ith partition, ρ is

the diffuse reflectance of the kernel, Lin is the incident illumination assumed to

originate from an environment map, (·)+ = max(· , 0) clamps the dot-product
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to 0, and dω is the differential solid angle. We can simplify the equation by

integrating only within the Ωi partition as the visibility function is 0 outside

it:

si =
ρ

π

∫
Ωi

Lin(ω) 〈ni, ω〉
+ dω. (4.3)

Assuming that the physical spherical partitions are fully non-reflective,

each kernel face captures only direct illumination. So Equation 4.3 includes

all light transport components for each kernel face already, i.e. there are no

additional indirect illumination components to add.

4.4.2 Uniform Per-Partition Incident Lighting

For a partition Ωi of incident illumination we only have a single measurement

of incident illumination as a BRDF-convolved shading sample si. What can

we then deduce about the distribution of incident illumination from this one

measurement?

With more measurements of the shading of the patch, under the same

incident illumination, while varying the visibility function, we could apply

compressed sensing [CRT06; CT05] techniques to potentially recover the full

spatial distribution of incident illumination for the given partition. Unfor-

tunately, that is not the case here. We can, however, deduce what constant

incident illumination would produce the shading we observe. So we substitute

the incident lighting distribution Lin(ω) with a constant value Lini for each

partition Ωi in Equation 4.3, yielding:

si =
ρ

π

∫
Ωi

Lini 〈ni, ω〉
+ dω. (4.4)

Since Lini does not depend on ω, we can re-arrange the equation to yield the

value of the constant incident illumination in terms of captured shading:

Lini = si

(
ρ

π

∫
Ωi

〈ni, ω〉
+ dω

)−1
︸                       ︷︷                       ︸

wi

. (4.5)

The parenthesised expression is constant for a partition i, so we pre-compute it

and denote it with wi. The albedo of the kernel faces, ρ, can be calibrated in

an offline preprocessing stage. For example, it can calibrated using a reference
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Lambertian material of known reflectance, e.g. an X-Rite Chart2. In our

case, we assumed the kernel’s faces have monochromatic albedo and manually

adjusted it through a user interface. Now we can see that we can express

constant per partition incident illumination as a normalised version of shading:

Lini = si wi . (4.6)

4.4.3 Relighting Virtual Objects

We now derive global illumination light transport for arbitrary diffuse objects

using our knowledge of the shading data that can be captured from the shading

probe.

We can express the direct illumination of an arbitrary point x on a

virtual object due only to incident lighting using the reflection equation, as:

Ld (x) =
ρx

π

∫
Ω

Lin(ω) Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉
+ dω, (4.7)

where nx is the normal of the surface point x and ρx is its diffuse reflectance

which can be spatially varying. We use the per-partition uniform illumina-

tion assumption to approximate direct illumination, L̂d, by summing over the

uniform incident lighting, Lini, originating from each partition Ωi:

L̂d (x) =
n∑

i=0

ρx

π

∫
Ωi

Lini Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉
+ dω, (4.8)

We move Lini outside the integration,

L̂d (x) =
n∑

i=0

Lini
ρx

π

∫
Ωi

Vx (ω) 〈nx, ω〉
+ dω︸                             ︷︷                             ︸

td
i (x)

, (4.9)

and it becomes clear that the integral does not depend on any runtime com-

ponents. We precompute it and denote it by td
i (x), as it stands for the direct

transfer coefficients of the ith partition. Substituting the integral for td
i and

expanding Lini into its definition in terms of shading, yields a compact expres-

2X-Rite ColorChart. Accessed 10 October 2018. http://xritephoto.com/ph_product_
overview.aspx?id=1192&catid=28.

http://xritephoto.com/ph_product_overview.aspx?id=1192&catid=28
http://xritephoto.com/ph_product_overview.aspx?id=1192&catid=28
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sion for the approximate direct illumination of x as a dot-product of acquired

shading from the probe si and transfer coefficients td
i (x):

L̂d (x) =
n∑

i=0

si wi td
i (x). (4.10)

Furthermore, the 1-bounce indirect illumination of x, L1(x), can be

expressed by integrating over the reflected direct illumination arriving at x

from all visible scene points:

L1(x) =
ρx

π

∫
Ω

Ld (y) (1 − Vx (ω)) 〈nx, ω〉
+ dω, (4.11)

where Ld (y) is the reflected direct illumination arriving at x from a point y

that is in direction ω. As previously described, Vx (ω) is the visibility function

of point x, returning 1 if a ray cast from x in ω is not blocked by geometry and,

thus, reaches the environment lighting. For direct illumination this is exactly

what is needed, an integration over the visible emitted light. However, in the

case for 1-bounce indirect illumination, we must collect reflected radiance from

visible geometry. So, we use (1 − Vx (ω)) instead, which evaluates to 1 if a

ray cast from point x in direction ω is blocked by geometry, i.e. it intersects

another scene point y, from which we collect its reflected radiance Ld (y).

Inserting approximate direct illumination at y using Equation 4.10 yields:

L̂1(x) =
ρx

π

∫
Ω

n∑
i=0

si wi td
i (y) (1 − Vx (ω)) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω. (4.12)

We can switch the order of summation and integration by Fubini’s theo-

rem [Fub07] and move all terms which do not depend on the integration variable,

dω, outside the integral:

L̂1(x) =
n∑

i=0

si wi
ρx

π

∫
Ω

td
i (y) (1 − Vx (ω)) 〈nx, ω〉

+ dω︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
t1i (x)

. (4.13)

Similarly to the direct transfer coefficients, td
i , this integral can be precomputed.

One simply needs to cast rays to find the points y in directions ω visible from
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x which contribute reflected illumination. Assuming fixed albedo we can also

fold in the BRDF into the precomputed terms. We denote the precomputed

1-bounce indirect transfer coefficients by t1i and substitute them to form a

compact expression for 1-bounce indirect illumination:

L̂1(x) =
n∑

i=0

si wi t1i (x). (4.14)

This has the same form as the direct illumination equation (Eq. 4.10). Con-

tinuing the derivation we can arrive at the definition of k-bounce approximate

indirect illumination:

L̂k (x) =
n∑

i=0

si wi tk
i (x). (4.15)

Adding up all light bounces we can express global illumination at x, L(x)

as follows:

L(x) = Ld (x) + L1(x) + . . . =
n∑

i=0

si wi

∑
k∈{d,1,...}

tk
i (x)︸          ︷︷          ︸

ti (x)

=

n∑
i=0

si wi ti (x), (4.16)

where ti (x) denotes the global light transfer coefficients. We note that if we fold

wi into si this equation has the familiar form of diffuse precomputed radiance

transfer [SKS02] where ti are the light transfer coefficients and the normalised

shading si wi acts as lighting coefficients.

Furthermore, our formulation naturally supports colour bleeding when

using coloured objects, as we use each individual surface point’s albedo ρx in

the precomputation of the transfer coefficients. This is also demonstrated in

our real-time results, as shown in Figure 4.1.

4.4.4 Spherical Basis Encoder

Here we show how the shading probe can be thought of as a “spherical basis

encoder”, whose geometry induces spherical basis functions that can be readily

used in a PRT framework.

The outgoing radiance of face i of the shading probe is equal to the direct
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illumination due to environment lighting originating only from partition i:

si =

∫
Ω

ρ

π
Vi (ω) 〈ni · ω〉

+︸               ︷︷               ︸
bi

Lenv(ω) dω. (4.17)

We can consider that each face i encodes an implicit orthogonal spherical basis

function, bi, through the effect of its reflectance and visibility on incident

illumination:

bi (ω) =
ρ

π
Vi (ω) 〈ni · ω〉

+. (4.18)

Each such basis function is non-zero only within partition i. All spherical

partitions are disjoint, so the basis functions defined by a probe are orthogonal

(but are not, in general, orthonormal). A spherical basis is orthogonal if the

integration of any two different basis functions over the sphere yields 0:

∀i , j,
∫
Ω

bi (ω) b j (ω) dω = 0. (4.19)

In PRT incident lighting and light transport operators are represented as

coefficients of a, usually orthogonal, spherical basis. As the basis set induced

by any of our shading probes is orthogonal, it can be readily used in a PRT

framework. To express incident lighting as coefficients in a probe’s induced

basis we simply need to integrate the lighting against each basis function

separately. If the basis would not be orthogonal we would need to solve a least-

squares problem to find the optimal set of coefficients. Let ci be the lighting

environment coefficient for basis function i:

ci =

∫
Ω

bi (ω) Lenv(ω) dω. (4.20)

Looking at Equation 4.17 we note that the coefficient ci is equal to the shading

of partition si, which we capture as a pixel value with a camera at runtime.

Contrary to previous work [Now+11] which captures raw incident illumination

and projects it into a spherical basis through computation, our method directly

captures basis-convolved incident illumination. The only caveat is that when

projecting light transfer vectors into a probe’s induced basis one must take care

to rescale the coefficients appropriately, as the basis set b is not orthonormal.
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Formally, the dual spherical basis b∗ of b can be constructed such that the

bases are bi-orthogonal: ∫
Ω

bi (ω) b∗j (ω) dω = δi j . (4.21)

The dual basis b∗ can be formed by normalising b by the inverse of its square-

integrated magnitude:

b∗i (ω) = bi (ω)
(∫
Ω

bi (ω)2 dω
)−1

. (4.22)

Then light transport operators can be projected to b∗ and the incident lighting

to b.

4.4.5 Are Physical Partitions Necessary?
As discussed, the physical partitions of our shading probe split spherical visibil-

ity into disjoint solid-angles, creating an orthogonal basis function set. Without

these physical partitions the resulting basis functions would be non-orthogonal.

Expressing a spherical signal, such as a lighting environment, into coefficients

of a non-orthogonal basis set requires the solution to a linear least-squares

problem; simply projecting the spherical signal into a non-orthogonal basis set

is not sufficient.

But, what if we only have access to the kernel of a shading probe without

any of the partitioning geometry? Capturing shading samples from the centre

of each kernel’s faces is equivalent to capturing shading samples from a diffuse

sphere. Specifically, we can capture shading from a diffuse sphere at the

locations corresponding to the normals of a kernel’s faces. Similarly, we can

also ask: what if we only have access to a diffuse sphere placed in the real

scene?

The simplest rendering method using the shading of a diffuse sphere is

with a “Lit Sphere”-based [Slo+01] approach, where the shading of the diffuse

sphere is remapped through normal-based indexing. As spheres are convex, this

method of relighting corresponds to unshadowed direct illumination rendering.

Alternatively, we could apply the shading probe formulation using captured

shading samples from a diffuse sphere and simply assume that the shading

samples originate from a spherically-partitioned probe. The shading sample s′i
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corresponding to the original partition i, with normal ni, is given by:

s′i =
ρ

π

∫
Ω

Lin(ω) 〈ni, ω〉
+ dω. (4.23)

However, we know that the basis functions corresponding to a non-

partitioned sphere have larger spherical support and will always yield brighter

shading values compared to the shading values captured from a partitioned

probe. Thus, we can compute a scalar weighting factor to account for the dif-

ference in the expected shading intensity. The scaling factor di corresponding

to the original partition i can be computed as:

di =

∫
Ω

Vi (ω) 〈ni, ω〉
+ dω∫

Ω
〈ni, ω〉+ dω

. (4.24)

We denote the corrected shading which accounts for the difference in expected

intensity as s′′i and compute it as:

s′′i = di s′i . (4.25)

For relighting with either method we can then simply substitute s′i or s′′i for si

in Equation 4.16. We refer to rendering using s′i as “nD NP” as it corresponds

to rendering without partitions and without corrections; similarly, we refer to

rendering using s′′i as “nD NP corr.” as this corresponds to rendering without

partitions but with shading corrections.

4.5 Geometry Generation and Fabrication
We physically build the shading probe using 3D printing from two main parts:

an outer shell, which we paint black, and a kernel, printed in a conveniently

white diffuse material. The geometry of both parts is automatically generated

starting from a description of a probe’s spherical partitions.

The partitioning of a probe is specified through a list of seed directions,

with the partitions arising from the spherical Voronoi diagram of the direc-

tions. To achieve more complex designs we merge specific Voronoi regions

together. The normals of the kernel’s faces are the vertices of the spherical

Delaunay triangulation of the seed directions. The outer shell geometry is gen-
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erated by CSG subtracting from a sphere the generalised cones created by the

probe’s centre with each partition’s corresponding eroded spherical polygon.

The kernel’s geometry is constructed by merging together all the inwards-scaled

aforementioned generalised cones. Each cone is scaled in the inverse direction

of its corresponding partition’s normal; this scaling amount determines the

kernel’s size.

This manufacturing process requires some assembly, where a general so-

lution is to print the probe’s outer shell geometry from two pieces and glue

them together after inserting the kernel. For the 6D probe, we simply slightly

enlarged one of the holes on the outer shell so that the kernel, a cube in this

case, can be inserted manually inside the outer shell.

4.6 Real-time Implementation
We fabricated the 6D shading probe and implemented the full rendering al-

gorithm described above in the Unity Engine3. We show screenshots of the

research prototype user interface in Figure 4.5.

4.6.1 Capture

After the 3D printed probe is registered with the virtual probe, the shading

acquisition process, shown in Figure 4.6, requires the user to rotate the camera

around the probe. The n shading samples, one for each partition, are auto-

matically captured from the faces of the probe’s kernel when they are deemed

visible on the physical probe. Visibility is determined by ray-casting into a

simplified model of the virtual probe. As done for the voxel shading probe,

we linearise the input radiance samples at capture time. As in the previous

chapter, we assume the camera response function can be approximated by a

simple gamma-curve model of the form L = Lγcam, with a manually-adjustable

default γ of 2.2. When rendering, we similarly apply the forward gamma-curve

transformation back onto rendered output pixels.

Due to the design of the 6D shading probe, up to three shading samples

can be captured simultaneously, allowing incident lighting to vary while the

camera is held still. This also means that all shading samples can be captured

from just two camera viewing angles, increasing the versatility of the probe for

3Unity Engine. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://unity3d.com.

https://unity3d.com
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a) Scene selection menu screenshot. b) Registration menu screenshot.

Figure 4.5: User interface. Screenshots of the scene selection menu a) and the
probe registration menu b) of the Unity Engine implementation of the
shading probe method.

Figure 4.6: Acquisition process. The left image shows the 3D printed 6D shading
probe. The right image shows all six captured shading samples of the
probe using registered coloured disks: centre’s show captured shading;
outlines indicate visibility.

common AR use cases, such as games.

4.6.2 Rendering

For rendering, as we showed above, our shading computation boils down to

applying PRT [SKS02] using the basis induced by our 6D probe. Thus, we
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a) 14D b) 14D Indoor c) 14D Outdoor d) SH 25 e) 110D

Figure 4.7: Qualitative comparison of rendering methods (1). We show a
qualitative comparison of rendering a scene with inter-reflections using
shading acquired from a virtual shading probe. The probes in a), b), c)
correspond to practical designs while d) and e) are shown for reference.
Bottom-left corner of each image shows the reconstruction of incident
radiance of the corresponding method.

pre-process the virtual scenes to pre-compute global illumination transport

coefficients which we store in texture maps or at vertices. At runtime, AR

scenes are shaded in real-time through a dot product of the captured shading

samples and the stored transport coefficients. The runtime is negligible, as all

the six shading values are stored as uniforms in the rendering shader.

The shading probe method we presented does not support dynamic objects

directly. Enabling arbitrary rotations of objects requires rotating the transfer

coefficients of each surface point on-the-fly. As the basis functions encoded by

our shading probes are not closed under rotations, forming rotation matrices

would only be possible by re-projection (i.e. first projecting a signal encoded in

a spherical basis back to the angular domain and then re-projecting the aliased

signal into a rotated version of the initial spherical basis). These rotation

matrices could be tabulated or computed on-the-fly given sufficient memory

and/or computational resources. Supporting animated objects would introduce

the additional complexity of handling dynamic visibility changes. This requires

factoring out visibility, as e.g. spherical-signed distance functions [Wan+09] or

sphere proxies [Now+11], and merging it back into the transfer coefficients at

runtime.

4.7 Results
We validate our shading probe method using synthetic relighting experiments

as well as by implementing our method (capture, reconstruction, rendering) in

the Unity game engine.

Figure 4.1 shows a screenshot of a complex scene, containing different

coloured objects, rendered in real-time on an Apple iPad 3 using our shading
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a) 14D b) 14D Indoor c) 14D Outdoor d) SH 25 e) 110D

Figure 4.8: Qualitative comparison of rendering methods (2). Comparison
between the same methods and ordering as in Figure 4.7 using different
scenes. Top scene shows thin poles producing high-frequency shadows;
bottom image shows a dragon illuminated by an interior light probe.

probe method. The incident lighting used has been acquired in real-time from

the embedded probe. Inter-reflections between the dragon and the castle and

ground plane are highly visible4.

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 contain general qualitative comparisons between differ-

ent variants of our approach contrasted with spherical harmonics PRT. As we

inherit from PRT, our shading probe approach handles diffuse inter-reflections

as standard PRT methods, and this can be observed in the results. The ground

plane in Figure 4.8 c) appears brighter due to the insufficient discretisation of

the 14D outdoor shading probe near the horizon. As the basis functions of the

14D outdoor probe extend on both sides of the horizon (as shown in Fig. 4.3

d), light from beneath the horizon (in the lower hemisphere) will illuminate

surface points with normals in the upper hemisphere. Thus, the ground plane

is erroneously lit by light from beneath it due to the specific shading probe

design used.

As expected, colour reproduction suffers for the shading probes from the

imposed choice of a piecewise constant spherical basis set. The sun-path probe

suffers most, as most of its partitions are by definition aligned with the sun path

and thus, the probe only samples the rest of the environment very sparsely.

The centre image in each figure clearly shows that high frequency shadows are

4The human model, coloured in red, does not cast strong shadows as it was placed above
the ground plane during the precomputation step.
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Method MAE RMSE SSIM

Unshadowed D.I. 0.646 ± 0.15 0.614 ± 0.14 0.913 ± 0.03

SH 9 0.242 ± 0.14 0.202 ± 0.10 0.965 ± 0.03
SH 25 0.138 ± 0.06 0.126 ± 0.06 0.983 ± 0.01

6D 0.546 ± 0.34 0.397 ± 0.24 0.954 ± 0.03
14D 0.442 ± 0.25 0.323 ± 0.17 0.969 ± 0.02
38D 0.210 ± 0.13 0.169 ± 0.10 0.983 ± 0.02
110D 0.114 ± 0.06 0.100 ± 0.06 0.991 ± 0.01

6D NP 1.991 ± 0.95 1.228 ± 0.58 0.921 ± 0.03
14D NP 7.668 ± 2.21 4.662 ± 1.40 0.801 ± 0.05
38D NP 24.701 ± 5.36 15.070 ± 3.37 0.580 ± 0.04
110D NP 75.728 ± 14.87 46.271 ± 9.34 0.358 ± 0.03

6D NP corr. 0.694 ± 0.30 0.478 ± 0.20 0.946 ± 0.03
14D NP corr. 0.702 ± 0.37 0.477 ± 0.25 0.949 ± 0.03
38D NP corr. 0.673 ± 0.36 0.458 ± 0.25 0.951 ± 0.03
110D NP corr. 0.663 ± 0.35 0.451 ± 0.24 0.952 ± 0.03

Table 4.1: Quantitative comparison of rendering methods. Table compares
shading reconstruction performance of various methods in terms of mean
absolute error, root-mean squared error and the structural similarity.
The comparison is made between the following rendering methods: un-
shadowed direct illumination rendering (Unshadowed D.I.), two spherical
harmonics baselines (SH 9, SH 25), the standard shading probe method
(nD), the shading probe method without partitions and without correc-
tions (nD NP) and also with appropriate shading corrections (nD NP
corr.).

recovered by the 14D sun-path optimised shading probe; moreover, the sun

shadow fidelity obtained by this probe is matched only by the heavily-discretised

110D probe, while all the other methods (including the other 14D probes and

the 25 coefficients spherical harmonics baseline) only produce smoothly varying

shadows. The bottom scene in Figure 4.8, of a dragon illuminated by an indoor

probe, exhibits small variations across the renderings. However, a closer look

(zoomed-in segments) reveals higher frequency shadows on the upper part of

the dragon for the indoor-optimised probe when compared to the equivalently

partitioned 14D probe.

We also performed a more extensive synthetic relighting experiment to

quantitatively evaluate the performance of our shading probe method. We

relit a scene composed of three standard computer graphics models (shown in
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a) Reference 

e) 6D

i) 6D NP corr.

b) Unshadowed D.I.

f) 14D

j) 14D NP corr.

c) SH9

g) 38D

k) 38D NP corr.

d) SH25

h) 110D

l) 110D NP corr.

a) Reference 

e) 6D

i) 6D NP corr.

b) Unshadowed D.I.

f) 14D

j) 14D NP corr.

c) SH9

g) 38D

k) 38D NP corr.

d) SH25

h) 110D

l) 110D NP corr.

Figure 4.9: Qualitative comparison of rendering methods (3). The figure
shows a scene lit by two lighting environments as rendered by various
methods. The label of each image denotes the rendering method used
to render it and corresponds to methods evaluated in Table 4.1. The
reference images were rendered using distributed ray-tracing.

Figure 4.9), using 100 unsaturated HDR indoor environment maps from the

database of Gardner et al. [Gar+17].

Table 4.1 presents quantitative results of the performances of the shading

probe method (6D, 14D, etc.), a “LitSphere”-based approach (Unshadowed

D.I.), spherical harmonics baselines (SH9, SH25) and shading probe methods

where shading is assumed to be captured from a non-partitioned sphere without

corrections (6D NP, 14D NP, etc.) as well as with corrections (6D NP corr., 14D

NP corr., etc.). Error metrics are averaged across all lighting environments.
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Besides mean absolute error and root-mean squared error we also report the

perceptually-motivated structural similarity index [Wan+04].

The spherical harmonics PRT baselines have superior performance at low

numbers of coefficients but require capturing and projecting the lighting en-

vironment to SH, for example as done in previous work which used a mirror

sphere placed in the scene [Now+11].

As shown in Table 4.1 the shading probe formulation used with shading

samples from a non-partitioned sphere results in very high rendering errors

when not correcting for expected intensity differences (6D NP, etc.). When

correcting for expected intensity differences (6D NP corr., etc.) the errors are

severely reduced, almost to the level of the partitioned probe methods (6D,

etc.).

From the qualitative comparison in Figure 4.9, we note that the shad-

ing probe method is able to reconstruct high-frequency shading, e.g. complex

shadows, better than low orders SH PRT, but only when using high levels of

discretisation in the shading probe (i.e. 110D and above). We also note that a

naive “LitSphere”-based implementation produces highly unrealistic renders as

it completely lacks shadows.

From Table 4.1 and Figure 4.9 we can also point out that at low discreti-

sation levels (i.e. 6D) the perceptual differences between the shading probe

method with partitioning geometry and without (but with intensity-corrected

shading) are small. At higher discretisation levels the basis functions encoded

by the cosine-term of the partition normals become increasingly more corre-

lated. Nevertheless, at low discretisations, quick prototypes of the shading

probe method using simple kernels (such as a cube) without any partition

geometry could be used to produce perceptually-plausible, albeit biased, ren-

derings.

4.8 Limitations
While acquiring shading from the shading probe, occasional slight misalign-

ments happen due to strong wind, imperfect extrinsic camera calibration or

accentuated occlusion of the printed marker. Currently, extrinsic calibration

errors are fixed by finely aligning the probe through a user interface. It would

be interesting to experiment with other tracking solutions, such as 3D model-
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based tracking for anisotropic shading probe geometries, or embedding markers

within the probe’s geometry which is not used for data acquisition.

For ease of derivation, calibration and implementation we assumed that

the outer shell is completely non-reflective. For our research prototype we

painted the 3D printed shell with a black paint, but which is not perfectly non-

reflective, as can be seen in Figure 4.1. For production-quality applications, a

non-reflective as possible material or coating should be substituted, for example,

a Spectralon coating5 or material would be more appropriate.

A small fraction of incident illumination is lost and does not reach the

kernel faces as the shell partitions are not infinitesimally thin. We have not

observed any shading artefacts in our experiments, but one can imagine that

this can be come problematic if a strong directional light source is blocked.

In the limit, a shading probe’s surface becomes specular and it could be

used to render surfaces with view-dependent reflectance distribution functions,

i.e. specular or glossy surfaces. However, staying within reasonable memory

and fabrication constraints, a limitation of the current probe design is that it

only handles diffuse light transport and we believe this to be an interesting

avenue for further investigation.

Envisioning the general idea of capturing implicitly computed basis projec-

tions of incident illumination for other commonly used spherical basis sets, such

as spherical harmonics or Haar wavelets, would not be possible using a single

physical probe. For example, three-bands of SH would require nine physical

probes to be manufactured and registered, while sampling the shading points

from the probes’ surfaces would be difficult as they would be very occluded.

Of course, for this case, if computational resources are not severely restricted,

it would be simpler to fit 9 SH coefficients to the captured shading of a diffuse

sphere placed in the scene.

4.9 Conclusion
This chapter concludes our investigation into practical real-time augmented

reality methods. In the following chapters we focus on accurate offline lighting

estimation, and bypass the computation restrictions of real-time augmented

5Spectralon Coating. Accessed 26 October 2018. http://www.labspherestore.com/
product-p/aa-005xx-000.htm.

http://www.labspherestore.com/product-p/aa-005xx-000.htm
http://www.labspherestore.com/product-p/aa-005xx-000.htm
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reality applications.

In this chapter we refined the shading probe idea introduced in the previous

chapter for handling voxel scenes to general scenes. We greatly simplified the

capture process while also improving relighting accuracy.

However, compelling and immersive AR still remains a notoriously difficult

problem since the human perceptual system is extremely sensitive to even the

subtlest discrepancies in spatial consistency or appearance present between

virtual and real objects. But capturing shading directly in the LDR domain,

using one of our novel shading probes, allows us to bypass radiometric calibra-

tion, and augment reality with seamlessly integrated virtual objects - where

registration, capture and rendering runs in real-time even on consumer-level

mobile devices.



Chapter 5

From Faces to Outdoor

Lightprobes

In this chapter we present an offline approach to directly estimate an HDR

light probe from a single LDR photograph of a person’s face, shot outdoors

with a consumer camera, without specialised calibration targets or equipment.

In the previous chapters, we had complete control over the geometry of the

shading probes, and exploited this to enable practical real-time augmented

reality applications. Now, tackling the problem of using human faces as light

probes, we have far less information about geometry or reflectance. So, we

rely on estimated geometry and make use of data-driven priors to guide the

estimation of realistic HDR lighting from face photographs. We build compact,

realistic representations of outdoor lighting both parametrically and in a data-

driven way, by training a deep convolutional autoencoder on a large dataset of

HDR sky environment maps. By leveraging our lighting priors we can recover

high-frequency, extremely high dynamic range lighting environments, even from

photographs of diffuse human faces.

For quantitative evaluation of lighting estimation accuracy and relighting

accuracy, we also contribute a new database of face photographs with corre-

sponding HDR light probes. We show that relighting objects with HDR light

probes estimated by our method yields realistic results in a wide variety of

settings.
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5.1 Introduction

Image-based lighting [Deb98] has allowed the creation of truly photo-realistic

visual effects by using the captured lighting of the real scene to illuminate a

virtual one. In the literature review (Section 2.3.2) we described many other

radiometric calibration methods, most of which involve specialised capture set-

ups which are not available to the casual user. Additionally, the specialised

set-ups used in the past often have constraining limitations, both in terms

of dynamic range and field of view, which make it impossible to physically

measure the true luminance coming in from all angles (especially outdoors).

How then can we make this process simpler?

In this chapter, we show that HDR outdoor light probes can be captured via

a single low dynamic range shot of a person’s face, using a consumer camera, and

without the need for a specialised calibration setup (e.g. such as one consisting

of a tripod-mounted mirror sphere and a high-end camera for taking exposure-

bracketed sequences of photographs as in previous work [Deb05]). While faces

have been used as light probes before, existing methods are fundamentally

limited to recover low-frequency lighting [KK14; Shi12]. Because human skin

reflectance is mostly diffuse and acts as a low-pass filter on illumination, the

recovery of high-frequency lighting (e.g., the sun) from skin reflectance may

seem physically impossible [RH01c].

To address these limitations, we exploit high-frequency lighting encoded

in self-shadowing and also explicitly constrain our light estimate to lie in a

subspace of real lighting environments. We focus on the challenging case of

outdoor lighting, which has both extremely high dynamic range and frequency

due to the sun. We build both parametric and data-driven, deep convolutional

models from a large dataset of HDR sky probes, for use in our inverse light-

ing framework. Our approach has three key advantages over previous ones:

(1) it provides natural, data-validated models for outdoor lighting that accu-

rately capture a wide variety of real illumination conditions; (2) it enforces

a strong prior that constrains the inverse lighting problem, yielding more re-

alistic results; and (3) the highly compact representations make the problem

well-conditioned and easy to optimise as the input search space is significantly

reduced.
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In this chapter we make three main contributions: (1) we present a novel,

practical approach for estimating a high-frequency, spherical HDR light probe

from a single LDR image of a face; (2) we introduce a novel dataset of synthetic

and real HDR images of faces, accompanied by corresponding HDR light probes;

and, finally, (3) we provide the first quantitative performance evaluation of

outdoor lighting recovery from faces.

5.2 Related Work
Lighting estimation from faces has mostly focused on lighting normal-

isation to improve facial recognition: Wen, Liu, and Huang [WLH03] use

a Spherical Harmonics lighting representation to relight a face; Wang et al.

[Wan+07] deal with harsh lighting via a Markov random field formulation.

Face modelling methods in computer vision have focused on accurate geome-

try [KB11; Lee+05], or texture [LZL14] recovery using rough lighting estimates.

In graphics, similar ideas have been used in face swapping [Bit+08; Dal+11].

While accurate lighting estimation from a face image has already been ex-

plored [KK14; SB15; Shi12], previous work has focused solely on recovering

low-frequency, low dynamic range indoor lighting; performance has been eval-

uated only qualitatively by relighting a sphere. While Nishino and Nayar

[NN04] estimate illumination conditions from a single image of an eye, reduced

pixel resolution is an important limitation in this case. In contrast, our method

estimates light probes that are quantitatively very close to real lighting environ-

ments, and works in the challenging case of outdoor lighting, where extremely

high frequency and dynamic range come into play.

Deep learning, especially with convolutional neural networks (CNNs),

has shown great promise in different computer vision tasks. Relevant to our

inverse lighting context, the convolutional inverse graphics network of Kulkarni

et al. [Kul+15] trains a variational autoencoder on a large dataset of syn-

thetic faces to generate new faces under novel illumination or viewpoint, even

if that particular face has never been seen during training. Deep learning

has also been applied to the intrinsic image decomposition problem, where an

image is decomposed into its reflectance and shading components [NMY15;

ZKE15]. Similarly, Meka et al. [Mek+18] estimate specular material appear-

ance (i.e. Blinn-Phong BRDF parameters) from a single input image leveraging
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many deep networks. Going one step further, Tang, Salakhutdinov, and Hin-

ton [TSH12] combine deep belief networks with the physics-based Lambertian

reflectance assumption to jointly estimate surface normals, Lambertian re-

flectance, and light source direction from an image of a face. In the work

of Rematas et al. [Rem+15], “orientation-dependent appearance” of an object

is estimated from a single image using a CNN with an architecture similar

to ours. Follow-up work generalises this by dropping orientation dependency

forming “deep appearance maps” [MRF18]. Further follow-up work [Geo+16]

demonstrates actual separation of appearance into specular material and nat-

ural illumination with two different CNNs, trained on each task separately,

and Georgoulis et al. [Geo+17] show lighting estimation from multiple (spec-

ular) materials. Moo et al. [Moo+17] train a neural network for directly

regressing SH coefficients from an object given its geometry and pose. Gardner

et al. [Gar+17] and Hold-Geoffroy et al. [Hol+17] learn to regress indoor and

outdoor illumination from a single, generic image.

Of particular relevance to our work, Shu et al. [Shu+17] embed a rendering

layer in a deep neural network for inverting the image formation process from a

single face image, but their lighting representation is limited to low-frequency

Spherical Harmonics. Furthermore Kim et al. [Kim+18] regress facial pose,

shape, expression, reflectance as well as low-frequency incident illumination

in SH. Here, we also aim to recover lighting separately from face reflectance.

In contrast, we do not perform full end-to-end learning: rather we focus on

learning a data-driven model for lighting with deep learning, and exploit this

representation in an optimisation framework to recover high-frequency HDR

illumination even from diffuse face reflectance.

5.3 Estimating Lighting from a Face
We now derive our main contribution: a novel algorithm for estimating an HDR

lighting environment given a single LDR image of a face. Our approach relies on

a precomputed estimate of facial geometry, which is obtained by automatically

detecting faces and estimating their 3D pose and geometry. Reconstruction

of 3D faces in monocular view has matured significantly in recent years, with

impressive results [Cao+15; Gar+13; Shi+14; SKS14]. Our approach can

leverage any of these methods. Here, we use a simple and fast method that
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yields good results for most near-frontal faces in our database. From a sparse

set of 3D facial landmark detections, obtained with the method of Kazemi

and Sullivan [KS14], we fit a high-resolution 3D template mesh [TDM11] to

the image. Since we require dense normal estimates for as many face pixels

as possible, we smoothly deform the high-resolution 3D mesh towards the set

of 3D landmarks using the bounded biharmonic weight deformation method

of Jacobson et al. [Jac+11]. Figure 5.1 shows the resulting face mesh for three

different subjects.

Thus, we assume that face geometry is given and formulate our inverse

rendering task as simultaneously recovering the light probe and face albedo

from a single face image.

5.3.1 Shading Model

Consider a face pixel p with surface normal np and albedo ρ(p), lit by the un-

known and sought-after lighting environment l. Its Lambertian diffuse shading

is

sλ (l, ρ(p)) =
ρλ (p)
π

∫
Ω

V (p, ω) 〈np, ω〉
+lλ (ω) dω, (5.1)

where λ is one of the primary RGB colours, 〈·, ·〉+ is the clamped to 0 dot

product and ω is a direction in the spherical domain Ω. Here, lλ (ω) is the

desired lighting function, giving the incident radiance from the environment in

direction ω for the λ colour channel; V (p, ω) is the binary visibility at surface

point (pixel) p from direction ω, obtained from the 3D face mesh.

To derive a more practical model, we discretise the integral in Equa-

tion 5.1 and express light intensities and the albedo map as vectors, lλ =

[ lλ (ω1) . . . lλ (ωL) ]> ∈ RL and ρλ = [ ρλ (p1) . . . ρλ (pN ) ]> ∈ RN , where L

is the number of sampled light directions and N is the number of face pixels.

Furthermore, we group the light intensities and albedo vectors for different

colour channels into matrices: l = [ lr lg lb ] and ρ = [ ρr ρg ρb ]. We then

rewrite Equation 5.1 to express the shading of all pixels for colour channel λ as

sλ (l, ρ) = diag(ρλ ) T lλ , (5.2)

where T ∈ RN×L is the diffuse transport matrix. The transport matrix, T,

encodes shadowed foreshortening for all surface points and lighting direc-
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Figure 5.1: Face geometry estimation. The top row shows the detected 2D
locations of 68 facial landmarks, shown as blue dots. The inferred, 3D,
higher-resolution mesh is shown as a green overlay wireframe mesh.
The bottom row shows the estimated geometry rendered from a novel
viewpoint.

tions. Specifically, the [p, ω]-th element1 of the transport matrix T encodes the

visibility-modulated inner product of the normal at pixel p and incoming light

direction ω,

T[p, ω] =
1

π
V (p, ω) 〈np, ω〉

+ dω . (5.3)

Note that T is precomputed using the detected face geometry. Self-

shadowing, specified by the visibility information V (·) inside T, allow us to

estimate high-frequency illumination: the more complex the geometry is, the

smaller the nullspace of T, providing more information on lighting [Has+11].

Furthermore, note that sλ (l, ρ) ∈ RN is a vector of reconstructed shading

values for all pixels on a face, with sλ (l, ρ)[p] corresponding to the shading of

pixel p for colour channel λ.

1We index into T by pixel p and direction ω instead of using their respective numerical
indices, abusing matrix indexing notation.
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5.3.2 Problem Statement

Let s∗ = [ s∗r s∗g s∗b ] ∈ RN×3 denote the reference shading (intensity) observed

for the pixels in an input face image; then s∗λ[p] corresponds to the reference

shading of pixel p for colour channel λ. Using Equation 5.2, we formulate

light probe recovery from a face as the solution to a constrained, regularised

minimisation problem in terms of l and ρ,

argmin
l,ρ

∑
λ,p

ϕ
(
sλ (l, ρ)[p] − s∗λ[p]

)
+ ψl (l) + ψρ(ρ)

subject to ∀λ, ω ∈ Ω, lλ (ω) ≥ 0 ,

∀λ, p, 0 ≤ ρλ[p] ≤ 1 .

(5.4)

Here ϕ(·) is the per-pixel per-colour-channel loss term while ψl (l), ψρ(ρ) define

the priors on lighting and face albedo, respectively. These priors are derived

in detail next, in Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.4.

Without our lighting model and priors, the problem in Equation 5.4 would

be extremely ill-posed: there would exist infinite pairs of albedo and light

probes matching the photographed pixels perfectly—e.g., l and l + ∆l provide

equal shading s(·) for any ∆l in the nullspace of T. Few of these solutions

would look like a real sky probe. Thus, our goal is to recover a plausible pair of

albedo and lighting environment that allows for the realistic insertion of virtual

objects in the scene. Even though we focus on light probe inference, we are also

bound to estimate albedo to be able to separate the chromatic characteristics

of face and incident lighting.

In initial experiments we optimised for per-pixel (spatially varying) albedo.

We noticed that even when using coarse-to-fine albedo updates as well as

parsimony and smoothness priors (such as in [BM15]), lighting reconstruction

accuracy still decreased compared to when we optimise for spatially constant

albedo. As such, we empirically concluded that light probe estimation using our

models is more robust when albedo is restricted to only 3 degrees of freedom.

To ensure that spatially constant albedo is a reasonable approximation for skin,

we prune too light (over-exposed) and too dark (facial hair) pixels heuristically

in a pre-process. To improve robustness to other potential departures from the

assumed reflectance model (e.g., specularity), we use the convex Charbonnier
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loss ϕ(x) =
√

x2 + ε , a differentiable variant of the L1-norm with fixed ε = 10−6.

5.3.3 Outdoor Lighting Priors

To integrate data-driven constraints (priors) on natural outdoor illumination,

we divide our outdoor lighting model l into two parts: the sky and ground

hemispheres, i.e., l = lsky + lgnd. We propose two alternative models for lsky,

namely lAE and lS+S, which we train/calibrate on real sky probes, as detailed

next.

5.3.3.1 Outdoor Lighting Database
As previously mentioned, we use of a large collection of sky probes, namely the

Laval HDR Sky Database [Lal+16] to train and/or calibrate lighting models.

These real HDR sky probes span a very wide range of illumination conditions,

from overcast to partially cloudy to fully sunny. Captured using the method of

Stumpfel et al. [Stu+04], the probes are unsaturated even in direct sunlight.

We use 12000 images from this database, and split them into three non-

overlapping subsets: a training, a validation and a test set. We use rejection

sampling to ensure that:

• each set contains a similar mixture of sunny vs. overcast skies,

• all probes from the same capture day appear in only on of the three sets.

We train and/or calibrate models on the training set. We tune hyperpa-

rameters and implement early-stopping using the validation set. And, as we

describe in Section 5.4, we build a synthetic face database using the test set of

sky probes.

5.3.3.2 Convolutional Sky Lighting Model
First, we learn a compact non-linear subspace of valid skies in a data-driven

fashion, using our training set of HDR sky probes. Then, we restrict estimates

of lsky to lie within this sky subspace to help constrain the inverse rendering task

(i.e., the component of lsky in the nullspace of T) and to ensure the recovery

of realistic outdoor illumination. Note that a naive approach using a global,

linear generative model (e.g., Principal Component Analysis) would be very

ineffective in this case: the translation of sun and clouds in the sky would

introduce a large number of basis vectors that would be, in essence, shifted

versions of each other. For this reason, we have opted for a more efficient
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convolutional model.

We therefore model the sky hemisphere using a deep convolutional de-

noising autoencoder [Vin+10] learned from real HDR probes. A denoising

autoencoder is a neural network that is trained to denoise a corrupted version

of its input. As depicted in Figure 5.2, the input HDR environment of the

sky hemisphere (a 32× 128 pixels image, the upper half of a latitude-longitude

map) is first processed through a series of convolutional layers, each followed by

a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function and max pooling layer. After

four such convolutional layers, a fully-connected layer compresses the feature

map into a Z-dimensional latent variable z ∈ RZ (we use Z = 64). This part of

the network is dubbed the encoder, since it converts the input into its (learned)

latent representation z. Next, the decoder upsamples z into a denoised HDR

probe fAE(z) via a series of deconvolution, ReLU and upsampling layers.

This autoencoder is trained via stochastic gradient descent (SGD) to min-

imise the solid-angle-weighted L1 loss between the input and the reconstructed

output pixels in each probe. Before passing it to the network, the input is

corrupted with additive zero-mean Gaussian noise (σ = 0.01) to provide bet-

ter generalisation capabilities [Vin+10]. This is a very simple noise model;

investigating physically-based noise models, e.g. using signal-dependent distri-

butions [Liu+08], is left for future work. To better compress the latent space

during training, the input sky probes are pre-rotated along their azimuth so

that the sun appears in the centre of each image.

We performed several training runs to find a suitable SGD learning rate,

and implemented early-stopping using the error computed on the validation

set. After training, we enable control over the sun’s azimuth (φsun) by rotat-

ing the output of the generative sky light model fAE(z). We define the fully

parametrised convolutional model of sky light as:

lAE(θ) = R(φsun) fAE(z) ∈ RL×3,

with θ = [ z φsun ] ,
(5.5)

where R(φsun) is a rotation along the azimuth φsun.
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Layer Num. Filters Filter Size Resolution

Input 32 × 128

Convolutional

64 5 × 5 32 × 128
96 3 × 3 16 × 64
96 3 × 3 8 × 32
64 3 × 3 4 × 16

Fully Connected (64): z

Deconvolutional

64 3 × 3 4 × 16
96 3 × 3 8 × 32
96 3 × 3 16 × 64
64 5 × 5 32 × 128

Convolutional 3 1 × 1 32 × 128

Output: fAE(z) 32 × 128

Figure 5.2: Architecture of our deep denoising autoencoder for learning
outdoor HDR sky lighting. The parameters of each layer are given
in each row. Convolutional layers (in the encoder) are followed by max-
pooling to reduce their spatial resolution by a factor of two, whereas de-
convolutional layers are followed by 2D upscaling to recover the original
input resolution. The ReLU activation function and batch normalisation
are used on all layers except the output, which is linear.

5.3.3.3 Parametric Sun+Sky Lighting Model

Alternatively, we also investigate the use of a parametric Sun+Sky model based

on [LM14], which we simplify slightly as to improve fitting convergence:

lS+S(θ, ω) = f (ωsun, t) w>sky + Ceκ(ω>sunω−1)w>sun ∈ R
3 , (5.6)

where C = κ(2π − 2πe−2κ)−1 is a normalisation term. We form a matrix

representation for the full lighting environment by evaluating the parametric sky

model lS+S(θ, ω) at L discretised spherical directions ω over the sphere, yielding:

lS+S(θ) ∈ RL×3. The model parameter vector is θ = [ wsky wsun ωsun t κ ] ∈ R10.

The sky and sun mean colours are w{sky, sun} ∈ R
3; f (·) is the Preetham sky

luminance model [PSS99], which is a function of the sun position ωsun ∈ R
2

and sky turbidity t ∈ R (1.7 ≤ t ≤ 35); the scalar κ ∈ R (8 ≤ κ ≤ 8192) models

the atmospheric scattering close to the sun. While more accurate sky models

exist [HW12; WH13], it is likely that their increased computational complexity

would make their use in inverse problems more challenging.
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5.3.3.4 Ground Lighting Model

Although we assume that incoming light arrives predominantly from the sky,

we also consider a single bounce of skylight on the ground by assuming a

Lambertian ground plane of constant reflectance, lit by the sky. This ground

plane is shown on the bottom half of the sky probes in Figure 5.3.

The ground component of our lighting model is defined in terms of the

vertical ground normal ngnd = [ 0 1 0 ]> and constant (but unknown) ground

albedo ρgnd,

sgnd =
ρgnd

π
t>gnd lsky(θ) ∈ R3, (5.7)

where the ground light transfer vector t maps sky lighting to ground plane shad-

ing sgnd. Abusing notation, t[ω] corresponds to the shadowed-foreshortening

term of spherical direction ω such that tgnd[ω] = 〈ngnd, ω〉
+ dω. To form an

expression for the ground plane bounced light, lgnd ∈ R
L×3, we duplicate the

ground plane shading sgnd appropriately, i.e. once for each L
2 direction in the

lower hemisphere and fill with 0s the positions in lgnd corresponding to direc-

tions in the upper hemisphere. In Equation 5.7 the sky component lsky(θ) is

either lAE(θ) or lS+S(θ).

5.3.3.5 Lighting Estimation Problem

Putting it all together, our outdoor lighting estimation problem in Equation 5.4

is reformulated to consider the new parametrisation:

argmin
θ,ρgnd,ρ

∑
λ,p

ϕ
(
sλ (θ, ρgnd, ρ)[p] − s∗λ[p]

)
+ ψl (θ) + ψρ(ρ)

subject to ∀λ, 0 ≤ ρgnd ≤ 1 ,

∀λ, p, 0 ≤ ρλ[p] ≤ 1 .

(5.8)

To further constrain each sky model to the manifold of plausible lighting en-

vironments, we fit a multivariate Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the sky

parameters obtained from the training dataset of HDR probes in our database

(disjoint from the testing dataset). This subspace gives our prior ψl (·) above.

As Equation 5.8 gives a non-linear optimisation problem, we use multiple start-

ing points in parameter space by initialising the models at the centroids of

the GMM prior; albedo is initialised similarly (as spatially uniform) using the
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means of the GMM prior described below; ground albedo is initialised to a dark,

neutral colour. Although convergence to local minima cannot be ruled out,

our results are on average better than those of other methods (Section 5.5).

Optimisation of Equation 5.8 is performed using a standard quasi-Newton

method and implemented in Python using the Theano library for automatic

differentiation2. Additional implementation details are given in Section B.1 in

the appendix.

5.3.4 Face Albedo Priors

Lighting estimation from a single image of a face is an ill-posed problem; note

that Equation 5.2 presents a chromatic and an absolute intensity ambiguity

between albedo and lighting (e.g., halving albedo and doubling light intensity

yields equal shading s). To disambiguate our estimates, we constrain face albedo

using a GMM, which is fit a priori to a database of facial albedo [Wey+06]. As

the RGB space of this database may not match ours, we calibrate the albedo

likelihood, pGMM(ρ), to samples from our databases using manually assigned

skin-tone labels, as defined in the work of Weyrich et al. [Wey+06]. Our albedo

prior is defined as the negative log-likelihood,

ψρ(ρ) = −α
∑

p

ln
(
pGMM(ρ[p])

)
, (5.9)

in terms of the albedo GMM; α is a predefined constant weight, which we

calibrated on a disjoint training set of paired faces with corresponding lighting

environments, described next.

5.4 Face Databases
To evaluate the accuracy of estimated illumination conditions, we generated

two different datasets. First, we created a synthetic database using a statistical

3D face model [Pay+09; TDM11] and rendered a multitude of face images using

real HDR environment maps (from our test set of sky probes). Second, we also

created a database of real face photographs by capturing different people in

a variety of illumination conditions, as described next. The datasets will be

2Theano. Accessed 15 June 2018. www.deeplearning.net/software/theano.

www.deeplearning.net/software/theano
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Figure 5.3: Overview of our database with synthetic face images rendered
under different illumination conditions. In each case, we show
the rendered face (left) and the corresponding HDR environment map
(right). These images have been tonemapped for display (γ = 2.2).
Note that even though the synthetic faces have bald heads, light probe
estimation only uses the face region (what is covered by the mesh in
Figure 5.1 and in Figure B.1 in the appendix) to better match the real
application scenario.

made accessible online3.

5.4.1 Synthetic Face Image Database
Our synthetic data is designed to be challenging to lighting estimation al-

gorithms. Its images contain self-cast shadows, strong specularities, coloured

light, and varying weather conditions – all of which may make previous solutions

fail.

Each synthetic face image in our dataset was generated by randomly sam-

pling a face identity (geometry and albedo map) and a random HDR environ-

ment map as the sole light source for image-based lighting (these probes were

not used to train the model in Section 5.3.3, but come from the test set of sky

probes). Figure 5.3 shows a subset of these synthetic images rendered using

the popular physically-based Cycles render engine4. We rendered 150 images

with different combinations of 3D faces and illumination conditions. The skin

model is comprised of specular and diffuse epidermal and subdermal layers to
3Face & Sky Datasets (Disney). Accessed 9 June 2018. www.disneyresearch.com/

publication/face2light.
4Cycles Renderer. Accessed 9 June 2018. www.cycles-renderer.org.

www.disneyresearch.com/publication/face2light
www.disneyresearch.com/publication/face2light
www.cycles-renderer.org
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Figure 5.4: Overview of our database with real face images captured out-
doors under different illumination conditions. For each case, we
show the captured face (left) and its corresponding HDR light probe
(right). These images have been tonemapped for display (γ = 2.2).

create highly realistic renders exhibiting complex effects such as specularities

and subsurface scattering.

Random 3D facial geometry was obtained by sampling the statistical face

model of Paysan et al. [Pay+09], built from hundreds of real 3D face scans.

Since instances of this model only describe the human face, they were used

as targets for the non-rigid registration of a template mesh for the full human

head. In addition, the model of Paysan et al. [Pay+09] does not describe face

albedo (i.e., a shading-free texture). Thus, we collected a dataset of 13 albedo

maps of different subjects using the photometric stereo setup of Gotardo et al.

[Got+15]. Each albedo map was manually classified and white-balanced to

match one of the skin-tone clusters identified by Weyrich et al. [Wey+06].

Finally, new albedo maps were generated as random linear combinations of

albedo maps selected from the same, arbitrary cluster.

Since the sky probe database captures only the sky hemisphere, we synthe-

sised an infinite Lambertian ground plane in the bottom hemisphere. To obtain

realistic and calibrated (average) ground albedos, we captured photographs of

typical outdoor ground scenes alongside an X-Rite colour chart, as shown in

the appendix in Figure B.4.
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5.4.2 Real Face Image Database
In addition, we captured photographs of real faces under a variety of illumi-

nation conditions, several examples of which are shown in Figure 5.4. These

images were captured with a Canon EOS 5D Mark III camera equipped with

a 50mm lens. All images were saved in the RAW format at the full resolution

of the camera. The RAW format stores pixel intensity in a linear colour space,

corresponding to scene irradiance up to a multiplicative factor. So, contrary

to the real-time shading probe methods presented in previous chapters, it was

not required to explicitly perform camera response function inversion here.

In total, 9 subjects were recruited for this task and were asked to be

photographed with a mostly neutral expression. They were photographed under

25 different lighting conditions. There were 8 male and 1 female subjects, most

with fair skin. Subjects had varying amounts of facial hair, ranging from none

to full beards.

Each shooting session was performed in the following sequence of steps.

First, another Canon 5D Mark III camera mounted on a robotic tripod at

the planned facial capture location, and an exposure bracketed sequence of

photographs was captured at different orientations, and merged into an HDR

spherical environment map of the illumination conditions. Second, the tripod

was removed and each subject was asked to stand at the same location, one

at a time, in quick succession. In all, each capture session took less than 4

minutes, to ensure lighting consistency across all the shots (especially important

outdoors, as lighting conditions evolve over time). In all, we performed 25

such shooting sessions. We calibrated the azimuth rotation of each captured

spherical environment to the orientation of each person’s face. This was a two

step process: first, we fit geometry to the faces and computed scale-invariant

relighting error for each possible azimuth rotation (discretised in single pixel

increments); second, we manually selected the best matching azimuth rotation

from the local minima of the relighting errors.

5.5 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the two lighting models introduced in Section 5.3.3,

and compare them against the widely-used Spherical Harmonics representa-

tion [Gre03]. In particular, we compare against 9- and 25-coefficient low-
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frequency SH models (SH9 and SH25) of order 2 and 4, respectively. As in

previous works [Bit+08; KK14; LZL14; Shu+17], these SH models are uncon-

strained and can represent negative light; thus, once results are obtained, they

must be truncated at zero. We begin by evaluating how each model approx-

imates outdoor environment maps, then present quantitative inverse lighting

experiments on both synthetic and real data. Parameter tuning (training)

and evaluation (testing) were performed on disjoint datasets. These results

show that our approach recovers realistic outdoor lighting in a wide variety of

challenging conditions.

5.5.1 Quantitative Evaluation Metrics
We employ a variety of metrics for evaluating the quality of estimated sky

probes. First, we use shading-based metrics, indicated by the “(s)” abbrevia-

tion below. These are obtained by rendering a simple scene, comparing it to

the original, then computing: the mean absolute error (MAE), the root mean

squared error (RMSE), and the scale-invariant RMSE (si-RMSE) [BM12]. Sec-

ond, we also use lighting-based metrics, indicated by the “(l)” abbreviation.

For these, ground-truth and recovered light probes are compared directly. We

calculate the MAE (weighted by solid angles dω) over: the entire full-sphere en-

vironment map (Full-dω MAE), the sky region only (Sky-dω MAE), i.e. while

zero-ing the sun region, and the sun region only (Sun-dω MAE). The sun

region is determined by cropping a 13◦ area around the brightest point in the

sky probe; its shape and intensity are especially important for accurate relight-

ing. We also compute the angular error in sun position estimation (Sun-ang).

Finally, we fix the scale of these metrics by mapping the average image inten-

sity to 1 and the sum over the light probe to 1 also. This re-scaling ensures

that errors for bright and dark skies are weighted equally. These measures are

also averaged over multiple probes. To compute the latter two measures, we

exclude overcast skies for which the sun location cannot be reliably determined.

However, all skies are included in the computation of Full-dω MAE.

5.5.2 Model Comparison
Before evaluating the recovery of light probes from face images, we demonstrate

the representative power of our models by directly fitting them to ground-truth

(GT) light probes. Figure 5.5 shows the results of fitting different lighting
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of outdoor illumination models fit directly to sky
probes. Ground truth shown in first row. Subsequent rows show, from
top to bottom: SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky
model (S+S), a simple “feed forward” approximation using our deep
autoencoder (AEFF) and the optimised fit within the AE latent space
(AE). Each row shows four different sky probes, along with a simple
scene rendered by each sky probe.

Error metric SH9 SH25 S+S AEFF AE

MAE (s) 0.56 ± 0.62 0.53 ± 0.62 0.54 ± 0.43 1.54 ± 4.69 0.35 ± 0.32
RMSE (s) 0.64 ± 0.69 0.62 ± 0.70 0.37 ± 0.28 1.05 ± 3.06 0.29 ± 0.29
si-RMSE (s) 0.50 ± 0.53 0.48 ± 0.53 0.23 ± 0.21 0.14 ± 0.16 0.17 ± 0.19
Full-dω MAE (l) 0.47 ± 0.26 0.41 ± 0.26 0.40 ± 0.18 0.50 ± 0.70 0.30 ± 0.21
Sky-dω MAE (l) 0.46 ± 0.25 0.45 ± 0.25 0.18 ± 0.14 0.23 ± 0.27 0.22 ± 0.22
Sun-dω MAE (l) 0.43 ± 0.26 0.42 ± 0.26 0.06 ± 0.10 0.10 ± 0.10 0.16 ± 0.20
Sun-ang (l) 20.29 ± 22.64 13.93 ± 14.39 0.68 ± 1.52 4.61 ± 13.63 6.52 ± 14.51

Table 5.1: Quantitative comparison of lighting models fit directly to sky
probes. Compared models: SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25),
the Sun+Sky model (S+S), a simple “feed forward” approximation using
our deep autoencoder (AEFF) and the optimised fit within the AE latent
space (AE). Each model fit is evaluated with shading- (s) and lighting-
based (l) metrics as detailed in Section 5.5.1. Metrics averaged over 135
probes.
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models to 4 real probes. To demonstrate the effects of approximation errors,

the figure also shows a simple scene rendered with the fitted models. Clearly,

the popular SH representation cannot model high-frequency illumination even

when 25 frequency components are used (or 75 in total for the 3 colour chan-

nels). As a result, the light probe is over-smoothed and the rendered images

devoid of hard shadows. This is especially problematic in ill-posed, inverse

problems where one seeks a powerful model with as few degrees of freedom as

possible. In contrast, our 10-dimensional Sun+Sky (S+S) and 65-dimensional5

autoencoder (AE) models can more compactly and efficiently capture the im-

portant high-frequency illumination in the original GT probes, resulting in

better image lighting (e.g., accuracy of cast shadows). This is also reflected

quantitatively by the evaluation metrics given in Table 5.1. These metrics were

computed from a total of 135 real sky probes, which were not used to train our

models.

In Table 5.1, we note that the probe obtained with the method AEFF is

not actually optimised: the original sky probe is just fed forward through the

AE and is approximated by it. Table 5.1 also shows the performance of our

main AE approach in which we further optimise the probe parameters in the

AE latent space as to minimise the same loss function used by Sun+Sky. This

optimisation further improves the quality of our AE approximations and is

more similar to what we perform in inverse lighting from faces. Here, however,

these fits are not optimised for the relighting of objects; hence shading errors

may be higher than those in Section 5.5.3.

5.5.3 Quantitative Evaluation on Synthetic Data

We now evaluate lighting estimation from face images in our synthetic database

(Section 5.4.1). We rendered the face images with real, outdoor light probes.

We compare the performance of our inverse rendering framework using the

same illumination models and performance metrics described above.

Figure 5.6 shows 10 example faces with ground truth and estimated light

probes, as well as a synthetic scene (bunny and owl) rendered with each probe.

Note how the AE and Sun+Sky provide light probes and scene renderings

5The AE sky model’s 65-dimensional parametrisation results from the 64 dimensions of
the AE latent space and the one additional parameter for the azimuth rotation angle.
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Figure 5.6: Results on 10 synthetic faces from our database. The faces were
rendered with real, outdoor lighting conditions. Each example shows
the input face image and a synthetic scene rendered with the probe just
below it (from left to right): GT probe, inverse lighting estimates of
SH9, SH25, Sun+Sky, and AE.

Error Metric SH9 SH25 S+S AE

MAE (s) 0.68 ± 0.39 0.71 ± 0.51 0.92 ± 0.56 0.75 ± 0.38
RMSE (s) 0.53 ± 0.30 0.52 ± 0.33 0.71 ± 0.47 0.60 ± 0.33
si-RMSE (s) 0.41 ± 0.22 0.43 ± 0.22 0.55 ± 0.39 0.45 ± 0.29
Full-dω MAE (l) 1.04 ± 0.48 1.22 ± 0.37 1.42 ± 1.57 0.80 ± 0.27
Sky-dω MAE (l) 0.43 ± 0.23 0.46 ± 0.21 0.64 ± 0.42 0.62 ± 0.32
Sun-dω MAE (l) 0.35 ± 0.20 0.34 ± 0.21 0.26 ± 0.20 0.15 ± 0.12
Sun-ang (l) 18.31 ± 19.52 22.38 ± 18.54 42.23 ± 30.31 23.55 ± 21.75

Table 5.2: Quantitative comparison of lighting models for outdoor light
probe estimation from a single synthetic face image. Compared
models: SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model
(S+S), and the deep autoencoder (AE). Each model is evaluated with
shading- (s) and lighting-based (l) metrics as detailed in Section 5.5.1.
Metrics averaged over 135 results.

that are very close to the ground truth (2nd and 8th columns). Table 5.2

shows performance metrics that are averages over 135 results. Here, the SH

model shows low values for the (Lambertian) shading-based metrics “(s)”, but

the larger errors for the lighting-based metrics “(l)” (and the absence of hard

cast shadows in Figure 5.6) demonstrate it poorly captures important high-

frequency illumination. Our model, on the other hand, makes better use
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Figure 5.7: Results on 10 real faces from our database which were acquired
under natural, outdoor lighting conditions. Each example shows
the input face image on the left, and on the right: (top) a synthetic
Lambertian scene, (middle) the light probe used to render the scenes,
and (bottom) a synthetic glossy scene. From left to right: GT probe,
inverse lighting estimates of SH9, SH25, Sun+Sky, and AE.

of data-driven priors to constrain light probe estimation and provide more

accurate sky probes, as indicated by the lighting-based metrics in Table 5.2.

This is especially the case when estimating the shape and intensity of the sun

region, Sun-dω MAE (l), which encodes high-frequency illumination that is

fundamental for relighting.

5.5.4 Quantitative Evaluation with Real Photographs
We also evaluate light probe estimation from faces in our real database (Sec-

tion 5.4.2), using the same illumination models and performance metrics de-

scribed in Section 5.5.1.

Figure 5.7 shows qualitative results for 10 example faces from our real

database. Next to each face we show results for the four evaluated methods
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Error Metric SH9 SH25 S+S AE

MAE (s) 1.39 ± 0.91 0.99 ± 0.44 1.11 ± 0.75 0.86 ± 0.36
RMSE (s) 0.95 ± 0.58 0.71 ± 0.31 0.85 ± 0.64 0.65 ± 0.29
si-RMSE (s) 0.58 ± 0.32 0.57 ± 0.24 0.53 ± 0.24 0.49 ± 0.18
Full-dω MAE (l) 1.65 ± 0.73 1.29 ± 0.31 1.73 ± 1.75 1.22 ± 0.34
Sky-dω MAE (l) 0.49 ± 0.26 0.46 ± 0.23 1.25 ± 1.57 0.86 ± 0.36
Sun-dω MAE (l) 0.32 ± 0.20 0.36 ± 0.21 0.64 ± 1.36 0.19 ± 0.11
Sun-ang (l) 45.88 ± 46.72 28.67 ± 28.49 41.58 ± 36.48 33.30 ± 30.20

Table 5.3: Quantitative comparison of lighting models for outdoor light
probe estimation from a single real face image. Compared models:
SH with 9 and 25 coefficients (SH9, SH25), the Sun+Sky model (S+S),
and the deep autoencoder (AE). Each model is evaluated with shading-
(s) and lighting-based (l) metrics as detailed in Section 5.5.1. Metrics
averaged over 131 results.

and ground truth (ground truth is shown first in each case). For each method

we show three images ordered top-to-bottom of: a rendered Lambertian bunny-

and-owl scene, the lighting environment that was used for rendering, and a

rendered glossy dragon scene. The top scene with the Lambertian bunny-and-

owl scene is used in the quantitative experiments from Table 5.3. Once again,

the AE provides light probes with higher frequency content. However, some

of the ground-truth probes present overall colour that differs from that of the

probes used to train the AE, which affected its results. The SH models can

represent low-frequency lighting well and are useful for lighting diffuse objects

like the bunny and the owl, but reflections from glossier objects (dragon) lit

with these SH fits do not look realistic.

A quantitative comparison for real data is shown in Table 5.3 (averages

over 131 results). In this context, the autoencoder outperforms the other

alternatives in most of the error metrics. As with the synthetic data, the

SH models outperform the others in the “Sky-dω MAE (l)” metric, but fails

to correctly estimate the bright Sun, “Sun-dω MAE (l)”. Interestingly, the

Sun+Sky model, while providing a closer approximation to the light probe when

being directly fit to them (Table 5.1), becomes more difficult to optimise in an

inverse lighting framework due to non-linearities in the model, Equation 5.6.

This is also visible in the sensitivity analysis in Section 5.5.5. Overall, we find

that the AE model provides the best balance between representing lighting and

usability in inverse lighting.
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5.5.5 Sensitivity Analysis

Besides the illumination conditions themselves, other factors may have an

impact on the performance of our technique. In this section, we investigate

two key factors: (1) the size of the input face image, and (2) geometry errors

introduced by the face detector. We now present sensitivity analyses showing

their impact on the quality of the recovered light probe.

5.5.5.1 Size of the Input Image
We experimented with input image resolutions ranging from 90×90 to 360×360

and report estimated lighting accuracy for all methods on the real data in

Figure 5.8(a). Note that all methods offer relatively stable performance across

image resolutions, indicating that resolution 90× 90 is already nearly sufficient

for lighting estimation with these models. The exception is the parametric S+S

model, which seems to benefit from increased image resolution. The results

obtained for the other metrics exhibit a similar behaviour and are shown in

the appendix in Figure B.5.

5.5.5.2 Errors in Face Pose Estimation
To quantify sensitivity to the accuracy of estimated 3D face pose (Section 5.3

and Figure 5.1), we start with the ground-truth 3D face of each synthetic image

in our experiments and apply out-of-plane rotations of increasing magnitude

on the two axes (vertical and horizontal) ranging from 0◦ to 30◦. The resulting

inverse lighting accuracy is reported in Figure 5.8(b). Aside from the S+S

model which exhibits unstable behaviour (due to its strong dependency on

initialisation), the other methods incur only a moderate performance penalty

with pose errors up to 30 degrees. Overall, the AE shows good robustness to

these perturbations.

5.5.5.3 Errors in Face Geometry Estimation
To quantify inverse lighting sensitivity to errors in estimated 3D face shape

(Section 5.3 and Figure 5.1), we start with the ground-truth 3D face model of

each synthetic image and perturb its blendshape coefficients with increasing

noise magnitude. We consider additive Gaussian noise of 0 mean and standard

deviation ranging from 0 to 1.1. This is motivated by the fact that face detectors

have a strong shape prior and will ensure that the detected 3D shape looks like
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Figure 5.8: Sensitivity of inverse lighting as a function of various param-
eters. Subfigures show: a) image resolution ranging from 90×90 to
360×360; b) out-of-plane rotation from 0◦ to 30◦; and c) face blendshape
coefficients perturbed by Gaussian noise with standard deviation rang-
ing from 0 to 1.1. The error metric is “Full-dω MAE (l)”, see Figures B.5,
B.6, B.7 in the appendix for results on all metrics.
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a face, but possibly an incorrect one. The resulting inverse lighting accuracy

is reported in Figure 5.8(c). Performance of the SH and the AE methods seem

fairly stable across the range of perturbations. The S+S shows a counter-

intuitive change in performance with larger perturbations, which, as before, we

conjecture may be due to its sensitivity to initialisation.

5.5.5.4 Convergence and Failure Cases

As mentioned, inverse lighting with our light probe models gives a non-linear

optimisation problem and, although results of AE are on average better than

with other models, convergence to local optima cannot be ruled out. With

our S+S model, local minima may result in sun disks that are too large or

ground albedos that are overly bright (Figures 5.6 and 5.7). For the AE,

light environments may present artefacts (splotchy colourful blobs) when the

optimisation steps outside the manifold of plausible lighting environments.

This may happen if the weight for the GMM log-likelihood prior is too small.

Furthermore, the real face image database contains lighting environments which

differ from the sky probes we used as training data in two ways:

• they contain ground planes whose albedo (green grass) does not have a

high likelihood under our GMM ground plane prior trained only on a few

ground plane albedos,

• they contain buildings and trees in the upper hemisphere, while the

training data we used only contained sky pixels.

The convolutional sky model cannot generate skies containing buildings or

trees and neither can the parametric Sun+Sky model, leading to a source of

inverse lighting errors. Of course, the SH baselines are not constrained and

can represent any spherical signal up to their band-limit. Naturally, our results

are also less reliable when the face is predominantly illuminated from behind,

without enough variation in illumination being observed on the face. However,

this is atypical when capturing outdoor images.

In terms of runtime performance, optimisation for inverse lighting with

our AE takes about 5 minutes per face image at 192 × 128 resolution and on a

modern, 4-core 2.0GHz processor.
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5.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents a new approach to the challenging, ill-posed problem of

estimating an HDR light probe of natural outdoor illumination from a single

LDR face photograph. Compared to our previously introduced shading probe

methods which achieved real-time relighting, the method we presented here

tackles a much more difficult problem, so to make it tractable we relaxed the

real-time runtime constraints, and made use of offline optimisation techniques.

Our approach successfully recovers realistic light probe estimates even in

challenging cases of hard cast shadows and varying atmospheric conditions.

The main reason behind its success is the effective use of prior knowledge

on face geometry and appearance, as well as compact, expressive models of

realistic outdoor illumination. Both our parametric Sun+Sky model and deep

convolutional autoencoder were trained and validated on a large database of

outdoor HDR sky environment maps. We show how these models can exploit

non-linear data dependencies to constrain ambiguous light probe components

within the nullspace of the diffuse transport matrix, yielding more realistic

results. In addition, we also contribute a new database for the evaluation

of inverse lighting methods; it includes synthetic and real face photographs

with associated HDR light probes, covering a very wide range of illumination

conditions.

An important limitation of our method is that our shading model currently

only exploits diffuse reflection. A natural extension is to include a specular

term (e.g., Blinn-Phong) to exploit lighting information on facial highlights.

Such work would reduce the ambiguous illumination component to lie within

the intersection of the nullspaces of diffuse and specular transport matrices.

Our approach should also benefit from new advances in deep convolutional

autoencoder architectures.



Chapter 6

Fast Convolutional Sparse Coding

on the Sphere

Due to their role in image formation, spherical signals such as BRDFs, omni-

directional lighting, and transport matrices are of fundamental importance in

computer graphics and vision. Recovering such signals from images is key to re-

alistically augment images in AR, in films, or to estimate high-detail geometry

from images. While different models have already been proposed for spherical

signals, they either suffer from low representative power or high dimensionality,

which makes their instances unrealistic and their estimation poorly constrained.

While convolutional sparse coding (CSC) has shown promise in inverse prob-

lems, little attention has been given to modelling signals on the sphere, where

convolutions do not yield spherical functions.

This chapter presents compact and expressive new models of spherical

signals based on CSC on the sphere, which are useful in graphics and computer

vision. We also leverage recent advances in spherical harmonics theory to

demonstrate how CSC can be implemented efficiently on the spherical domain.

Our new models make use of overcomplete bases that may include both hand-

crafted and data-driven spherical filters of varying spatial support and frequency

content. A comparative evaluation on transport matrices and a large database

of HDR light probes demonstrates the power and compactness of our models

in the fitting and recovery of spherical signals.

Compared to work presented in the previous chapters, where we either

captured and remapped shading or estimated lighting from a face, now we

tackle the fundamental problem behind inverse lighting. We study convolutional
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sparse coding for compact representation and robust reconstruction of spherical

signals, of which lighting environments are one particular example. We also

specifically apply our CSC method to estimate lighting environments from

known shading samples, thus extending our work from previous chapters.

6.1 Introduction
Spherical signals are fundamentally important in computer vision and graph-

ics. Common examples include bidirectional reflectance distribution functions

(BRDFs), transport matrices, omnidirectional (360◦) video and lighting envi-

ronment maps. Due to the role these signals play in image formation, compact

models for representing them have found important applications in both for-

ward and inverse rendering.

Lighting going through a single point in a scene, as previously mentioned

(Section 2.1.1), is a spherical signal which can be represented by an omnidirec-

tional HDR image. Adequate encoding of omnidirectional illumination is key

in creating virtual objects that look real, as shown by Debevec’s work [Deb98].

A light transport matrix, as previously discussed (Section 2.1.2), has one

spherical signal per rendered pixel (row), encoding basis-projected light transfer

for all possible incoming light directions. Typically, in high-quality graphics,

transport matrices require large amounts of storage. Therefore, compact and

efficient representations of these signals are essential in applications such as

real-time rendering [SKS02; TS06].

Because of their importance, representations for spherical signals have

received significant attention in the literature. Spherical Harmonics are ar-

guably the most common such representation. However, SH cannot compactly

represent high-frequency spherical signals such as self-shadowing in transport

matrices, bright light sources, and illumination discontinuities (e.g., a window

edge) that are localised in space but not in the frequency domain. The poor

representative power of low-order SH makes it impossible to render sharp shad-

ows in image augmentation and to correctly recover geometry and material

properties in inverse rendering with high-frequency illumination. Other works,

as we discussed in the literature review (Section 2.2.2), model illumination

using collections of point sources or Haar wavelets, suffering either from low

representative power or high dimensionality, which makes inverse problems
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poorly constrained.

Sparse coding and convolutional sparse coding (with filters representing

bases of localised support) have recently shown good promise not only for

compact representation, but also in solving difficult inverse problems [ZL15].

However, defining an overcomplete spherical basis that maximises represen-

tative power (generalization) and compressibility, while providing a fast and

efficient fitting algorithm, remains a challenge [BEL13; HHW15; Pap+17].

Of course, standard 2D convolutional sparse coding could be applied di-

rectly to suitably encoded spherical functions. As an initial step, we experi-

mented with Bristow et al.’s convolutional sparse coding method [BEL13] to

fit two-dimensional activation maps and filters to spherical environment maps

encoded as 2D images in various formats including equirectangular, angu-

lar [Deb05] and octahedron representations [ED08]. The general problem with

this approach is that there is no way to map the sphere to a plane without

introducing distortions. In turn, these distortions force the CSC algorithm

to learn filters which explain map-specific distortions instead of solely focus-

ing on explaining the spherical signals themselves. This results in losing the

compactness property of CSC representations: i.e. the same spherical signal

under two different rotations will be represented by different filters and different

activation maps. What is desired is the more compact representation, where

rotations of the same spherical signal result in updated activation maps only

while remaining represented by the same filter collection.

In this chapter, we instead leverage recent advances in SH theory to ef-

ficiently bring convolutional sparse coding to the spherical domain, allowing

for the use of locally-supported, high-frequency bases (filters) and fast fitting

algorithms in the frequency domain. We investigate the performance of differ-

ent dictionaries of spherical basis filters, both hand-crafted and data driven, in

the compact representation of transport matrices and high-dynamic range light

probes. Finally, we also present a comparative evaluation of different models

when applied to the difficult, ill-posed problem of inverse lighting. As far as

we know, this is the first time such an analysis is presented for inverse lighting.

Besides the applications above, we note that our framework for fast

convolutional sparse coding on the sphere is readily extendable and rel-

evant to other problems involving the modelling and estimation of gen-
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eral spherical functions—e.g., modelling bidirectional reflectance functions

(BRDFs) [Mat+03a], 2D and 3D geometry [HM09; TFV06], and visibility

functions on meshes [Wan+09].

6.2 Related Work
We first review the relevant work on models for light transport and inverse

lighting as they are the two applications we have chosen to illustrate. The

following section reviews basic sparse coding theory and introduces the notation

that we use to bring convolutional sparse coding to the spherical domain.

Low-order SH bases are ill-suited for expressing high-frequency signals,

but they are commonly used as they often work well with near uniform illumi-

nation and Lambertian reflectance [RH01c]. Ng et al. [NRH03] note that while

harmonics bases do not localise well in space, point sources do not localise well

in frequency and no principled way exists to bridge these two models. They

propose the use of Haar wavelet compression as to preserve high-frequency

signal in cubemap representation of light probes. Besides representing spher-

ical signals using basis functions, parametric representations are widespread

in computer graphics literature. For example, mixtures of isotropic spheri-

cal Gaussians have been used for modelling view-dependent light transport

in Green et al.’s work [Gre+06] on glossy PRT rendering. Isotropic spherical

Gaussians have also been used for representing the total radiant intensity of

virtual point light sources for enabling efficient rendering of glossy indirect

illumination [Tok15]. Mixtures of Gaussian functions have also been used in

Vorba et al.’s work [Vor+14] to model directional distributions for enabling

improved importance sampling for Monte-Carlo rendering techniques, including

path-tracing and bidirectional path-tracing. Spherical radial basis functions, of

which von Mises-Fisher kernels and isotropic spherical Gaussians are specific

examples, have been used by Tsai et al. for highly-compressed all-frequency

glossy and diffuse PRT rendering [TS06]. Xu et al. propose anisotropic spheri-

cal Gaussians [Xu+13] as a replacement for isotropic Gaussians for modelling

anisotropic spherical functions. They provide qualitative results showing how

anisotropic BRDFs and lighting environments can be better approximated by

mixtures of anisotropic spherical Gaussians compared to using mixtures of

isotropic ones. Angularly representing lighting is also common, for example as
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an equirectangular map as used by Lombardi and Nishino [LN16]. These repre-

sentations still have many degrees of freedom or are not sparse. In contrast, our

method makes use of a dictionary of generic “wavelets” (isotropic, anisotropic,

hand-crafted, data-driven) that can be tailored to compactly model spherical

signals.

The filters in our dictionaries are not wavelets in the mathematical sense,

but we equated them to “wavelets” for an intuitive comparison. Our filters

are not wavelets as they: are not generated from a single mother wavelet by

translation and scaling; are not (generally) orthogonal; nor do they integrate

to 0 over their domain (i.e. they do not posses the admissibility condition of

wavelets) but are actually positive everywhere. For a thorough treatment of

spherical wavelets, please see the work of Schröder and Sweldens [SS95].

Many methods using SH, constant basis functions or Haar wavelets have

been used for inverse lighting in computer graphics and vision, as was described

in detail in Section 2.2.2. One method, of particular relevance to the work

in this chapter, Kholgade et al. [Kho+14] represent an environment map as a

linear combination of von Mises-Fisher (vMF) kernels [Fis53] of fixed width and

positioned at fixed directions on the sphere; their intensities are optimised from

images of an object of known geometry. Our comparative results in Section 6.6

show that more accurate lighting can be recovered when using more diverse

dictionaries of filters.

More recently, Gardner et al. [Gar+17] learn the relationship between an

indoor scene and its lighting conditions using a deep context encoder, and

Georgoulis et al. [Geo+17] perform a similar feat from a reflective object con-

taining multiple materials. Both these approaches naturally learn a constrained

lighting representation, but it is entangled in the network and cannot be used

for other applications (e.g., performing inverse lighting from a known transport

matrix). In contrast, the convolutional inverse graphics network of Kulkarni

et al. [Kul+15] learns a parametrised representation, but it is restricted to a

single directional light source. Similarly, Hold-Geoffroy et al. [Hol+17] learn

to estimate lighting outdoors, but it is also restricted to a single directional

light source (the sun). As opposed to these works, our method provides an

expressive and compact representation for lighting and other spherical signals

that can readily be used in several applications.
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6.3 Sparse Coding
We now review sparse coding theory and establish the basic formulation for

the new models we derive in Section 6.4. Let x ∈ RN be an N-dimensional

signal. A compact model for x is a linear combination of a small number of

columns di of an overcomplete basis matrix (dictionary) D ∈ RN×M ,

x = Dz, s.t. ‖z‖0 ≤ s , (6.1)

with a sparse vector of coefficients z ∈ RM and s � M. The idea is to use

an overcomplete dictionary (non-orthogonal basis) with sparsity constraints,

allowing for both representative power and compressibility. Intuitively, the

larger the dictionary, the higher is the likelihood that a basis di itself will

nearly resemble x, providing maximum model compression with sparsity s = 1.

Since the signal x may be arbitrarily aligned with the bases in D, one finds

that D must include collections of bases that are essentially shifted versions

of each other [BEL13; ZL15]. For example, a light source of a certain shape

may be located at different directions on the sphere. A natural model of all

possible shiftings of each basis is a Toeplitz (convolution) matrix of a single filter

di ∈ R
N ′ with local spatial support (N ′ � N). The result is a convolutional

sparse coding model with a shift-invariant dictionary of filters,

x =
M∑

i=1

di ∗ zi, s.t.
M∑

i=1

‖zi‖0 ≤ s . (6.2)

Now ∗ denotes convolution on the sparse activation map zi ∈ R
N associated

with filter di. While the dictionary is now largely compressed, the total di-

mensionality of the sparse maps zi is increased to explicitly account for each

position of possible activation of each filter.

Defining this model corresponds to prescribing a collection of filters

or learning such filters from data [BEL13; HHW15]. Sparse model fitting

is commonly performed using greedy algorithms such as OMP [PRK93],

LARS [Efr+04], and Hard Thresholding Pursuit (HTP) [Fou11]. Recent anal-

yses have provided good theoretical guarantees on the results of such greedy

methods [Pap+17]. Motivated by previous works, we also make use of a greedy

method for fitting our dictionaries of spherical filters, and specifically adapt
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n

Figure 6.1: Spherical convolutions. Subfigures show: (a) shifting a filter over the
sphere, from the initial (canonical) direction ω0, corresponds to a full
3D rotation of the filter (change in elevation, azimuth, and twist an-
gle ξ about ωn); (b) convolution of a filter on a sparse activation map
(impulses on sphere) can be seen as rotating copies of the filter to each
activation position, scaling, and summing.

HTP for this purpose.

Fast convolution in the Fourier domain has also been recently investi-

gated [BEL13] for 2D images, and consensus-based approaches to accelerate

processing on large datasets have also been proposed [Cho+17]. However, so

far, little attention has been devoted to convolutional sparse coding when mov-

ing away from the 2D image grid to model signals on a sphere. As discussed

next, convolutions on the sphere have an additional parameter (a filter “twist”)

and there is no trivial way of implementing them efficiently in this new domain.

Section 6.4 presents our new approach for sparse coding on the sphere.

6.4 Convolutional Sparse Coding on the Sphere
This section focuses on the particular problem where the signal x is an N-

dimensional vector with equally-spaced samples of a function on the sphere

(e.g., the intensities of incoming light in the R, G, or B channel of a light probe)

along given directions ωn, n ∈ {1, . . . , N }.

Similarly, filters di (ω) and activation maps zi (ω) also define (discretised)

spherical functions. Here, we assume that the convolutional dictionary is known

and defer its definition to Section 6.6.1. We begin by analysing how the nature

and representation of the filters affect model fitting.
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6.4.1 Convolutions of Spherical Filters

When considering convolving an arbitrary spherical function with a general

anisotropic spherical filter, one must consider not only the filter’s position

on the sphere (orientation along a particular direction ωn) but also its twist

(rotation) ξ about ωn, as shown in Figure 6.1 a).

In other words, the convolution of two scalar spherical functions does not

result in another spherical function, unless one of the functions is circularly

symmetric [SBN15]; it generates a mapping between R in the 3D rotation

group and the set of real numbers, f : SO(3) → R,

f (R) = (di ∗ zi)(R) =
N∑

n=1

di (R>ωn) zi (ωn) . (6.3)

However, in the particular case of isotropic filters (which are circularly sym-

metric), twist angle ξ does not make a difference and convolutions do yield

a spherical function, f : S2 → R. Figure 6.1 b) shows the convolution of an

isotropic filter di (ω) on its activation map zi (ω).

Thus, we first consider sparse coding on the sphere with isotropic fil-

ters only. This limitation reduces the representative power and compressibility

of our convolutional model. However, as mixtures of Gaussian-like kernels have

been proven to be useful representations, we consider this model here and build

on top of it.

6.4.2 Basic Isotropic Model Fitting

Given a collection of M isotropic filters in dictionary D = {d1, . . . , dM }, let us

consider the sparse coding problem

min
z

x − x(z)22 s.t. x(z) =
M∑

i=1

di ∗ zi ,

M∑
i=1

‖zi‖0 ≤ s . (6.4)

An equivalent, insightful form of this problem is obtained by expressing con-

volution of each di using its corresponding Toeplitz matrix T i ∈ R
N×N where
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each column has a shifted version of the filter,

x(z) =
[
T 1 . . .T M

]


z1
...

zM



= T z , (6.5)

T is the Jacobian of the data term in Equation 6.4 and z ∈ RN M is the sparse

vector with all filter activations. Note that the gradient of the squared loss

term in Equation 6.4 is

g(z) = −T >(x − T z) ∈ RN M , (6.6)

which is a concatenation of M spherical convolutions on the residual of cur-

rent solution z. Therefore, being able to perform fast convolutions is quite

important, regardless of the actual algorithm used to minimise Equation 6.4.

6.4.3 Fitting with Isotropic Filters in the SH Domain

A natural extension to the objective above is to consider fast convolutions in

the frequency domain, i.e. in spherical harmonics for spherical signals. Indeed,

convolutions are diagonalized in SH space and can be implemented efficiently via

coefficient-wise products, but only for isotropic filters (e.g., isotropic spherical

Gaussians) [SBN15].

The orthonormal, real SH basis truncated to K frequency bands is defined

as BSH = [ . . . Y m
k (ωn) . . . ] ∈ RN×(K+1)2 in terms of band-k, order-m basis

columns Y m
k (·) ∈ RN , k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K }, m ∈ {−k, . . . , k} (Figure 6.2). This basis

is computed from the N sampled directions ωn of spherical signal x (see Sec-

tion C.1 in the appendix). An isotropic filter is then obtained by projecting a

spherical signal onto the m = 0 subset of isotropic SH bases, BZH, known as

zonal harmonics (ZH) [NSF12].

In the frequency domain, the SH activation maps ẑi = B>SHzi ∈ R
(K+1)2 are

simple linear combinations of a few rows of BSH. Our isotropic filters in the

ZH domain are d̂i = B>ZHdi ∈ R
K+1. Note the different dimensions of these

two vectors. The convolution of d̂i on ẑi requires pre-multiplying filter d̂i with

Π ∈ R(K+1)2×K+1, a matrix with constant normalisation weights for ZH-SH

convolution (as defined in the appendix in Section C.1).
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Figure 6.2: Spherical harmonics. SH bases from band k = 0 (top) to band k = 4

(bottom row) with the order m = 0 zonal harmonics (ZH) shown in the
central column.

We can now reconsider our objective in Equation 6.4 and rewrite

x(z) = BSH

M∑
i=1

Πd̂i � ẑi , (6.7)

where � denotes fast convolution in SH domain as a simple Hadamard (element-

wise) product. The new squared-loss gradient in Equation 6.6 has blocks of

the form

g(z) = −



...

BSHdiag(Πd̂i)
...



B>SH
(
x − x(z)

)
, (6.8)

where the residual is first projected onto the SH domain before M fast convolu-

tions are carried out as diagonal matrix multiplications (element-wise products).

The dimensionality of the SH space (parameter K) does not affect the

dimensionality (sparseness) of our convolutional model. However it does affect

the speed and quality of the convolutions if it is set too high (slower) or too

low (low-frequency filters and signals). In all our experiments, we have fixed

K = 40 as to preserve high-frequency content in our filters and signals.
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6.4.4 Fitting with Anisotropic Filters and Fast SH Rota-

tions
With anisotropic filters, as seen in Figure 6.1 and Equation 6.3, one must also

account for the rotation (twist) ξn of the filter about the activation at a direction

ωn (Section 6.4.1). Thus, the n-th location in the activation map zi (n) def
= zi (Rn)

is associated with a full rotation Rn (i.e., 2 angles for orientation ωn, another

angle for twist ξn); it stores an activation intensity value representing a mapping

zi (·) : SO(3) → R.

Now we also need to account for the twist discretisation in our activation

maps via a T-fold increase in the number of elements in vector zi ∈ R
NT . This

may seem like a high storage requirement, but with standard (sparse) data

structures it simply amounts to storing only a few non-zero activations. On

the other hand, a convolutional dictionary of size M (fixed) becomes more

expressive by disallowing anisotropic filters that are nearly equal up to a twist

ξ (all filters are pre-aligned to a canonical orientation and twist, Section 6.6.1).

Because generic convolutions of anisotropic spherical filters are difficult to

consider efficiently, we first consider a simpler approach. This simpler approach

leverages the fact that convolution on a sparse zi (a set of impulses) corresponds

to first rotating copies of the filter at particular activation locations on the

sphere, where zi (n) > 0, and then taking a linear combination of such rotated

signals, Figure 6.1 b).

Fortunately, fast methods for signal rotation in SH have been devel-

oped [LWF12; NSF12]. Besides speed, another advantage of working in

SH is that new sampling and discretisation artefacts are avoided. Given

a 3D rotation Rn ∈ SO(3), one can precompute the corresponding matrix

R̂n ∈ R
(K+1)2×(K+1)2 for rotating spherical signals represented as coefficients in

the SH basis1 [LWF12] and express

di ∗ zi
def
= BSH

∑
n s.t.

zi (n)>0

zi (n)R̂nd̂i . (6.9)

Note that Rn = RωnRξn are fixed and depend only on the discretisation of x

1We only denote the matrix for rotating spherical signals represented as SH coefficients
with a hat R̂, but it is not constructed by projecting any angular-domain spherical signal
nor signals to SH.
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and the twist dimension. In our experiments, we use N = 2048 (32 elevations,

64 azimuth angles) and T = 32 (twists) and store 128 pre-computed basic

SH rotations that are sparse, block-diagonal matrices (see Section C.2 in the

appendix).

In the fitting objective in Equation 6.4, the sum over the activations of all

M filters in the dictionary D becomes

x(z) = BSH

M∑
i=1

∑
n

zi (n)R̂nd̂i (6.10)

and the squared-loss gradient has individual entries of the form

g(z) = −



...

d̂>i R̂>n
...



B>SH
(
x − x(z)

)︸            ︷︷            ︸
r̂z

. (6.11)

This gradient is efficiently computed by rotating NT times the residual r̂z in

SH domain; at each position, inner products with M filters are taken. Besides

speed and avoidance of re-sampling artefacts, this SH method also reduces

memory requirements for implementation in highly parallel architectures such

as GPUs.

6.4.5 Fast Fitting with Anisotropic Filters and Rotated

Zonal Harmonics

To implement generic convolutions efficiently, we leverage another recent result

in SH theory: spherical convolutions can be implemented efficiently by decom-

posing an anisotropic signal into a combination of isotropic rotated ZH (RZH)

basis functions [SBN15]. In fact, by inspecting Figure 6.2, one can see that

the SH bases themselves can be exactly represented as linear combinations of

rotated ZH bases (centre column). In this new representation, each RZH basis

has a known, rotated axis of symmetry denoted ωm
k = Rm

k [ 0 0 1 ]>. Rotating a

ZH basis by R ∈ SO(3) simply amounts to precomputing and replacing Y 0
k (ωn)

by Y 0
k (R>ωn) in each row.

Given the SH-projected residual term r̂z, its representation in RZH (i.e.,
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all band-k coefficients rm
k = [r−k

k ... r0k ... r k
k ]
>) is easily obtained as



rm
1
...

rm
K



=



Â1

. . .

ÂK



r̂z , (6.12)

using precomputed, linear transformations Âk (see Section C.2 in the appendix

and Lessig, Witt, and Fiume [LWF12]). Then, following Equation 6.3 and Soler,

Bagher, and Nowrouzezahrai [SBN15], each entry in the squared-loss gradient

for activation map zi is efficiently evaluated as the convolution gi : SO(3) → R,

gi (Rn) = (di ∗ rz)(Rn) =
∑
ω∈S2

rz(Rnω)di (ω) =
∑
k,m

rm
k (Y 0

k ∗ di)︸    ︷︷    ︸
dki

(R>nω
m
k︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω

) . (6.13)

Here we again rotate the spherical residual towards the canonical filter position,

before taking the inner product. Since the residual has an RZH representa-

tion rm
k , we reformulate this mapping in terms of convolutions Y 0

k ∗ di of the

isotropic ZH bases on the filter di, which gives a set of K + 1 spherical signals

dki (ω).

As in Section 6.4.3, the isotropic convolutions dki (ω) are evaluated effi-

ciently in SH space as a simple Hadamard product, dki = BSH(Πek � d̂i), where

ek ∈ R
K+1 is the canonical ZH basis (ek (i) = 1 if i = k + 1, 0 otherwise). Since

both basis and filters are constant, we can even precompute K + 1 spherical

look-up tables dki for each filter to further improve efficiency. Then, during

fitting, we sample the desired directions ω = R>nω
m
k in Equation 6.13. For

further details, we refer the reader to the appendix C and relevant previous

work [NSF12; SBN15].

6.4.6 Optimisation

Previous works have investigated various methods of representing and fit-

ting parametric representations to spherical signals. For example, Vorba

et al. [Vor+14] fit mixtures of spherical Gaussians using expectation-

maximization [Bis06] and Green et al. [Gre+06] use a general non-linear

solver for the same purpose. We use an iterative algorithm as well, targeted

at L1-penalised objectives specifically. To fit our spherical model and enforce
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the sparsity constraint in Equation 6.4, we use the Hard Thresholding Pursuit

algorithm [Fou11], a greedy method that has been found to provide good

results and runtime performance.

In summary, at iteration t, HTP takes a steepest descent step and truncates

zt+1 = zt − µg(zt ) to keep only the t + 1 activations with strongest intensities.

Then, zt+1 is assigned a least-squares solution that simultaneously re-fits the

intensities of all (t + 1) current activations.

We have implemented both algorithms in Sections 6.4.4 and 6.4.5, verifying

that they produce the same gradients. However, in unreported experiments

we noticed that the simpler method of Section 6.4.4 when implemented on

the GPU led to faster runtimes. We therefore used this method in all our

tests, except when using only isotropic filters, in which case we used a GPU

implementation of the method in Section 6.4.3.

Another possible optimization to our fitting objectives presented in Sec-

tion 6.4 is to initially SH-project the input signal x and minimise the residual in

SH domain. However, enforcing the sparsity constraint requires projecting the

SH gradient back onto the spatial domain so that new places of filter activation

can be incrementally added by the HTP method.

6.5 Light Transport and Inverse Lighting
Our convolutional sparse coding formulation can naturally be used as a compact

representation of spherical signals in different applications, for instance in

precomputed light transport and inverse lighting.

Consider a direct illumination model of light transport where light reflects

only once from surfaces according to their BRDFs. The RGB shading s ∈ RP×3

on all P pixels in an image can be expressed as the matrix multiplication

between a transport matrix T and an RGB lighting environment l ∈ RN×3,

s = T l . (6.14)

The light transport matrix T ∈ RP×N has elements indexed by a pixel p and

lighting direction ω,

Tpω = Vpω f (p, ω, v) 〈np , ω〉
+ dω, (6.15)
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where Vpω is the environment visibility mask (encoding self-occlusion [Has+11]),

f (·) is the BRDF, np is the surface normal, and dω is the solid angle measure.

We assume T has been precomputed and is fixed for a given image of an object,

using known estimates of the object material and geometry.

We represent each colour channel of the lighting environment, l, using our

convolutional model from Equation 6.9,

lλ =
M∑

i=1

di ∗ ziλ , (6.16)

where we maintain M sparse activation maps zi but also store an RGB colour

ciλ for each individual non-zero activation. We express the λ colour channel of

each activation map as

ziλ =
∑
n s.t.

zi (n)>0

zi (n) ciλ (n) . (6.17)

Denoting the ground-truth RGB shading by s∗ ∈ RP×3, our inverse lighting

problem is then defined as

min
z,c

s∗ − Tl
2

2
+ α

M∑
i=1

zi
0 , (6.18)

where α is a penalization weight on the (unknown) sparsity of the solution.

We enforce group sparsity across colour channels; i.e., a filter activation

in one channel implies activation in all channels. We accomplish this by main-

taining M monochromatic activation maps (zi) and separately solving for the

RGB colours of each individual non-zero activation (ciλ (n),∀n s.t. zi (n) > 0).

Specifically, we reformulate Equation 6.18 such that at each iteration we solve

two optimisation problems: (1) we fit the monochromatic activation maps to

monochromatic ground-truth shading using the previously described methods

and, (2) we solve a linear least squares problem for the RGB intensities of the

non-zero activations given the, now, fixed activation map.

During optimization, gradients are computed as before, but now residual

terms are first projected onto the column space of T, then to SH. Typically,

T is rank deficient and the problem is ill-posed: multiple light probes exist
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that can render the same image (lighting in the nullspace of T remains under-

constrained). For instance, a Lambertian BRDF acts as a low-pass filter on

lighting, making it nearly impossible to recover high-frequency illumination.

Fortunately, images of objects with complex geometry (self-shadowing) usually

yield matrices T with smaller nullspaces, providing more constraints on high-

frequency lighting [Has+11]. However, the solution remains ambiguous. Thus,

by adopting a sparse coding strategy, we seek to recover the most compact

lighting environment (solution) that can be used to coherently explain the

shading visible on the object.

Finally, note that T is often a very large matrix. While each of its columns

encodes the reflectance of the whole object when lit from a particular direction,

each row of T is a spherical signal that describes the reflectance of a single

surface patch (pixel) considering all light directions. Therefore, for application

in real-time rendering, we can use the convolutional model to express each row

of T compactly just as we did for the light probe lλ in Equation 6.16, as shown

next.

6.6 Experiments
In our experiments, we used the database of Gardner et al. [Gar+17], which

contains a total of 1,671 unsaturated HDR indoor light probes in a wide variety

of conditions. This database was split into two non-overlapping subsets: a

training set of 1,521 environment maps for estimating data-driven filters (Sec-

tion 6.6.1), and a test set of 150 environment maps. The latter was used to

compare the performances of the different spherical models, as discussed next.

6.6.1 Filter Dictionaries

We experiment with various filter dictionaries D (Section 6.4), ranging from

hand-crafted, isotropic filters to a larger set of anisotropic filters learned from

data, Figure 6.3. Here we detail how we built these dictionaries. Note that all

of them are augmented with the constant (DC) filter with global support over

the sphere.

Note that, instead of comparing the performance of one dictionary over

another, we aimed at measuring the performance of our method while increasing

the diversity and number of filters available in a single dictionary. We wanted
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to check if introducing increasingly more complex filters helps performance or

does not affect it (i.e. when the complex filters would not be used in favour of

simpler ones.

6.6.1.1 Isotropic Spherical Gaussian Filters
We build a first dictionary Diso of isotropic Gaussian filters by using the formu-

lation proposed by Tosic et al. [TFV06]. This formulation employs a parameter,

a, which defines the width of the Gaussian. We generated M = 100 filters by

logarithmically sampling values in the range a ∈ [0, 14.33]. The range was

defined to be the maximum value for a that does not introduce ringing with a

40-band SH.

6.6.1.2 Anisotropic Spherical Gaussian Filters
We build a second dictionary Dani which includes anisotropic Gaussian filters,

generated using the method of Tosic et al. [TFV06]. Anisotropic width and

orientation are parametrised by two scalars a1 and a2 (see Equation (13) in

[TFV06]). We generated M = 100 filters by logarithmically sampling in the

joint space of a1 and a2 using the same range as in the isotropic Gaussian case.

Note that we augment this dictionary with Diso to also include purely isotropic

filters, thus Dani ⊃ Diso.

6.6.1.3 Anisotropic Data-driven Filters
We also considered a simple method for extracting filters from the HDR light

probes in the training set. Given pixels with locally maximal image intensities,

we extract circular neighbourhoods of different sizes. These filters depict strong

light sources that concentrate most of the illumination energy; they are not

necessarily isotropic. These filters are also rotated to a canonical position on

the sphere, with their central direction aligned to the z-axis (Zenith), as indi-

cated by ω0 in Figure 6.1 a). Filters are also twist-normalised using principal

component analysis (PCA) [HTF08]. Finally, we remove near duplicates by

performing k-means clustering [HTF08] to obtain our dictionary Dkm with

M = 100 anisotropic filters, to which we added Dani from above.

6.6.1.4 Single vMF Filter
To compare against the sparse-grid, single-lobe method of Kholgade

et al. [Kho+14], we also build a dictionary Dvmf composed of a single von
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Figure 6.3: Example filters from our experimental dictionaries. Rows show
isotropic Gaussians, anisotropic Gaussians, k-means (data-driven), and
single vMF filter (top) as used in previous work [Kho+14], respectively.

Mises-Fisher [Fis53] distribution2 with κ = 80, as in previous work [Kho+14].

6.6.2 Spherical Coding Results
We first evaluate the various models in representing indoor HDR environment

maps with as few degrees of freedom as possible. For this, we directly fit

test probes using low-frequency SH representations of different sizes, and our

convolutional methods with varying sparsity s and filter dictionaries Diso,

Dani, Dkm, and Dvmf . We use s = (K + 1)2 to map the degrees of freedom

in our convolutional model with those in the K-band SH model. To avoid

ringing artefacts, we low-pass filter the SH fits and refer to these results as “SH

(windowed)”.

Figure 6.4 a) plots the average fit error versus the number of degrees of

freedom in each model. It highlights how the convolutional model can better

capture high-frequency lighting and in a more compact manner than SH. This

is not surprising as SH has problems modelling spatial discontinuities which

are frequent in HDR lighting environments. Our new models also outperform

the simple illumination model of Kholgade et al. [Kho+14], which uses the

single filter in Dvmf. Note Dani performs better than Dkm indicating that

more elaborate strategies for extracting data-driven dictionaries and (greedily)

fitting them need to be investigated. The error curves flatten out quickly due

to fitting non-negative activations.

Figure 6.5 provides a qualitative comparison of three light probe fits ob-

tained with these different models, but with the same number of degrees of

freedom (sparsity). Clearly, the SH results look over-smoothed while the con-

volutional fits show higher frequency signals, even with few activations.
2Parameter obtained from author, as it is not listed in the paper.
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(a) Direct fit
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(b) Inverse lighting

Figure 6.4: Quantitative results for direct fits and inverse lighting. We com-
pute the L2-norm (weighted by solid angle) between the ground truth
and encoded lighting environment maps; results are averaged over the
test set.

Next we evaluate our models in solving the ill-posed problem of inverse

lighting in Equation 6.18, to recover a light probe from a single image of an

object given knowledge of geometry and reflectance. We consider a synthetic

scene with a Lambertian dragon statuette, rendered using a real HDR light

probe, Figure 6.6. Although the dragon’s complex geometry and self-shadowing

(visibility mask) helps constrain the problem, reducing the nullspace of the
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Figure 6.5: Qualitative results for direct fits. The environment maps have been
tonemapped (γ = 2.2) for display purposes. Sparsity (s) refers to the x
axis in Figure 6.4 a).
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Figure 6.6: Qualitative results for inverse lighting. Here, the dragon model
and its transport matrix T are given as input to the algorithm. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (γ = 2.2) for display purposes.
Sparsity (s) refers to the x axis in Figure 6.4 b).

transport T, the solution is still ambiguous. The convolutional method will

recover the sparsest probe, while the SH solution has an L2-norm regulariser.

Figure 6.4 b) plots the average light probe error versus the sparsity (corre-

sponding SH order) of these models for the inverse lighting experiment. Once

again, the convolutional models provide better solutions, with Dani providing

lighting estimates that are closest to the ground-truth HDR probes.

Figure 6.6 shows light probes recovered with the different models at dif-

ferent sparsity values. Once again, the SH results look over-smoothed while

the convolutional fits present high-frequency content that is required to render

sharp shadows and realistically insert virtual objects in applications of image

augmentation (i.e., special effects in movies and augmented reality).

Finally, Figure 6.7 shows a comparison of the different models in encoding

a large number of rows of the dragon’s transport matrix T. The figure shows

that, also here, the convolutional models provide better results that are more
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Figure 6.7: Transport matrix compression. Figure shows comparative results
of approximating spherical signals corresponding to rows of transport
matrix T of the dragon model: (top) example transport row shown as
a latitude-longitude map and approximations of the different models at
sparsities 1, 9, 25, 49; (bottom) approximation error averaged over 1477
rows, or pixels.

compact. Further work is required to evaluate how well these more compact

representations would perform at accelerating real-time rendering while also

preserving output quality.
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Figure 6.8: Quantitative comparison of compactness versus representative
power (L2). The comparison is made between different algorithms and
dictionaries when fitting a balanced set of 32 HDR light probes (16
with predominantly isotropic light sources and 16 with anisotropic light
sources). As before, we plot the average L2-norm error, between ground
truth and fitted model, in terms of the number of degrees of freedom in
the model.

6.6.3 Compactness vs. Representative Power
To better evaluate the performances of our different dictionaries, we consider

here a more balanced dataset of 32 HDR light probes where 16 probes have

predominantly isotropic sources, while the other 16 probes show more elongated,

anisotropic light sources (e.g., bar-shaped fluorescent lights). Our performance

metric is computed on the spatial (latitude longitude) domain at the image

resolution of 128 × 256. Input (ground-truth) pixel values are weighted by

their solid angle and the probe is then normalised to a unit-length signal. We

measure absolute reconstruction performance using the average L2-norm error

over the 32 test probes, and use the structural similarity index [Wan+04] for a

measure of perceived similarity (on tonemapped environment maps).

Besides our different dictionaries, we evaluate the baseline methods of:

Kholgade et al. [Kho+14] (single vMF filter), the “un-windowed” SH fit (pro-

ducing lower numerical errors at the cost of more ringing artefacts), and the

Haar wavelet method of Ng et al. [NRH03] (we implement the variant that
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Figure 6.9: Quantitative comparison of compactness versus representative
power (SSIM). The comparison is made between different algorithms
and dictionaries when fitting a balanced set of 32 HDR light probes (16
with predominantly isotropic light sources and 16 with anisotropic light
sources). In this figure we plot the average structural similarity (SSIM),
between tonemapped ground truth environments and the model fitted
environments, in terms of the number of degrees of freedom of each
model.

produces the lowest numerical errors and denote it “Haar Wavelets (abs.)”).

For a fair comparison, we also consider a variant of our fitting method (Hard

Thresholding Pursuit, HTP [Fou11]) in which we remove the non-negative

constraint on the intensity of each filter activation in the maps zi. This is

done to avoid a well-known issue in non-negative least squares (NNLS) fitting

with greedy methods: only positive residual values can be reduced during

optimization. This forces negative residuals (in intermediary solutions) to

remain unaccounted for, leading to a “flat-lining” of performance in which

errors do not decrease with additional, subsequent filter activations. Thus,

the L1-variant of our HTP method drops the non-negative constraint and uses

standard least squares with a weak L1-norm regulariser on the set of s activation

intensities to make the fit more stable and less greedy.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the performance of the different algorithms

and dictionaries in directly fitting HDR light probes under two error metrics.
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Figure 6.10: Additional qualitative results. Qualitative results using the same
algorithms, dictionaries and environments as in the quantitative eval-
uation of Figures 6.8 and 6.9. The environment maps have been
tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display purposes.
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We plot error as a function of the number of degrees of freedom in (sparsity

of) the model. Note that in the L2-error plot (Figure 6.8) the curves for

the non-negative (NNLS) fitting method “flatline” rather early, regardless of

the dictionary used, while fitting with the L1-variant keeps improving with

additional activations, as one would expect.

From Figure 6.9 we observe that the L1-variants of our methods produce

higher perceptual errors than the NNLS variants. This is expected, as the

L1-variants introduce sharp discontinuities near light sources trying to adapt

to their shapes and intensity profiles. We also note that the un-windowed SH

method also produces high perceptual errors due to introducing similar discon-

tinuities near light sources (also referred to as ringing artefacts). Both these

phenomena can be seen in renderings of a reconstructed lighting environment in

Figure 6.10. Finally, we note that the NNLS-variants of our methods produce

the lowest perceptual errors with the Haar wavelet method obtaining the best

perceptual performance among the baselines.

Here, as shown in Figure 6.8, we also verify that the Haar wavelet method

indeed provides better L2-error results than SH, but the Haar model still re-

quires a large number of parameters to match the approximation error of our

convolutional method, which can use dictionaries of custom-tailored “wavelets”

(either hand-crafted or data-driven) to better represent the high-frequency

content in these HDR light probes.

Among our different dictionaries, the one with a single vMF filter (as in

Kholgade et al.’s method [Kho+14]) provides the least compact representations,

also as expected. The best performing dictionary, Dani, shows the value of our

framework for efficiently fitting a model with anisotropic filters. Interestingly,

our k-means dictionary Dkm performs better than our isotropic dictionary Diso

but worse than Dani, suggesting that better techniques for learning data-driven

filters need to be investigated.

Additional, qualitative results in direct fitting and inverse lighting are

given in Section C.3 in the appendix.

6.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents expressive, compact and efficient convolutional models

of functions on the sphere. Despite the abundance of spherical functions in
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different applications of computer vision and graphics, so far little effort has

been dedicated to extending the promise of sparse coding theory from the image

plane to the spherical domain. An overlooked challenge is that, except for simple

isotropic filters, convolutions on the sphere do not generate another spherical

signal. Our main contribution is the derivation of powerful convolutional models

and efficient fitting algorithms that leverage the latest advances in SH theory to

overcome this overlooked challenge. Our technique makes use of a dictionary of

generic filters or “wavelets” (isotropic, anisotropic, smooth, sharp, hand-crafted,

data-driven) that can be tailored to compactly model spherical signals. We also

present, for the first time, a comparative evaluation of different illumination

models when applied to the ill-posed problem of inverse lighting, using a large

database of HDR light probes.

Future work will investigate the use of these models in other important

applications in computer vision and graphics and more elaborate ways for

learning good dictionaries from data. For example, convolutional representa-

tions of spherical functions could prove highly useful in importance sampling.

Previous work by Vorba et al. [Vor+14] aimed at decreasing the variance of

Monte-Carlo rendering techniques by performing importance sampling using

learned directional distributions as Gaussian mixture models. We could apply

our CSC theory to achieve the same goal, having directional distributions of

photons modelled by compact frequency-domain convolutional representations.

Coupling this with more sophisticated methods of filter learning could result

in great importance sampling performance.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

This dissertation had three main goals for advancing the state-of-the-art in

augmented reality and inverse lighting. The goals were:

• Enabling realistic AR on mobile devices by lowering the computational

requirements for radiometric calibration and rendering;

• Simplifying outdoor lighting environment estimation by using human

faces as lightprobes;

• Improving reconstruction accuracy for general inverse lighting problems

by leveraging convolutional sparse coding theory for spherical signals.

All proposed goals were achieved. Specifically, Chapters 3 and 4 proposed

the use of shading probes, a type of customised lightprobes, which enable real-

time radiometrically calibrated rendering. The shading probes capture incident

illumination which can be remapped, using different methods, in real-time onto

new 3D models for rendering. The voxel shading probe method (Chapter 3)

enables rendering new voxel models by simple lightmapping. The shading cap-

tured from the square faces of a voxel shading probe are linearly combined to

reconstruct shading of arbitrary configurations of voxels. The spherical parti-

tions shading probe (Chapter 4), acts as a spherical basis encoder of incident

illumination. Its captured shading can be used directly as lighting coefficients

in a PRT framework for realistic globally illuminated rendering. Furthermore,

Chapter 5 describes and evaluates a method for lighting estimation from pho-

tographs of faces. The method evaluates two representations for lighting, as the

latent space of an autoencoder trained on a database of HDR skies, as well as

through a hand-crafted parametric model based on previous work on physically

modelling skies [PSS99]. The introduced method estimates high dynamic range,
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high-frequency lighting environments, overcoming the low-frequency predic-

tion limitations of the previous state-of-the art in facial lighting estimation.

Finally, Chapter 6 formulates a novel theory of convolutional sparse coding

for spherical signals using state-of-the-art SH theory [LWF12; NSF12]. The

proposed method is evaluated as a representation for spherical signals (transfer

matrix rows and natural illumination) and is applied to the general inverse

lighting problem. In all cases, it shows competitive performance compared to

the state-of-the-art.

7.1 Future Work
The methods proposed in this thesis also open new opportunities for future

research work in both augmented reality and inverse lighting.

7.1.1 Augmented Reality

One inherent limitation of the proposed shading probes is the requirement to

move around the customised lightprobe to capture shading. Of course, one could

use a mirror lightprobe instead [Deb05], but that comes with the limitation of

requiring an HDR capture process as well as an additional spherical-basis pro-

jection step for AR rendering [Now+11]. The “single-shot” lightprobe [Deb+12]

would alleviate the HDR capture process requirement. Projecting the lighting

environment to a basis requires a non-trivial amount of computation and this

is not problematic for modern mobile phones and desktop computers. But, for

older or embedded devices with very low computational resources, avoiding do-

ing computations whenever possible can lead to increased runtime performance

and decreased energy usage. So, is there a more practical way of avoiding the

basis projection step than with using the spherical partitions shading probe

(Chapter 4)? One answer is to use any diffuse object, with complex enough

geometry [Has+11], as a spherical basis encoder. Arbitrary objects induce

non-orthogonal spherical bases in their transfer matrices [Now+07]. So for ren-

dering in a PRT framework one would first need to express transfer matrices

in non-orthogonal bases by solving a least-squares problem. Selecting a subset

of appropriate surface points, with as orthogonal-as-possible transfer vectors,

would also be required to assemble a small enough basis set for practical rea-

sons. A screenshot from an incipient research prototype of using an arbitrary
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Figure 7.1: Screenshot of realistic AR application. The diffuse white Buddha
and Dragon objects are 3D printed and registered. Non-negative lighting
is estimated from the shading of the 3D printed Dragon object (centre)
as SH coefficients by solving a constrained minimisation problem. The
estimated lighting is used to render the other diffuse and glossy objects
in real-time by using a PRT framework, with differential rendering used
for realistic contact shadows.

diffuse object as a lightprobe is shown in Figure 7.1. Here, lighting estimation

is done by solving a constrained minimisation problem for non-negative lighting

represented as SH coefficients. This process is impractical on mobile devices

due to the high runtime requirements of solving linear problems with affine

inequality constraints, further motivating the spherical-basis encoder approach

which was previously mentioned.

This thesis, in Chapters 3 and 4, treated the radiometrically calibrated ren-

dering problem of augmented reality from a purely physics-based point of view.

Using the mathematical formulation of the physical light transport process we

tailored geometry to exploit certain inherent regularities: occlusion configura-

tions in Chapter 3 and partitioned spherical visibility in Chapter 4. With the

rise in convolutional neural networks theory and technology, prediction methods

are starting to bypass physically-based models or incorporate them internally

to make progress on inverse as well as forward problems. For example, deep-
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learning-based methods have shown promise in inverse problems, such as for

lighting prediction [Moo+17] and appearance disentangling [Kul+15; MRF18],

as well as for forward problems, such as for modelling subsurface scattering

and ambient occlusion effects [Nal+17], and for accelerating volumetric ren-

dering [Kal+17]. In terms of the forward rendering process in AR, one line of

future work could investigate deep-learning methods to predict the shading of

virtual objects so that they match their surroundings when super-imposed in a

live view of a real scene. Such a method could also be used for adding camera

degradation artefacts [Ait10]. Alternatively, tackling inverse problems in AR,

one could investigate methods of simultaneous camera tracking and lighting

estimation from objects placed in a real-scene. Deep-learning approaches for

both camera tracking from such objects [GLL18] and for estimating lighting

from them [Moo+17] exist; merging the internal representation of these meth-

ods could improve both lighting reconstruction accuracy and minimise camera

tracking error. To ensure such a deep-learning approach would be usable in real-

time on a mobile device one could use methods for pruning or approximating

neural networks for fast inference, e.g. [Mol+16].

Of course, training deep-learning models can require a lot of real-world

data, e.g. the paper which popularised deep-learning for image classification

used approximately 1.2M training images [KSH12]. But due to the rise of

commodity depth cameras1 and even 360◦ HDR cameras2, one can argue that

opportunities for research innovation in augmented reality have never been so

accessible.

7.1.2 Inverse Lighting

In Chapter 6 we used convolutional sparse coding for spherical signals to solve

general inverse lighting problems. A trivial extension is to build convolutional

neural networks using this same frequency-domain convolution formulation,

with competing work on spherical CNNs already appearing [Coh+18]. We note

that in initial experiments for building a deep-prior for natural skies, as we

used in Chapter 5, we implemented full angular domain spherical convolutional

neural networks. The training process for angular-domain spherical CNNs was

1Intel RealSense Camera. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://software.intel.com/en-us/
realsense.

2Panono Camera. Accessed 9 June 2018. https://www.panono.com.

https://software.intel.com/en-us/realsense
https://software.intel.com/en-us/realsense
https://www.panono.com
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considerably slower compared to conventional 2D neural networks. However,

CNNs performing spherical convolutions can encode spherical signals much

more compactly and would require less data to train; e.g. in our application,

the texture of a cloud would only need to be learnt once inside the network

and not need to be learned for all possible azimuths and elevations. This is

analogous to Worrall et al. [Wor+16] work on harmonic networks exploiting

rotational equivariance for the same purpose.

The convolutional sparse coding method for spherical signals employed

here could be adjusted to solve other related, inverse rendering problems,

such as reflectance estimation. BRDFs have more degrees of freedom than

lighting in general, but for isotropic BRDF estimation, our CSC theory would

be applicable with minor changes. A better method of learning domain-specific

data-driven filters could also be used to improve the performance of our CSC

method for inverse lighting as well as for BRDF estimation.

In conclusion, this thesis achieved its objectives and cemented novel con-

tributions in both the augmented reality and the inverse lighting fields.
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Appendix A

Publications

We detail collaborators’ contributions for the research papers behind Chap-

ters 4, 5 and 6 in Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 respectively.

Table A.1: Collaborators contributions for the “The Shading Probe: Fast
Appearance Acquisition for Mobile AR” publication [Cal+13].
Publication extended in Chapter 4. The authors of this publication are, in
order, the following: Dan Andrei Calian (DAC), Kenny Mitchell (KM),
Derek Nowrouzezahrai (DN) and Jan Kautz (JK).

Research project component Contributors

General supervision JK, KM

Technical discussions JK, DAC, DN,

KM

Idea for using custom 3D printed object to capture basis-

convolved illumination

DAC, JK

Main mathematical derivations, implementation, results

generation and analysis

DAC

Writing article JK, DN, DAC,

KM

Preparing conference presentation DAC
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Table A.2: Collaborators contributions for the “From Faces to Outdoor
Light Probes” publication [Cal+18]. Publication described in Chap-
ter 5). The authors of this publication are, in order, the following: Dan
Andrei Calian (DAC), Jean-François Lalonde (JFL), Paulo Gotardo
(PG), Tomas Simon (TS), Iain Matthews (IM) and Kenny Mitchell (KM).

Research project component Contributors

General supervision IM, JFL, KM

Idea for using faces as light-probes for outdoor environ-

ments using a parametric model

JFL, IM

Idea for optimising for lighting within the latent space of

a deep autoencoder trained on skies

DAC

Main mathematical derivations, implementation, results

generation and analysis

DAC

Facial geometry estimation TS, IM

Real-world face database collection JFL

Synthetic face database generation PG, DAC

Writing article JFL, IM, PG,

DAC

Preparing conference presentation DAC, PG, JFL

Hemispherical harmonics for ground lighting estimation

(does not appear in final version)

DAC

Detail hallucination for skies (does not appear in final

version)

TS
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Table A.3: Collaborators’ contributions for the “Fast Convolutional Sparse
Coding on the Spherical Domain” under-review research article.
Research article forming the basis of Chapter 6). The authors of this
article are, in order, the following: Dan Andrei Calian (DAC), Jean-
François Lalonde (JFL), Paulo Gotardo (PG), Tomas Simon (TS), Iain
Matthews (IM) and Kenny Mitchell (KM).

Research project component Contributors

General supervision PG, IM, KM

Idea for using 2D convolutional sparse coding (CSC) for

modelling skies

PG

Idea for rephrasing CSC on the spherical domain in the

frequency domain using spherical harmonics

DAC

Main mathematical derivations (including deriving

anisotropic-CSC using state-of-the-art spherical harmon-

ics theory), implementation, results generation and anal-

ysis

DAC

Mathematical exposition PG

Initial experiments using standard 2D CSC with existing

code

PG

Initial experiments using spatial domain spherical con-

volutions (not included in submitted paper)

DAC, TS

Technical discussions DAC, PG, JFL,

IM, TS

Writing article PG, JFL, DAC



Appendix B

From Faces to Outdoor

Lightprobes

B.1 Implementation Details: Optimisation
We have implemented both our autoencoder and light estimation algorithms

in Python using the numerical computation library Theano1, which provides

automatic symbolic differentiation and transparent use of the GPU amongst

its main features. Our autoencoder is also based on Lasagne2, a lightweight

library to build and train neural networks in Theano.

At test time, given an input face image, the initial step is face detection

and precomputation of 3D geometry (including normals), required to build the

transport matrix T; this step was implemented in MATLAB and C++. In the

second step, we initialise the unknowns in our albedo and light probe model as

follows: initial albedo ρ is spatially constant and equal to the mean of the best

matching mode of the albedo GMM (via exhaustive search); the ground albedo

ρgnd is initialised to a small constant (ρgnd = [.2 .2 .2] in our tests). We then

initialise the sun azimuth φsun from the optimal linear direction obtained via

an initial fit of a low-dimensional spherical harmonics probe [Gre03]. Finally,

the latent vector z is initialised to the mean over all probes in the training set.

Our optimisation procedure then iteratively improves on the current solu-

tion in a coarse-to-fine strategy, based on image pyramids for both face albedo

and light probe. In each pyramid level, it computes quasi-Newton, L-BFGS

1Theano. Accessed 15 June 2018. www.deeplearning.net/software/theano.
2Lasagne. Accessed 15 June 2018. http://lasagne.readthedocs.io.

www.deeplearning.net/software/theano
http://lasagne.readthedocs.io
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updates as to minimise our objective function using the method of Schmidt

et al. [Sch+09], with automatic differentiation. At convergence, the current

solution is upsampled and optimization resumes at the next (finer) pyramid

level. Empirically, we have found that our current initialization method and 4

pyramid levels provided quite robust recovery of spherical environment maps

at 64 × 128 resolution (latitude-longitude format, with resolution specified as

height × width), as demonstrated in our experimental results.

B.2 Synthetic Face Database
Figure B.2 shows an overview of our synthetic images rendered using the

popular, physically-based Cycles render engine3. These were rendered with

different combinations of 3D faces and illumination conditions.

Note that even though we did not synthesise hair for our synthetic images,

the bald head is not used for inverse lighting, as in the real application scenario.

Figure B.1 show overlays of the detected face mesh on synthetic and real images

from our database, indicating the face region whose pixels are used for inverse

lighting.

Since the sky probe database captures only the sky hemisphere, we syn-

thesised an infinite Lambertian ground plane in the bottom hemisphere. To

obtain realistic and calibrated ground albedos, we captured photographs of

“typical” outdoor ground scenes alongside an Xrite™ colour chart. The ground

photographs were shot in RAW mode to extract linear data, and lens vignetting

was corrected by capturing flat field images. Finally, calibrated ground albedos

are obtained by computing the mean pixel colour over a large region of the

ground visible in the photograph. We include examples from our calibrated

ground albedo database in Figure B.4.

B.3 Real Face Database
Figure B.3 shows an overview of our real face database (better seen on electronic

version). In total, 9 subjects were recruited for this task and were asked to

be photographed with a mostly neutral expression. They were photographed

under 25 different lighting conditions. There were 8 male and 1 female subjects,

most with fair skin. Subjects had varying amounts of facial hair, ranging from
3Cycles Renderer. Accessed 9 June 2018. www.cycles-renderer.org.

www.cycles-renderer.org
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Figure B.1: Overlay of detected face mesh. Fit face mesh shown on synthetic
(top) and real (bottom) images in our database showing the face region
whose pixels are used for inverse lighting. Note that even though we did
not synthesise hair for our synthetic images, the bald head is not used
for inverse lighting, as in the real application scenario.

none to full beards.

B.4 Sensitivity experiments
We present in Figures B.5, B.6 and B.7 results obtained on all error metrics

for the sensitivity analysis presented in section B.4 and Figure 5.8 of the main

thesis chapter.
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Figure B.2: Overview of our synthetic face database. Each randomly generated
face model was rendered with the outdoor light probe on its right. These
images have been tonemapped for display (γ = 2.2).
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Figure B.3: Overview of our real face database. Figure shows captured face
images and corresponding outdoor light probes (better seen on the elec-
tronic version).
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Light concrete Dark concrete Asphalt
ρgnd ≈ [0.20, 0.17, 0.14] ρgnd ≈ [0.14, 0.13, 0.12] ρgnd ≈ [0.05, 0.04, 0.03]

Dry dirt Wet dirt Grass
ρgnd ≈ [0.09, 0.08, 0.06] ρgnd ≈ [0.05, 0.04, 0.03] ρgnd ≈ [0.09, 0.10, 0.03]

Rocks Gravel Mulch
ρgnd ≈ [0.20, 0.18, 0.15] ρgnd ≈ [0.17, 0.15, 0.13] ρgnd ≈ [0.14, 0.10, 0.08]

Figure B.4: Calibrated outdoor ground albedos.We use the X-Rite colour chart
to calibrate RAW photographs of various ground textures, and extract
a mean albedo by computing the mean pixel value over a large region
of the image. These images have been rescaled and tone-mapped for
display.
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Figure B.5: Mean sensitivity of the methods as a function of the image res-
olution. Image resolution ranges from 90×90 to 360×360 for all metrics
to complement Figure 5.8 of the main chapter.
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Figure B.6: Mean sensitivity of the methods as a function of the out-of-
plane rotation. Rotation ranges from 0◦ to 30◦ for all metrics to com-
plement Figure 5.8 of the main chapter.
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Figure B.7: Mean sensitivity of the methods as a function of the random
Gaussian noise. Gaussian noise has standard deviation ranging from
0 to 1.1 applied to the blendshape coefficients for all metrics to comple-
ment Figure 5.8 of the main chapter.



Appendix C

Fast Convolutional Sparse Coding

on the Sphere

C.1 Fitting with Isotropic Filters in SH Domain

Let ω def
= (θ, φ) ∈ S2 denote a direction on the unit sphere in terms of its

associated elevation and azimuth coordinates. The real spherical harmonics

(SH) basis functions Y m
k (ω) are defined as

Y m
k (θ, φ) =




K0
k P0

k (cos θ), m = 0
√
2Km

k cos(mφ)Pm
k (cos θ), m > 0

√
2K |m |k sin(|m |φ)P |m |k (cos θ), m < 0

, (C.1)

where Km
k is a normalisation term and Pm

k are associated (degree k) Legendre

polynomials [NSF12].

Fast convolution of an isotropic ZH filter in RK+1 and a general SH signal

in R(K+1)2 requires normalising and expanding the ZH filter by multiplying it

with a constant sparse matrix Π ∈ R(K+1)2×(K+1) [RH01b] whose entries are the

constant weights

Π[i, k] =

√
4π

2k + 1
,

∀k = {0, . . . , K }

i = {k2, . . . , k2 + 2k}.
(C.2)
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C.2 Fast Fitting with Anisotropic Filters
Fast rotation of an anisotropic filter with R ∈ SO(3) is performed in the SH

domain [NSF12] using

R̂ =M(R) M−1(I) ∈ R(K+1)2×(K+1)2 . (C.3)

where I is the identity matrix. The mapping M : SO(3) → R(K+1)2×(K+1)2 is

defined as

M(R) =



Ŷ0,R

. . .

ŶK,R



(C.4)

and the entries of the blocks Ŷk,R ∈ R
(2k+1)×(2k+1) are defined in terms of rotated

SH bases Y m
k ,

Ŷk,R[i, j] =

√
4π

2k + 1
Y i−k

k (Rω j ), (C.5)

where the {ω} j are any set of (K + 1)2 non-degenerate random directions on

the sphere [LWF12; NSF12].

Note that, during optimization, the RZH coefficients of the residual vector,

rm
k , are computed using a block diagonal matrix with rotated bases Âk,Rm

k
=

Ŷ−1k,Rm
k
.

C.3 Additional Qualitative Results
Figure C.1 offers additional qualitative inverse lighting results. Please see the

discussion in the CSC chapter in Section 5.5.2.

Qualitative direct fitting results on 12 light probes from our balanced

dataset (CSC chapter, subsection 6.6.3) are given in Figures C.2–C.12. Probes

with anisotropic sources are shown in Figures C.2–C.6. Please refer to the

discussion in the CSC chapter in Section 5.5.2.

Note that, in some of the following qualitative results, the input lighting

environment has been clamped to the bottom edge when the original environ-

ment map image contained erroneously captured pixels there.
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Figure C.1: Additional qualitative results for inverse lighting. Qualitative
results for inverse lighting to complement Figure 6.6 from the main
CSC chapter. For each example, the rendered objects used as input
for inverse lighting are shown below their corresponding ground-truth
lighting environment. The environment maps and object renders have
been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display purposes.
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Figure C.2: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.3: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.4: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.5: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.6: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.7: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.8: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.9: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for di-
rect fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.10: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for
direct fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.11: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for
direct fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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Figure C.12: Additional direct fit qualitative results. Qualitative results for
direct fits to complement Figure 6.5 from the main CSC chapter. The
environment maps have been tonemapped (with γ = 2.2) for display
purposes.
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